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Abstract

/

ZThis research effort was directed towards developing

a flexible, operationally oriented methodology to assess

the effectiveness of conventional weapons. Ease of use has

been stressed, to enable aircrews and weapons experts to

use the methodology.

The methodology centers on an interactive computer

program, AAPMOD, that simulates a user-defined attack

against a user-defined target. The program is a derivative

of Attack Assessment Program, originally developed by the

University of Oklahoma for the Joint Technical CoordinatinV

Group for Munitions Effectiveness. This study provided the

program interactive capability, improved its structure by

adding Frtran Y constructsv and developed a data-input

progr 'AAPI j-tb provide laundered input files for AAPMOD.

Program outputs include probabilities of cutting

surfaces and denying aircraft operations, as well as

expected values for number of hits and area damaged.

Validity and capability of AAPMOD are demonstrated in

a three factor, two level statistical experiment. The

experiment consisted of an airfield attack, with associated

discussion of effects of the three factors.
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I. Introduction

This study will determine the effectiveness of a

modern, fighter-attack aircraft, delivering conventional

munitions against a runway. The measure of effectiveness

is the probability the aircraft denies the clear length and

width of runway surface, required for take-off and land

operations.

Tactical aviation is a vital part of the firepower

the United States can muster against an enemy. Also called

tac air, the intrinsic characteristics of tactical aviation

include elements of surprise, mass, and even 41exibility.

Siven that the enemy will choose the time and place of the

next conflict, tactical air power offers fast, concentrated

response to aggression, and offers in-place ground units a

better chance to maintain position until reinforcements

arri ve.

As with all resources, the availability of tac air is

limited. Furthermore, modern air power faces an increas-

ingly sophisticated enemy defense network. In recent years

potential enemies have improved air defense networks with

the deployment of new missiles, guns, radars, and aircraft.

Along with these deployments has been the employment of a

now command and control system. (Ref.15:19)

The allocation of the limited resources of tactical

air, throughout the hostile arena, is therefore a decisive

element in the success of combat operations. And the task

is not easy.

x*S&*0



For example, consider the European theater. The

commanders, whether assigned to USAFE or NATO, allocate

their aircraft in three phases: l)identification of

targets, 2)prioritization of targets, and finally, 3)the

assignment of assets against the targets. Each phase

will be briefly discussed.

There are several ways to identify targets. Prior to

conflict, intelligence personnel can study potential

hot-spots and identify targets of obvious military value.

Munitions or tactics experts can then recommend particular

attack options. Such preparation can permit development of

preplanned attacks, and save valuable time when the war

breaks out. Similarly, during the fight, planners,

aircrews, intelligence sources, or even the battlefield

commander can recommend additional targets. But, as the

list grows, it soon exceeds the number of aircraft

available to cover the targets. This target-rich situation

requires that commanders prioritize targets.

Prioritization occurs when a commander decides which

targets should be attacked first. But target priorities

are dynamic, and influenced by perspective. For example:

1) The Army commander, repelling an armor assault,
thinks the attacking column has highest priority.

2) The commander at Ramstein thinks 24 FLOGGER's
massinz in western Czechoslovakia have the highest
priority.

3) All agree that denial of chemical or nuclear
potential is a high priority at all times.

Regardless, targets should be struck in such an order

that they maximize the damage inflicted on the envmy, and

minimize the damage inflicted by the enemy.

In the past, prioritization has been an art. But

today, it can more properly be termed a science. Rigorous

techniques, developed under the broad spectrum of

operations research, are frequently applied to military

2



decision making or problem solving. Some of these tech-

niques have included network theory, applied to aircraft

movements, various types of programming methods, applied

to weapon buys and prioritization processes, and computer

simulations of nearly all phases of combat operations.

This thesis, itselfs applies one of the tools of operations

research, computer modeling, to the last phase of the

allocation process: resource assignment.

The last phase of the allocation process is to assign

a specific weapon system to a specific target. Experience

shows that thorough analysis is sometimes absent from this

phase. Understandably, the crisis of the situation may

inhibit logical, optimum allocation. But at other times,

aircraft are merely assigned targets based on geographical

sectors: this wing covers the targets of that sector.

Although range or other performance characteristics must

influence allocation decisions, the convenient grounds of:

"1... the only one available ..."

should not. Each type of aircraft has its own performance

advantages and capabilities, as well as disadvantages and

limitations. For example, one aircraft may have poor

maneuverability, but excellent payload capacity. Another

may offset small payloads with high accuracies. To arbi-

trarily assign a weapon system against a target, without

considering the effectiveness of the aircraft against the

target is absurd. It can negate the efforts of the

previous phases, and can contribute to unnecessary loss of

life or other valuable assets.

Some of the methods of operations research (OR) may

serve to reduce the effort associated with the allocation

process. These methods may also enhance the results of the

process. The rest of this chapter will develop the frame-

work within which modern OR can improve United States

3



defense capabilities.

CgEations f__&ch. Operations Research tries to

blend the skills of many, varied, science and military

experts and optimize our defense capabilities. The first

use of OR dates back to 1943.

During World War I, British and American scientists

tried to describe and predict the way two armies act. They

modeled the allocation of scarce resources, and contributed

to Allied victories in several campaigns: such as the Air

Battle of Britain, and the Island Campaign in the Pacific.

(Ref, 9:3)

Today, nearly every level of command in the U.S. Air

Force has an operations research branch, even though the

size of the branch may vary. For example, Air Force

Headquarters has a 192-person Studies and Analysis Division

(AF/SA). On the other hand, a typical, tactical fighter

squadron (TFS) might have only a 3-person, additional-duty,

plans and analysis working group. Nvertheless, both

organizations provide decision support to their commander.

AF/SA analyzes major weapon system alternatives, or perhaps

force employment plans, while planners in the TFS optimize

delivery tactics when two or three aircraft attack a

target.

Some indications suggest, however, that current

analysis techniques may fall short of their full potential.

Far example, during an exercise in Europe, Headquarters,

United States Air Forces Europe (USAFE), tasked a fighter

wing to plan suppression of an enemy airbase. USAFE

limited the number of aircraft to be used for the attack.

Intelligence personnel and weapons experts hastily worked

to develop an optiaal attack plan. They targeted storage

sites, defense positions, repair facilities, and the

runway. But before submitting the plan, the commander

4



wanted some experienced aircrews to verify the plan. The

crews questioned the feasibility of targeting two aircraft

against an eneay runway. The planners responded that only

two sorties were left after "optimal" targeting, and they

decided soe damage to the hardened runway was better than

none,

Is it?

Should a commander risk damage to, or loss of, two

aircraft and crews to attack the runway?

Another indication reflects an even higher level of

authority. In a recent lecture at AFIT, Brigadeer General

Wilfred L. Goodson, Assistant Chief of Staff, Studies and

Analysis, Headquarters, USAF, expressed dissatisfaction

with the current approach of models used in analysis.

(Modeling is a frequent tool of analysis. Models quantify

often elusive characteristics of a system, and the numbers

are used to develop mathematical relationships, describing

the system.) General Goodson feels that today's theater-

level warfare models lack proper sensitivity to new data.

(Ref.5) For example, if analysts input a new capability to

their model, they usually do not adjust the enemy's

response to the change. While, in reality, if a capability

enters a theater prior to conflict, opponents will attempt

to deny the advantages of the new system. They will

develop, purchase, or deploy counter-weapons, or tactics.

Likewise, daring conflict, both sides adjust tactics and

strategies in response to daily developments: their own

effectiveness, or perhaps an enemy's surprise system.

But, according to experts, most models do not make

such adjustments. (Ref.5) In essence, most models are

inadequately sensitive to parameter changes. They do not

modify target values, which in-turn modify strategies. Such

modification requires a recursive, dynamic model design: a

design difficult to achieve because it requires a well

5



defined system of target values. And yet, according to

other experts, sensitivity analysis is crucial to theater-

level models. (Ref.10:132) No model could possibly portray

war in all its complexity. Rather, models of theater-level

warfare should be used to examine alternative systems,

tactics, or force structures. (Ref.10:132) And so, the

models should be sensitive to attribute modifications.

Finally, the last evidence supporting the inadequacy

of modern analysis appeared in the tear sheet of a 19801,

Comptroller General's Report to the Congress:

A major contention of this report is that
quantitative techniques have considerable
potential as an aid in the analysis of public
policy issues, but that this potential is
impaired by the current design and management
of quantitative tools....

From a scientific point of view, the present
"understanding of warm-insofar as the
effectiveness of conventional military forces
is concerned-is in relatively primitive
state. Basic research aimed at understanding
the fundamentals of combat is needed, but
quantitative or numerical techniques have not
been systematically applied to achieve these
discoveries. (Ref. 17:ii)

Consider runways again. How do the above ideas

relate to runways? How does a decision maker answer the

following questions: What is the value of a runway? Of

what value is the damage two aircraft might inflict on a

runway? How about four aircraft? Eight? More?

The ultimate answers to these questions are beyond

the methodology of this study. Nevertheless, their

discussion validates the need to develop the low-order,

responsive, informative, targeting analysis described in

this thesis. Although this analysis can not specifically

assign target values, the study will help define the level

6



of damage that two, or four, or eight aircraft can inflict

an a runway.

Problem Statement

Current, operationally oriented, targeting analysis

methods do not clearly illustrate the relationship between

applied attack effort and target damage response.

Research Method

In response to the problem statement, this thesis

will establish a methodology to rate the effectiveness of

different elements of tac air against different targets.

The methodology is examined within the framework of

determining the effectiveness of a conventional attack

against one type of target: runways. Of course, the

methodology can be extended to cover the gamut of

systems-target combinations, and valid comparisons of

system effectiveness can be made.

Decision makers should implement these analyses

before future conflicts erupt. Such preparation can afford

greater overall effectiveness in the allocation of tac

air. (NOTE: For purposes of this report, weapon system

implies not only a type of aircraft, such as F-111 or F-16,

but also a specific weapons load and delivery tactic. And,

to avoid compromise, generic aircraft and generic weapons

data will be used.)

ghigQ ly Solution of the problem statement lies

in developing an easy, clear methodology to relate given

levels of attack effort to the damage the attack can

produce. Such development suggests the following three

objectives
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1) Develop a method to relate an attack to its
expected damage results.

2) Define the significant factors affecting damage
expectanci as.

3) Develop a concise, clear method of presentation of
results.

!juhgdolgos The methodology of this research follows

from the objectives. A model will be developed to relate

attack effort to expected damage.

Experience recommends a simulation over an analytical

solution. As will be presented in Chapter I1, the system

of an airfield attack includes many complex interactions of

numerous stochastic variables. And it was felt, that a

purely mathematical analysis of expected value is beyond

the scope of this research.

The completed model will be exercised in an experi-

ment to demonstrate its operation and capability. The

experiment will focus on three of the factors under aircrew

control when planning an airfield attack. Manipulating

these factors will provide data for the effectiveness study

described above, as well as suggest the influence of the

factors on system effectiveness.

Finally, the results of the effectiveness study will

be clearly graphed. A series of these types of charts can

be developed for possible use by aircrews during attack

planning.

This chapter has developed the need to improve the

methods for the optimal targeting of the limited assets of

United States air power. The chapter recommends seeking

solution within the science of operations research. The

chapter summarized the problem at hand in a concise, clear,

and limited statement, and proceeded to describe the

research effort designed to correct the problem. Chapter

II will discuss somn of the earlier works preparing the way

for this thesis.

8



11. Previ ous Studies

Dy no means is this the first study to identify the

requirement to improve tacticians', aircrews', and

commanders' understanding of the relationship between

aerial attack efforts and target damage results. Projects,

programs, and literature have addressed the issue, and this

thesis will draw on those works and apply them to the

methodology required to satisfy the problem statement of

Chapter I. This chapter will highlight both strong and

weak areas of some of these earlier works.

Thegt urLeel Mf a

In 1967, Air Force Studies and Analysis developed a

tactical air warfare model, or TAWM, with a recursive, and

dynamic, simulation concept. In other words, given a

change to the model data, the change itself could cause

other changes in the model. The model used a novel

methodology that begins with the lost day of the war, and

moves backwards. The model optimizes each day, back

through DAY-I. Optimization for the future occurs each

day, regardless of the course of events followed to arrive

at the current day.

It has been suggested, however, that a new and more

responsive model for theater warfare be developed. (Rf.5)

An important concept of the new model, call it TAWMS4,

will be the value of target damage. Once the many,

continuous levels of target damage are quantified, TAWM84

will optimize warfighting strategy. The model will find

the optimal return for investing the available attack

resources

9
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But first, sub-models must clarify the relationship

between level of attack and specific target damage. And

value must be quantified.

The concensus of literature though perhaps argued by

some fighter pilots, is that the only value of air power is

in support of the ground battle. With minor variation,

both versions of TAWM use the following categories of air

support:

1) attack aircraft on enemy airfields;
2) defend friendly airfields from enemy attack;
3) defend the airspace over the battlefield; and,
4) participate in combat air support.

Only combat air support might need further

definition. Combat air support is basically ground

support. Combat-air takes air power to the enemy. As the

ground commander maneuvers and employs organic firepower

against the enemy, combat-air provides additional aerial

firepower. The targets of combat-air include war-fighting

capability on the battlefield, such as vehicles, armor, or

troops. The %1 argets can also include the enemy's means to

bring these capabilities to the fight: roads, rails, and

bridges.

Both versions of the model use game theory. The value

of air power is defined as support of ground operations.

The payoff of the "game" is defined as the difference

between the combat-air ordnance delivered by the opposing

sides. The models use tonnage of ordnance delivered in

combat support, to measure value. Note how each category

above, can contribute to this overall measure:

1) attack aircraft-denies enemy potential;

2) defend friendly airfields--prevents loss of
friendly potentia ;

3) defend airspace--again, both denies enemy
potential and preserves friendly potential; and

10
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Figure 1 Overall Concept of Theater Air Warfare Model,
1967. (Ref. 5)
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4) combat air support-the direct, numerical, tonnage
contribution.

The concept of TAWN is to normalize air operations by

relating the contribution of each category of air operation

to the payoff of the game: the difference between friendly

and enemy tonnage. With this design, changes to model

inputs, such as improved weapon accuracy or higher relia-

bility, can cause changes in values. It can cause a change

in the relationships between effort and damage. Analysts

may then measure the relative mrit of one target over

another.

Figure 1 depicts the overall model. Figure 2 details

the specific tasks associated with the three categories of

the 1984 proposal. Figure 2 also highlights a minor

difference between the 1967 and 1984 models: three

categories of operations, rather than four. Thes, new
categories are as follows:

1) destroy enemy potentials
2) save friendly potential; or,
3) participate in combat air support.

One other theater-level warfare model built by AF/SA

in 1974-1975, is TAC WARRIOR. TAC WARRIOR bears close

resemblance to TAWV, in both concept and design. To

determine air-to-ground effectiveness, TAC WARRIOR uses a

sub-model, BLUE MAX. And BLUE MAX uses Joint Munitions

Effectiveness Nanawl techniques to compute effectiveness of

weapons delivery. However, TAC WARRIOR may be too big. It

may be too complex to perform the level of analysis

required to correct the problem of Chapter I. Problem

solution does not require the extensive capability of

theater-level warfare models, and in fact, solution of the

problem in Chapter I can contribute data to these more

extensive models.

12
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Tsgantng Works

The Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manueal (JMEM) is a

classified collection of target and weapons data. JMEM

provides a targeting methodology. Written and revised

several times since 1975, JMEM does not opt inze aim-

points. Rather, the JMEM method is mechanical. The

planner enters charts and graphs with categorical param-

eters of target characteristics, delivery parameters, and

desired damage and confidence levels, and determines the

number of sorties required to achieve a desired level of

damage.

JMEM is convenient for weaponeering a point-target,

like trucks or buildings. It can quickly solve a task such

as: destroy a SAM (surface-to-air missile) site with 75%

probability of success.

Agencies have recently begun funding purchase of

software based on the JMEM methods. Notably, magnetic cards

with stored JMEN routines are available for both the TI-59

and the HP-37 handheld calculators. Also, several versions

of JMEM programs exist for both WANG and Hewlitt-Packard

microcomputers. Such software enhances JMEM utility.

However, JMEMIhs overall performance becomes marginal when

targeting an area target, like a runway.

Simple, probabilistic equations analyze weapons

effects well for point targets like the SAM site. But JMEM

gets more complicated for runways. Runways are usually

built larger than combat minimums require. Although

weapons might tear up 4,0' of a 9, ' runway, if air-

craft can operate on the remaining 5,u001 it is difficult

to evaluate the success of the mission. Therefore the

mathematics behind the charts and graphs take an order

statistics approach to determine a probability of cut.

Using approximations, the method calculates the probability

13
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that the largest clear width, CW, within a line of craters

across the runway, is less than the minimum width required

for TOL operations, WR.

In the simple case, assuming a uniform distribution

across the runway, and normalizing CW for a runway width of

1, this probability is given by:

Pr{CW>WR) - n*(1-WR)**(n-1)-(n/2) (1-2*WR)**(n-1)+...

((-1)**(i+l))*(n/i)*{I-i*WR)**(n-1)

where n - number of spaces - number of weapons + 1

The series continues until (1-i*WR) <- 0. (Ref.4:81)

The order statistics approach gets more complex when

dealing with normal distributions. Furthermore, in

addition to the normal error distributions associated with

the attack, there also exists a chance of weapons dudding

on impact. Clearly, computerizing such complex

relationships is beyond the scope of this research.

Furthermore, sensitivity analysis wher using JMEM's

is not possible. For example, if the JMEM output indicates

24 sorties to close a runway, what is the expected damage

if only 6 sorties are flown?

Since its release, JMEM has set targeting standards.

But JMEM can be improved concerning runways. This thesis

will contribute one part of that improvement.

Other targeting works include two, unpublished, AFIT

M.S. theses. One is by John C. Pemberton, and the other by

Howard M. Hachida.

Pemberton's work optimally assigns aimpoints for

perpendicular runway cuts. He used set theory to find an

"open" cell, through a method called discrete approxima-

tion. The event of interest is the event that the runway

is cut (the minimum clear width is denied).

14
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Figure 3 Independence of Runway Cuts (Ref.7:20)

A reasonable assumption of this approach is that

minimum clear lengths are long compared to the standard

deviation (S/D) of the errors. Then, if cuts are aimed at

least three S/D inside the end of a minimum clear length,

each cut can be considered an independent event. Figure 3

illustrates the concept.

With a discrete approximation, the runway is approxi-

mated with a number of discrete, overlapping, minimum

launch widths. Since the widths overlap, the closing of

each discrete section is not independent of closing other

sections. Therefore, probability of cut is obtained from

the complex set theory of combining these events.

Pemberton intended his work to be used during wartime

operations, so one of his constraints was fast execution.

He limited his analysis to singly released, nigh precision

weapons.

Hachida's work improved the discrete approximation

used by Pemberton. He found redundancy in the analysis of

cartain, individual sections. He eliminated the redundant

sections, and reduced the time required to run Pemberton's

prugram. He also improved the search algorithm determining

aptimum aimpoints.

Bth works are excellent research, and contributed to

the understanding of weapons effects and the optimal

targeting of single-warhead, singly-released weapons.

15



Neither work, however, considered multiple weapon releases.

The current thesis is designed to enlighten decision

makers on alternate targeting concepts. It will provide

data that should be studied before conflict. Therefore, it

is capable of examining multiple releases. Alsop it has no

requirement for perpendicular cuts. And when considering

k several weapons released on a single pass (a stick

delivery), a perpendicular pass can be harmful. For

example, a typical delivery airspeed of 540 knots, and the

minimum intervalometer (or time-between-releases) setting

of 0.05 secondsp results in an impact spacing of just under

50'. At best, a perpendicular pass on a runway, 200' wide,

could produce only four impacts. Therefore, depending on

aircraft weapon load, and expected accuracy, some angle-off

to the runway centerline will maximize the number of

impacts per pass. The current thesis will analyze

targeting not only single weapons, but also strings of

weapons.

Computer Simulation Models

In addition to the theater-level warfare models

discussed earlier, other smaller scale simulations of

air-to-ground weapons delivery exist. These include:

AIDA, AHADB RUNW, and AAP--all designed specifically for

airbase attack.

AIDA is a large-scale, damage assessment model used

by Air Force Studies and Analysis. It simulates many of

the elements of airbase attack, including enroute attrition

of the attackers. Runway damage is assessed by sliding a

rectangle of required clear dimensions along the runway,

and looking for a clear area. Although otherwise

16



comprehensive, when assessing runway damage, AIDA only

considers point-impact weapons. (Ref.7:11) The analysis is

thorough, but program size makes execution difficult, and

limited to large capacity machines.

AHAB is an interactive RAND model that uses decision

maker (DM) value functions to maximize attack results.

However, the DM does not have full authority in the design

of the attack. AHAB assumes evenly spaced, perpendicular

cuts, and allows only one weapon type in the attack.

RUNW is a simple, calculator method for determining

the probability of closing a single runway. It was

developed by SHAPE Headquarters in the early '70's. Though

effective for small attacks with point-impact weapons, RUNW

cannot handle the variance of weapons that can be delivered

by tactical aviation, nor will it allow flexibiltiy in

designing attacks.

Finally, AAP is another large-scale, Monte Carlo-type

attack assessment program. It has slightly less target

capacity than AIDAp but AAP allows more flexibility in the

design of attacks. Specifically, AAP will evaluate cluster

munition effects against runways, as well as assessing the

effectiveness of point-impact weapons. But again, because

of AAP's large size, it is difficult to use and does not

permit interactive execution.

Given the shortfalls of each of these models or

methods, it was originally decided to develop a new model.

Consideration was given, and attempts made, to use either

GSERT or SLAM simulation languages. However, the intri-

cacies of the clear strip and taxi searches 4orced the

effort to study the detail of one of the above models. The

17



- jchoice, based on flexibility of the allowable attacks, was

to use the search algorithm of AAP.

An attempt to transport the search algorithm to the

GERT or SLAM driver programs failed, due to the complexity

of the routines. Therefore, it was finally decided to

modify AAP to satisfy the needs of the problem. The

modification would make the program a useable tool for

tacticians and operations planners. Chapter IV documents

the conversion of AAP into AAPMOD. But the rest of Chapter

II presents further details of AAP.

Attack Assessment Program (AAP) was developed by the

University of Oklahoma, under contract F-08635-79-C-0255,

for the Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Munitions

Effectiveness. AAP has excellent program design. AAP will

evaluate the effects of multiple warheads delivered against

a target complex composed of multiple elements of threo

types:

1) Take-off and landing (TOL) surfaces: pavements or
sod areas capable of supporting TOL operations;

2) Minor taxi-ways: pavements or sod capable of
supporting only taxi operations; and

3) Structures: buildings, bunkers, POL storage or
delivery facilities, etc.

As indicated earlier, AAP has substantial input

capacity. But the price is paid when loading for

execution. For example, AAP will allow up to 10 separate

attacks per mission, with up to 64 delivery passes per

attack, with up to 16 different delivery patterns, with up

to 38 weapons released per pass. However, even with a CDC

CYBER NOS/BE operating system, AAP was too big to run

interactively.

During execution, user defined attacks are assessed

for the damage they cause to a user defined target

complex. Locations and orientations within the complex are

1



referenced to a right-handed, two-dimensional, Cartesian
coordinate system. All angles, for both target elemnt

orientation, and attack definition, are measured in

degrees, CCW from the positive X-axis.

The allowable limits for target definition are as

follows:

207 target elements,
of which up to 43 may be pavements,
of which 3 may be TUL pavements.

As overhead to these limits, AAP further allows up to

11 types of surfaces, each with a different hardness code,

called the surface code. Together with 6 different types

of warhead codes, the various combinations of the two codes

define the size of craters.

Finally, implementation of AAP is straight-forward:

1) Each Monte Carlo iteration represents a mission.

2) Within an iteration, the program first "flies" out
the mission. AAP loops first on attack number, then
pass number, assigning an impact location to each
warhead or submunition. If proper fuzing occurred,
the resultant crater is evaluated in its proximity to
target elements. Both hits and near-misses are
stored for later damage assessment.

3) When the mission is complete, AAP assesses the
hits for target damage. Search routines determine
TOL status, taxi-way status, or structural damage.

4) Finally, AAP accumulates the damage of each Monte
Carlo iteration and yields output statistics of the
expected damage of the overall mission.

Each of the works addressed in this chapter, in some

way enhances understanding attack efforts and damage

results. And, given the expected damage of a defined

target, a commander can decide whether his efforts, and

possible losses, are worth the expected damage.

The current research has drawn from these works to

develop a methodology enabling a clear understanding of

damage versus effort. Limiting the scope of the associated

19



experiment to one type of aircraft, against one type of

target, this thesis remains a reasonable, yet functional

study.

This study should stand on its own, to assist

tacticians and aircrews to optimally plan weapons

deliveries. Additionally, it fills the practical void in

current runway targeting analyses, and helps AF planners

avoid the difficulties encountered in the USAFE exercise.

Finally, this thesis can yield the return-value of attacks

against targets. It can help clarify the relationship

between level of attack and expected damage. And in proper

format, the data produced by this research can become an

input to larger scale models.

20
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In recent years, both allies and enemies have

hardened their airbases. "Hardening" means to reduce

vulnerability to attack. A case in point is RAF Upper

Heyford, in Oxfordshire, England. Recent construction

includes over 60 hardened aircraft shelters (HAS), as well

as several operation centers and maintenance facilities.

The shelters, for example, are constructed of reinforced

concrete, over 36" thick at the base, and over 18" thick at

the top. This design is depicted in Figure 4, below. For

clarity, sliding doors, weighing over 50-tons each, are

omitted. When buttoned-up, these HAS can withstand most

conventional attacks, as well as some small-yield, nuclear

near-misses. These shelter, eliminate the once lucrative

target: aircraft in the open.

Figure 4 Typical Hardened Aircraft Shelter (HAS).
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But just as hardening improves NATO survivability,

similar efforts have been matched by the Soviets. They

have hardened their main operating bases, though to a lower

proportion. Comments by General Wilbur L. Creech, the

Commander of Tactical Air Command (TAC), as reported in

Armed Forces JOURNRL (AFJ), January 83, indicate Warsaw

Pact HAS capacity does not exceed a shelter to aircraft

ratio of 1:3. (Ref.14:28) 1/ Regardless, their hardening

efforts have reduced the vulnerability of their aircraft to

attacks by our tactical aviation.

The Israeli Air Force (IUAF) can take credit for the

resurgence of modern hardening efforts. The concept of

cover to protect resources is not new. But as with most

projects that require funds, hardening efforts received low

priority. Then, on 5 June 1967, the Israelis plainly

demonstrated the utility of sheltering aircraft in HAS. On

that day, the IAF attacked 26 Arabian airbases. In one

day, the IAF destroyed over 350 aircraft on the ground. The

IAF swiftly established air superiority, after which the

Arabs could only muster harassment attacks. In total, the

Arabs lost about 450 aircraft in the Six-Day War. Of those

losses, 393 aircraft were killed on the ground. Meanwhile,

the Israelis only lost about 46. (Ref.20:80)

But the Arabs and their supporters took the lesson.

With their rearmament between "67 and '73, the Arabs built

hangerettes as they reacquired equipment. And in October

of 1973, the IF's counter-air efforts were less success-

ful. The IAF destroyed only 22 aircraft on the ground:

hangerettes worked. In '73, IAF counter air had to attack

runways and taxiways to suppress Arab air. And as will

become apparent later in this chapter, denial of these

1/ The Warsaw Pact currently has over 7,240 combat

aircraft in-place, in Europe. (Re 15:17)
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surfaces required frequent, heavy attack. Coupled with

sophisticated missile defenses, the IAF lost 109 aircraft.

Of these losses, 73 occurred in the early part of the

fight, with as many as 24 in one day. (Ref.20:80)

The obvious question is: Why attack airfields?

The answer lies in a complex analysis of modern warfare,

perhaps conducted with the aid of a model such as TAWM,

discussed at length in Chapter II. Recall that one frame-

work for a model of theater level warfare can be based on

game theory. The players are the two sides: red forces

and blue forces. The value of the game is net tonnage,

delivered on the enemy, in support of the ground battle.

Each of the actions specified in Figure 2 contribute value,

or in some way, effect a positive change to the net tonnage

figure.

Although the opportunity, as 8eneral Creech reminds

us# to destroy enemy aircraft on the ground is not totally

eliminated, this discussion of airbase hardening should

infer that trying to destroy the enemy's potential, by

destroying his aircraft on the ground, is becoming an

increasingly more difficult task. Destroying runways, to

prevent TOL is therefore one alternative.

In-depth consideration of other attack options is

beyond the scope of this study. Factors affecting the

decision include the following:

1) Availability and traffic capacity of alternative
TOL surfaces, such as taxiways and grass strips. And,

2) The value of alternative targets such as POL or
maintenance facilities in denying sortie potential.

But destroying runways is the primary option studied in

this research.

A fundamental purpose of this study is to develop an

understanding of the relevant factors affecting the

probability of cutting a runway. To optimally allocate
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their -fighters, decision-makers must know the effectiveness

of the particular aircraft against various types of

targets. To ensure a common level of understanding, the

usystem" of the attack is detailed below. The response of

the system is the probability of denying enemy TOL

operations from the runway.

The Lystem

For purposes of this study, the process of runway

attack begins with the aircraft 20 nm from the runway. The

crew has survived enemy defenses to this initial point (IP)

for their attack. The navigation systems are updated as

well as possible, and the aircraft makes its target run.

The crew encounter terminal defenses. The crew, aided by

the aircraft systems, must visually acquire the runway, and

release the weapons at an appropriate point to impact the

runway. The damage mechanism is a crater, surrounded by a

disrupted, cracked ring of pavement, over which an aircraft

cannot operate. The term "crater radius", implies both the

crater and the unuseable ring around it. If the impact

pattern occurs so that no clear rectangle of the minimum

required dimensions exists on the runway, the runway is

closed (unuseable).

Typically, the crew plans an attack by first studying

the attack request. If the attack must deny use of a

runway for some length of time, they will choose an axis-

of-attack for cuts, based on enemy threats, navigation

pointers, and damage requirements. Note that maximizing

damage is not the only factor affecting the choice. If

threats or the potential for poor navigation accuracy deny

the optimal angle-off, the crew must settle for a sub-

optimal attack plan. (This thesis can provide an analysis

of the expected damage for any angle chosen.)

24
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With their plan the crew tries to maximize:

1) their chances of surviving;
2) their chances of finding the target; and
3) their chances of damaging the target.

Senerally, someone else chooses the weapons the crew
will deliver! howeverp the crew can request a change if

they do not agree with the choice. On the other hand, the

type of weapon pattern employed is totally at the crew's

discretion.

The weapon pattern is the result of complex inter-

actions of many variables. Some are controlled variables,

defining a type of pattern, while others are stochastic

variables, affecting the actual locations of craters within

the pattern. These variables are individually acidressed

later. But first, the reader is reminded of the four types

of elements, or voraibles used in simulation models:

1) Stochastic variables: variables over which the
user has no control.

2) Controlled variables: variables that the crew or
planners can control:

3) Modified control variables: planners or crew have
control over the parameters of the parent
distribution, but once the process begins, values are
randomly drawn from the distribution.

4) Parameters of the system: these are variables
that once set, remain constant. (Ref.19:15)

The above types of variables comprise the system

inputs. The system processes inputs, and produces an

output: a response. In fact, the complex system yields

numerous responses. But of primary concern in this study

is the response of the probability of closing a runway.

Figure 5, that follows graphically relates inputs to

response with a causal diagram of the interactions of the

input variables. The next few pages discuss these inputs in

detail, followed by discussion of the response variables.
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Figure 5 Runway Attack Causal Loop Diagram.

In the following list of variables, note the assortment
of variable types. Variables range from continuous, ratio-

type quantities, such as error distributions, to qualitative,,
categorical variables like release mode.

ftyjgjg~ grror. Navigation error is a stochastic

variable, based on crew abilities and aircraft systems.

The crew may or may not find the runway.

8LMR9[i: IrM. Given that the crew finds the
target, they may misjudge the pro-planned aimpoint. This
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- type of error is called aimpoint error. Aimpoint error is

minimal when considering point targets like radar nites or

.;, ~isolated buildings. However, it can become large when

*-. 'considering area targets, such as large tank farms or

runways. Under combat conditions, there can be a strong

tendency for the crew to misjudge the one-third or one-

quarter point of a nine or ten thousand foot runway.

Aimpoint error is a stochastic variable that can depend on

axis-o+f-attack. The error will always be greatest along

the longitudinal axis of the runway. Data for this type of

error is not currently available. However, discussion with

several classmates and instructors, with a combined

experience of over 35 years in ground attack fighters,

suggests use of a triangular distribution.

Delivery Error. Delivery error is a controlled

variable that describes the error attributed to a

combination of the inaccuracies in.

1) cram release procedures, and flight parameters, at
time of release; and

2) the aircraft release system.

Delivery error is considered a controlled variable,

because the parameters of the distribution representing the

error can be controlled. Crew proficiency, developed

through training, will affect the crew's accuracy.

Similarly, the accuracy of the aircraft armament system

depends on the quality and availability of its maintenance.

If the crew properly identifies their aimpoint,

delivery error will still displace the weapon pattern from

the aimpoint. Historical data supports use of a single,

normal distribution with a mean of zero to provide one term

to incorporate both errors. However, delivery error has

two components:
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1) Range error--or error in the flight direction of
the aircraft; and

2) Deflection error-or error transverse to the
flight direction.

These two components define a bi-variate normal error

distribution. And if the two components are identically

distributed, i.e., their distributions possess the same

standard deviation, they describe a circular normal error

distribution. The reader is referred to either Pemberton

or Hachida for further detail of these error terms.

Ballistic Dispersion (Bd). Each weapon will have its

own random error due to slight differences in center of

gravity, weight, release orientation, wobble, etc. This

error is usually described in radians, so actual ground-

distance depends on the range of the free-flight trajectory

of the bomb after aircraft separation. This study

considers Bd a stochastic variable. Refer to Appendix B

for further detail.

_gNap_ .Reliabili ty. Due to the high speed of impact,

and the hardness of the concrete, the bomb could ricochet

or break, instead of explode, and no crater forms. By

selecting the weapon and the delivery parameters, the crew

can control reliability. Therefore, weapon reliability is

a modified controlled variable.

Relea_ Interval. The time interval between release

pulses of the armament systemp typically measured in

milliseconds, is the release interval. This variable is a

controlled variable, above some system-dependent minimum

interval.

fLIg".g Me. Weapons may be released one or more

per pass. If an even number of weapons are to be released,
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Figure 8 Weapon Impact Locations for a Stick of Weapons.
Pat tern Resulting from (a) Release--SINBLES,
(b) Release--PAIRS.

the crew then choases to release the weapons singly, or in

pairs. The aircraft armament system will either release

weapons simultaneously from both sides of the aircraft, or

will alternately step releases from side to side.

The resulting patterns are illustrated in Figure 6.

Release Mode-SINGLES results in a long patternp while

release Mode--PAIRS results in a shorter, more dense impact

pattern. By its nature, release mode is a controlled

variable.

Numer of Pulses. The armament system can be set to

send any number of release pulses to the bombracks. The

number of pulses determines the number of weapons released

per pass. Based an mode selection, one or two bombs will

drop with each pulse. If more than one pulse is selected,

the string of releases is called a "stick of bombs". The

number of pulses is another controlled variable.

hlehu aLtVu. Release altitude is a controlled

variable. It represents the height of the aircraft, above

the ground, at the release point for the weapons pass. Due
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to free-flight of the weapons as they drop, this point is

usually well short of the desired mean point of impact

(DMPI). An error in achieving this variable, during the

release can cause significant miss distances. However,

during a systems analysis, miss distance due to altitude,

dive, or airspeed errors, is lumped together in a part of

the delivery error term, defined earlier.

RlSj& §RMW. Another controlled variable, release

speed is the true airspeed of the aircraft at weapons

release. When interacting with the release interval,

release mode, and dive angle, release speed sets the ground

spacing between impacts. To inject realism, one may safely

assume the crew will choose the fastest release speed

weapons will permit.

Dixv f. Lg- The dive angle is the angle the flight

path of the aircraft makes with the ground at weapons

release. Dive angle also affects other variables of the

system. For example, a diving delivery implies higher

altitude, resulting in better accuracy, and weapons

reliability, but possibly more exposure to threats, and so

less survivability. Dive angle is a controlled variable.

M uo Pattern. The weapon pattern is the result of

the interaction of release mode, release interval, release

speed, altitude, and dive-angle. One can consider two

types of weapon pattern: intended and actual. The intended

will be a symmetric, neat pattern, centered on the aim-

point. The actual weapons pattern perturbs the center of

the pattern from the aimpoint because of aimpoint error and

delivery error, and Bd perturbs the individual impacts

within the pattern. Figure 7, on the next page, illus-

trates these concepts.
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Figure 7 Weapon Impact Locations for a Stick of Weapons.
Pattern Depicted is (a) Intended Pattern,
(b) Actual Pattern.

ft _in!. An important consideration of the attack

is the desired mean point of impact (DMPI) for a stick of

bombs, or the desired point of impact (DPI) for a single

release. This point is chosen by the crew, and is thus a

controlled variable.

Axis-of-Attack. Axis-of-attack is the angle the

flight path of the aircraft makes, referenced to the

longitudinal axis of the runway. A controlled variable,

driven by considerations as follows:

1) Navigation Aids--the crew will choose an IP that will
maximize their chances of finding the runway. So to
preclude gross maneuvers departing the IP, axis-of-
attack is somewhat limited.

2) Target Defenses-the crew may be denied optimum axis-
of-attack if on the run-in line three miles short of
the runways the enemy has established a gun emplacement.

Cratgr Radius. Crater radius is the size of the hole

produced by the exploding warhead. Crater radius is a

function of the type of weapon, depth of penetration of the
warhead before exploding, and type of surface. AAPMOD
considers crater radius a parameter of the system. By

virtue of the physical interactions of warhead and target,
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Figure 8 Accurately Scaled Runway with Craters.

crater radius can be considered a parameter. However,

since the set of interaction conditions are chosen by the

user, this study will consider crater radius as a

controlled variable.

Rna Dimensgns. A parameter of the system is the

original size of the runway to be attacked. To ensure the

proper perspective of this system, Figure 8 is an accurate-

ly scaled drawing of an 8,00 x 150P runway, with 12

craters, from weapons released in pairs, at 480 kts, and

5O ms spacing. The shaded area represents a minimum clear

area for TOL, chosen for this example to be 4,000' x 50'.

niLM CieM. Digig. Another parameter, for any

one system the minimum clear dimensions are those clear

dimensions required to permit aircraft take-off and land

(TOL) operations. These dimensions are a function of the

aircraft operating from the runway.

Survivability. Sortie profile, routing, and tactics

all affect the overall chances of the aircraft making it to

the weapons release point. The intricacies of this
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variable are complex, beyond the scope of this research.

Survivability is a function of weather, equipment status,

operator proficiencyp degree of saturation, plus many more

factors. Therefore, the judgement of the individual user

will determine the value for aircraft survivability. This

element has been retained because it is felt newer aircraft

have greater survivabiltiy in combat operations, and this

fact must be considered by the model when considering

competitive effectiveness. Given this discussion, the

probability of the aircraft surviving to the release point

is a modified controlled variable.

&22 Ranse

The system response is damage. But damage can be a

nebulous term. Damage is deleterious change to the system.

The intended damage of an airfield attack is denial of the

use of the base. Recall from earlier in this chapter, that

there arm several ways to achieve the response. The most

obvious, and the response of interest in this study, is to

deny the physical, clear area.of pavement required to

support TOL.

Damage itself is hard to measure, so measurement of

the response requires surrogate measures. Area cratered,

or number of hits are some ratio-type measures. Airfield

status or runway status, open or closed, are other,

categorical measures. The idea of two categories gives

rise to Bernoulli trials, and ultimately a probability of

the attack closing the runway, or the airfield. And

airfield status is the response of primary concern in this

research.

Understanding the damage response is crucial to

understanding the system. Four important events are

associated with the response. These events are a runway
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Figure 9 Illustration of (a) Clear TOL Denied, and (b) the
Available, Meandering Path for Taxiing.

cut, a taxiway cut, runway closure, and field closure.

Each of these events Is defined, below.

A runway cut is a chain of craters across the runway.

The width between the craters must be less than the minimum

width required by the using aircraft. Because an aircraft

cannot maneuver around craters during hi-speed TOL, offsets

of the craters, along the length of the runway, do not

abrogate the denial of TOL capability, if the minias width

Is de ied. Figure 9(a) depicts two craters cutting a

runway.

A taxiway cut is slightly different. Again, a chain

of craters must exist. But now, lateral displacements

between the craters must also be minimized. Due to slower

speeds, and the possibility of ground marshallers, taxiing

aircraft can meander their way around craters. Also, the

effective size of the disruption changes. Because of the

slower speed, and better accuracy of tire placement, the

radius of disruption, severe enough to deny taxiing, is

less than the radius used to deny TOL.

Figure 9 depicts two craters. As mentioned above,

the craters in (a) deny the minimum clear area required for

TOL, so the runway is cut. But in (b), the same crater

locations do not deny taxi. Not only are the disruptions

smaller, an aircraft can meander around the craters, so the
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surface is not cut. NOTE: The same surface and impact

pattern- can have different status depending on the type of

activity required of the surface.

A TOL strip can be so large that it requires two or

more cuts to deny the minimum clear dimensions. And, if as

addressed earlier, the aimpoints for the cuts occur three

standard deviations from the ends of clear areas, the cuts

can be considered independent. Then the probability of

closing a large runway is the product of the probabilities

of the single cuts. And by Pemberton, these probabilities

are taken to be identical. (Ref.16:5) For this case, the

adjective, physica], applies. Craters physically prevent a

clear operating area, and the runway is closed.

The last case borders on the limits of this thesis.

The obvious way to deny operations from a field is to close

each runway. But another way is to deny taxi to the runway

or the clear area remaining open for TOL operations. A

gross simplification would be to assume independence of all

these events. Perhaps, in an analysis limited to highly

accurate, point-impact weapons, the approximation would be

good. But experience suggests that the size of sticks of

weapons, interacting with low delivery accuracies, and

small target element separations produce collateral damage

responses. And the events of interest are no longer

independent.

Although only the event, closing all runways, is

studied here, the concept of denial can be extended to

denying accoss to the runways (or the clear areas of

runways) that remain after an attack. So although the

minimum clear required dimensions may physically exist,

without access, they cannot support TOL.

But the system is not limited to these probabilistic

responses. Other responses include the total number of
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craters, the locations of craters, or the minimum number of

craters requiring repair to regain open status. Another

response is number of aircraft lost in the attack, or

number of weapons dudding. Each of these responses may

have significance. An ideal model of the system will

accept each of input variables that were discussed, as well

as output all of the responses.

The model resulting from this thesis effort is not

ideal. However, AAPMOD, a modified version of AAP, does

input and use 11 input variables, and allows up to b

definitions of weapon pattern. Also, each of the above

responses is an output of AAP OD.

In summary, Chapter III has defined and detailed the

syste of a runway attack. Chapter IV will now describe

the implementation of these concepts in the AAP derivative

model, AAPMOD.
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v. m tin

The preceding chapters have demonstrated the need to
better understand the relationship of attack tactics and

target damage. They have illustrated the interactions of

some of the variables comprising the attack-target system.
A discussion of Attack Assessment Program--MODIFIED

(AAPMOD) will now provide tacticians the methodology to
achieve the understanding suggested in Chapter I.

Chapter IV describes AAPMOD, which was developed from

the Attack Assessment Program (AAP), discussed in Chapter

1I. The three sections of Chapter IV begin with a brief

discussion of computer simulations. The discussion of

simulations is followed with a discussion of the conversion
of AAP to AAPMOD. To facilitate data input, conversion

included the development of AAPIN. AAPIN enables inter-

active implementation of AAPOD. The chapter ends with
discussion of program execution of both AAPIN and AAPMIOD.

Qgute Siggl at ion

Models are descriptions of systems. AAPMOD is a

model. Specifically, AAPMOD is a computer simulation of

the complex interactions that occur when tactical aviation
delivers ordnance against the enemy. The variables

discussed in the previous chapter characterize the stote of
the syste. Based on user inputs, AAPMOD moves the system
from one state to the next with discrete events. These

events include aircraft survival, weapons release, weapons

function, and attack termination. The states of primary

concern are pre-attack target status, and post-attack

target status. This section of Chapter IV addresses the

cogent concepts of AAPIOD.
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A Monte Carlo Simulation Two of the ways available

to examine stochastic systems, or systems that contain

probabilistic elements, are: 1) expected value analysis and

2) Monte Carlo sampling techniques. Each method has

advantages and disadvantages. Some mathematicians require

the rigorous proof of a probability analysis, and claim

Monte Carlo sampling should only be used as a last resort.

(Ruf.2) But others defer to the success demonstrated by

the technique since the late 1940's. These supporters

point out that Monte Carlo techniques can be used to solve

completely deterministic problems, that cannot be solved

analytically. (Ref.19:65)

Briefly, Monte Carlo sampling generates random,

artificial data to simulate experience. The process first

establishes a random value for each of the probabilistic

elements of a system. Once a value has been assigned to

each element, the system is analyzed for its overall

response. The response is stored, and the sampling

continues, defining new component values, and producing new

responses. After an appropriate number of iterations

(&ppropriate will be defined later), an average or

"expected" response becomes the output of the process.

The accuracy and fidelity of the simulation depend,

in part, on the choice of distributions and parameters

describing the probabilistic elements. Next will follow a

discussion of the distributions, and their parameters, used

in AAPOD.

Prghl~it± Riti jjn lndE&A~trj The only
probabilistic variables in AAPMOD are weapon impact error,

weapon reliabilities, and aircraft survival. The

distributions assigned to these variables have been

validated with years of data collection, and by either
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combat experiences or intelligence projections.

Weapon errors consist of two types. The first is

aimpoint error, and the second is ballistic dispersion

error. Data has been collected from operational test and

evaluation of weapons, aircraft, and tactics, and from both

combat and training weapon delivery records, and supports

the choice of normal error distributions. During weapons

delivery, the parameters discussed in Chapter III affect

the mean point of impact (MPI) of the weapon or weapons.

And although xaen point of impact may not be entirely

accurate when describing the release of a single weapon,

this report will generically use MPI to represent the

actual impact point of either a singly released weapon, or

the center of impacts for a multiple release. By defi-

nition, MPI implies that random, normally distributed error

displaces the center of weapon impacts-the MP1, from the

aimpoint (which is also called the desired mean point of

impact-DI ).

The other type of weapon error is bal 1 i st i c

dispersion (Md). This error was discussed in detail in

Chapter I1. Recall that each of six weapons may have a

slightly different center of gravity, or receive a

different ejection velocity from the bomb-rack. The

resulting impact pattern depends not only on the aimpoint

error of the stick, but also on the individual errors

induced by wobble as the weapon falls, or random velocities

as the weapon begins its trajectory.

Given the distributions and parameters for the

aimpoint errors and ballistic dispersion, one can determine

the expected nunber of weapons impacting the target. The

process is simple, as demonstrated in the following

example:
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Example 4.1: The ballistic error of a new gun, at a given
range, Is independently, normally distributed, in both the
X and Y direction. The standard deviations are 50" in the
X direction, and 25" in the Y direction. The gun is aimed
at a target that measures 25' in the X direction and 10' in
the Y. If the bullet hits the target, it will destroy the
target.

To keep it simple, assume the gun is perfectly aimed.

What is the probability of target destruction?

Sketches illustrate the concepts:

a,,

-,0 -. - ~L. ,. ,all I III
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I

The probability of the projectile hitting, and thereby
killing the target is simply the product of the probability
of X-error being less than +/-12.5", and Y-error being less
than +/-5". From CRC normal tables, these probabilities are
as follows:

Pr (-12.5 < X < +12.5) - 0.1974
Pr (-5 < Y < +5) - 0.1586

Pr (Hit) - Pr (HitlX) * Pr (HitlY) - 0.0313

In reality, Example 4.1 is grossly simplified to

illustrate the basic probability theory of weapon effec-

tiveness. The bullet would have real area, and particular

components of the target would be more or less vulnerable

to the impact.

The other probabilistic elements considered by AAPIMOD

are aircraft survival, and weapon reliability. The

aircraft must survive enroute attrition to release its
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weapons. If the aircraft reattacks, it must also survive

target area defenses. AAPMOD uses simple, discrete

probabilities when testing for these events. The user

enters the probability of surviving to the release point.

Prior to weapons release, AAPMOD draws a random number and

compares it to the aircraft's chance of survival. If the

random number is less than the input probability, the

aircraft survives. If the random number is greater than

the probability of survival, the aircraft is lost, and none

of its weapons impact the target area. The same process

controls reattacks, as well as proper weapon detonations,

CBU dispenser openings, and CBU bomblet detonations.

If one assumes these events are independent, the

ultimate probability of the desired response is the product

of these individual probabilities. Suppose, for example,

that in Example 4.1, there was only a 0.5 probability the

gun would fire. Also, say that the enemy fielded a decoy

target, so the chances of correctly aiming were only 50-50.

The new probability of target kill would be:

0.0313 * Pr (Fire) * Pr (Correct Aimpoint) -

0. 0313 * 0.5 * 0.5 - 0.0078

Now, when the damage mechanism becomes cratering, and

the target is a runway, the complicated probabilistic

interactions strongly encourage the analyst to use Monte

Carlo methods. An operational runway merely requires a

minimum, undamaged width, for a minimum, undamaged length.

Typically, runways are built longer and wider than the

minimum size required for aircraft operations. To deny

operations, these minimum rectangular dimensions must be

denied. But they must be denied everywhere on the original

strip. Denial occurs because the disruption of cracks,

rubble, and craters prevents aircraft operation.
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The attack generates a pattern of craters, that, four

at a time, bound the possible clear operating area. Any

one of the bounded areas may be large enough to support TOL

operations.

Computing the probability of denying such a clear

area depends on the interaction of many variables, both

deterministic and stochastic. These variables were

described in Chapter III. Two analytical methods include

order statistics, as presented with the earlier commentary

on the JMEM's method, and discrete approximations, used by

Pemberton and Hachida. But to keep AAPMOD simple, the

current analysis uses an alternative to pure statistical

analysis: a numerical search. The results of the search

are either success or failure, destroyed or not-destroyed,

take-off denied or not-denied. These results are called

Bernoulli variables, and are characterized with the

binomial distribution. This is the type of analysis for

which AAPMOD is optimized.

Confidence in AAPMOD AAPMOD is a typical, computer

simulation. It uses random numbers, random variates, and

replication to produce output. Of primary interest is the

probability of an attack denying use of a runway (or

runways). Described in Chapter III is the chain of

probabilistic events that interact in complex fashion to

produce weapons damage to a target. These interactions are

modeled in AAPMOD. If AAPMOD is run enough times, the

simulation results tend to be wore accurate. And Bernoulli

tells us, that as the number of replications, n, approaches

infinity, the error, d, between the true denial probability

of the population, and the sampling probability, approaches

zero.

But what is enough? And earlier, what is appropriate?

Since much of this study concerns the open or closed status
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of a runway, the problem becomes one of estimating a

proportion: the number of closures per number of attempts.

Referring to Shannon's r19] discussion of the binomial

distribution:

Let p equal the true probability that in one trial, a given
attack will close a runway. Let q - 1 - p equal the true
probability the attack will fail. And let P equal the
sample probability of closure, obtained from Monte Carlo
sampling.

Rewriting Bernoulli's theorem:

I P-p Imd as n--.CO, and d-t

Enough, or appropriate, is when the user can stand the

probable error in the simulation results. If the user

desires 90% confidence that the simulation probability of

clasure, Pc, does not differ from p, by more than 0.05, the

problem can be written as:

Pr C I Pc - p I 1=0.05 I - 1 -0cm 0.90

If n is large ( > 120 ), and if neither p or q are close to
zero ( < 0.05 )y the binomial distribution can be closely
approximated with the normal distribution. Then using Z.,

the two-tailed standardized normal statistic in the
following formula, one can determine the minimum sample
size required: (Ref. 19:191-2)

n=

But a problem remains. These accurate results are

accurate only so long as each of the event probabilities

affecting the chain, is accurate. Since the probability of

each event has some inaccuracy associated with it, there is

inherent inaccuracy in the simulation results. This is not

to say that the inaccuracy invalidates AAPMOD, but that the
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results must be used knowing that inaccuracies exist.

AAPMOD offers a theory describing the interactions of

airplanes, weapons, and targets. It is soundly conceived.

The following sections will show that AAPMOD's output does

* bear meaningful relation to the real world interaction of

attack efforts and expected target damage.

-rmrm Con version

Attack Assessment Program-Modified (AAPMOD) is a

.4 pseudo-interactive, Monte Carlo simulation of an attack

against a target complex. The user inputs descriptions of

the target complex and the attack, and the Fortran V

program returns damage assessment.

AAPMOD is a modification to Attack Assessment Program

(AAP), earlier described in Chapter II. AAP is currently

used at the Armament Development Laboratory, Eglin AFB,

Floridas as well as at 56-60 other Air Force and civilian

contractor locations. The Armament Lab has been studying

airbase suppression by conventional weapons. The Lab is

;Irimarily concerned with the sensitivity of damage results

to changes in the following variables:

1) crater radius;

2) reliability of either:
a) weapon/dispenser fuze reliability, or
b) submunition fuze reliability;

3) ballistic dispersion of released weapons

4) footprint of cluster weapons; and

5) number of cluster-weapon submunitions.

The above factors influence early, design-phase

decisions. Such experimentation corresponds to the charter

o4f the Armament Lab: to develop improved conventional

weapons. However, until new weapons are delivered to the

operational wings of TAC, PACAF, and USAFE, tactical
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aircrews must optimally employ current inventory weapons.

As discussed in Chapter I11 damage-results depend on

numerous factors affecting combat weapons deliveries.

AAPNOD provides tacticians and aircrews the opportunity to

study the factors that arm under their control, namely the

following:

1) weapons load;
2) axis of attacko
3) probability of correct aimpoint identification;
4) definition of the stick pattern; and
5) delivery errors (REP/DEP, or CEP).

Each of these factors are controlled at a level of
command no higher than a tactical fighter-wing commander.

For preplanned targets, or after study of results of

different analyses, both crews and commanders should be

able to optimize these variables, and produce maximum

damage with the weapons currently available.

AAPMOD is described as pseudo-interactive, because

the bulk of interactive communication occurs i n a front-end

program called AAPIN. AAPIN generates a laundered file of

user inputs to AAPMOD.

AAP was received from Eglin, and with comments, con-

sisted of 2,310 lines of Fortran IV source code. Table I

includes a listing of program statistics.

Hoever, to be useful to aircrews, tacticians, or even

commanders, AAP had to be made more "friendly." This

implied interactive. Interactive processing could avoid

the delays associated with batch mode, such as preparing

Job control cards, or fetching output from remote files or

printers.

Consequently, a primwy task in converting AAPNOD was

to reduce its loading size. New input limits were imposed.

These are presented later, in the section on inputs. Also,

the coding of AAP was upgraded to include the facilities of

Fortran 77. For example, the upgrade improved program
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TABLE I
Comparison of Program Compilation Statistics 2/

f ~~~Program Bak Lble
Un it Bak Lble

AAP Length Common Common TimeI
Pr..g~dq) 199Oj (wo"rds) (Msec.,

P~uram MAIN 3,287 359757 19251 6.0411jbro Nine NORAN 43 0 2 .0741
INITL. 163 35p757 0 .4911
SORT 43 0 0 .1471
BLDG 100 0 0 .2081ICLSTRP 2,621 0 0 .4731MINCW 2,100 0 3 1:0161
CHECK 257 0 3 *4221

DETWN 264 0 3 * 4551IOVLAP 187 0 901 .4471
REPAIR 332 35,757 0 .7171
RESUJLT 15119 35,757 17 1.5741
CATLOG 39 35,757 339 .0661

Column Totals
(words or sacs): 10,736 35,757 1,251 12.2991

(bits: 64:160 29145,420 75:060
TtlLoader Req'ts: 47 744-Decimal 60 bit words Ijl3&200-Octal L~O bit words2.86 Megab~ts (MB)I

Uit Blank Labelled
Length Common Common Ti me

(gd) (words), (wds) (sacs)
Proqram MAIN 1,8832 69621 19228 3.4731

Subroutine MORAN 24 0 1 OW57
INITL 70 69621 0 .2691
SORT 43 0 0 .1521
BLDG 1"0 0 0 .2111ICLSTRP 2,632 0 0 50

MINCW 2,099 0 3 1.33
CHECK 260 0 3 .445
BETWN 264 0 3
OVLAP 197 0 901 %1

REPAIR 321 6,621 0 .7151
RESLTS 993 6,621 15 1:3251
NCOMP 73 6,621 15 .2411

Column Totals I
(words or sacs): 8,948 6,621 1,231 9.3"4

(bits): 536,880 397,260 73,860

Total Loader Req'ts: 16 8ff-Decimal 60 bit words
4b640-Octal, LO bit words

1.01 M
Core Memory Requirement Reduced 65%

2/ Compiler optimized the binary file at LEVEL-29

and supresoed DEBU6S utilities.
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structure, enabling later embellishment of the program.

The resulting statistics for AAPMOD, compiled with the same

options as OLDAAP, are also presented in Table I. 3/

A large part of the 3,287 words of AAP PROGRAM--MAIN

was trapping errors, and producing output as directed by

user options. In response, AAPIN was developed to control

inputs. Additionally, long output versus short output,

random number storage and other "nice", but costly output

options were eliminated. For example, the results of the

conversion included a 42.6% reduction in words in PROGRAM--

MAIN. Elimination of about 50, formatted, input error

messages alone saved 254 words.

To further reduce the size of the program, super-

fluous routines such as MOVE and CATLOG were cut. Nowhere

in the program was there a call to SUBROUTINE--MOVE.

Discussion with Eglin indicates the routine may be left

over from earlier versions, where it may have been used to

move the minimum clear TOL rectangle, while executing the

clear area search.

SUBROUTINE--CATLOG was an emergency save routine.

Armed by an early call to CYBER intrinsic routine, RECOVR,

CATLOG would execute if AAP abnormally terminated for a

reason other than a fatal, run-time error. Such

termination might have occurred if the requested Job time

was too short or the operating system glitched.

This study continued to use the CDC CYBER, and CYBER

reliability in interactive execution was considered high.

Class polls revealed no instance of debugged, operational

programs abnormally terminating during interactive

3/ BLOCK-IF statements rep laced many of the
originally 110 80 TO's in PROGRAM-MAIN of AAP. AAPMOD
retained only 28 80 TO's. Used at weapon reliability
check-points these 28 avoid sixth and seventh level IF
stateMents, &y stepping loop controls when weapons fail to
release or properly function.
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sessions. However, the intent of this work is to make

AAPMOD transportable, for use by MAJCOM level or lower,

where CYBER access may not be available. Therefore, to

reduce program size and maintain transportability, and to

permit faster execution times, intermediate data saves were

eliminated.

AAPIN

A large part of the utility of AAPMOD comes from the

front-end, user-friendly AAPIN. AAPIN not only makes it

easy to run AAPMOD, it also reduces loader requirements and

enables fast, interactive execution. To facilitate their

discussion, inputs to AAPMOD will be discussed under the

topic of AAPIN.

AAPIN generates the input-file for AAPMIOD. As

discussed earlier, a significant part of the main program

loader size reduction is due to elimination of input error

trapping, now accomplished in AAPIN. Therefore, the file

produced by AAPIN can be considered "laundered", and the

user can expect normal execution of AAPMOD.

There are basically four categories of inputs to

AAPMOD. These categories are as follows:

1) Program Control,
2) Target Data,
3) Attack Data, and
4) Crater Size.

rgr.i gOrgiJ. The user can control certain

aspects of the attack simulation. The most obvious is

control of the random number generation by setting its

seed. Given the nature of AAPMOD, the user can change

axis-of-attack and not affect the random number stream.

Similarly, individual weapon reliabilities can be changed
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Table II
Execution Times for Benchmark Runs

WITH AREA TOTAL WITHOUT AREA TOTAL

Bunch 18.53 scs 83.98 secs
19.43 sacs 85.08 sacs

Test 1 0.98 scs 10.47 scs
1.01 scs 10.45 scs

without losing random number stream synchronization between

runs. However, due to Fortran's lack of different random

number streams, some other changes lose synchronization.

Specifically, if either aircraft survivability or cannister

opening reliability change, synchronization is lost.

Ideally, reliabilities or survivability should be on one

stream, and aimpoint errors and weapon ballistic errors

should be on another.

Another obvious input factor is the maximum number of

iterations. However, a facility in the program enables a

subroutine of AAP/AAPPIOD to reduce the number of iterations

accomplished. The operation of SUBROUTINE--NCOMP, that

accomplishes the reduction, will be discussed later. But

upon input, if the user requests over 200 samples, and

agrees to allow AAPMOD to reduce sample size, the user is

prompted for the Zet4 for their desired confidence. There-

after, the user enters his allowable error: the difference

between the Monte Carlo produced estimate of probability

and the true population probability.

The next control is the interval for output of inter-

mediate results. This was a convenient development

facility, and now can be used to assess response variance.

Execution time is severely affected by whether or not

the user chooses to compute the total area of crater

damage, per target element. Runtimes presented in Table 11
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document the additional time required to compute the total

area damaged. The increase is due to execution time of

checking for overlapping craters. When developing new

weapons, such data is an important consideration. Also, if

AAIPMOD is run tactically, and the user wants to study time

required for repairs, such data is needed. But for the

expected utility of AAPPMOD, this option may normally be

suppressed.

This concludes the section on program control inputs.

The discussion continues with the input of target descrip-

tions.

Iar g1 QMejx. The following three sections will

discuss program inputs and enable fast development of

input files. The user can then quickly analyze the outcome

of defined missions against defined targets. This section

on definition of the target complex is first.

Initially, the user inputs the numbers of targets and

groups. Although some inputs become redundant, they are

included for error trapping, to ensure the user enters

values consistent with his intent.

Given the requirement for smaller loader require-

ments, the most obvious savings stems from reducing the

large arrays used in AAP. Implicit with reducing array

size is reducing capability. Table III tabulates the new

limits of AAPMOD, and contrasts them to AAP.

Inputting target data is straightforward, as AAPIN

leads the user through all data required to define the

complex. The target complex is input referenced to a

positive right-hand, rectangular coordinate system, defined

by the user. Since most assessments will include runway

attacks, it is recommended the center of the runway form

the center of the target-complex coordinate system. Either

feet or meters can be used in AAPMOD, but the user must be
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Table III
Capabi 1 i ty Compari son

AAPtIOD jLIMIT AAP I

112 Target Elements I 207 IIPavements 43
3 TOL Surfaces 3
1 I Attacks 10 I

32 I Passes/Attack I 64
15 Target roups 20
12 ! Weapon Patterns I 16
12 Weapons/Pattern! 36
11 I Hardness Codes I 11
6 Warhead Codesn dSRetack Psses/Aircrft Unlmtd

consistent throughout.

AAP ID permits trade-off studies between attacking

the take-off and land (TO) surfaces or their approaches.

On entry, AAPIN categorizes pavements as either TOL capable

or taxi-only capable. When a prompt requests the minimum

clear length for TOL operationsp entering "011 flags the

pavement as a minor-taxiway. The search for the minimum

clear TOL area will then be suppressed. But in any case,

AAPMOD does search for meandering taxi capability, to

determine if approach to the clear strip is possible.

C Data. Damage assessment in AAPMOD is done

by checking craters from all detonating warheads, and

assigning damage to targets that intersect the crater.

A single crater can damage more than one target element.

Cratering is the damage mechanism of AAPMOD. The

user inputs the expected crater size for the interaction of

warhead code, target hardness code, and type of impact

engagement (i.e., hit or near-miss). This is an important

concept. The same warhead, a SMC-pound OP bomb, for

example, can have different warhead codes, against the same

hardness codep if by changing impact velocity or angle, the

size of the crater varies. (After careful consideration,
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Dote

Figure 10 Depiction of Crater Damage Denying Aircraft
Operations from a Pavement.

it was decided that internally computing crater sizes was

not worth the increased execution times and loader

requirements such computations require. To appreciably

gain precision, the weapon trajectory would have to be

modeled to a level of detail beyond that found in the rest

of the program. An intermediate choice could have been to

input impact velocity and angle, but that data is no more

readily available than is crater size.)

The user, guided by AAPIN, creates the 3-D crater

array needed by AAPMOD. For each combination of hardness

code and warhead code, AAPIN requires two crater diam-

eters. If the hardness code applies to a pavement, the two

sizes relate to the size of the disruption severe enough to

deny taxi operations, or to deny TOL operations. A profile

view of a crater in a pavement is provided in Figure 10,

and illustrates the requirement for the two dimensions.

ereas an aircraft may be able to slowly taxi over small

cracks, perhaps with the aid of a ground marshaller, high-

speed take-off or landing operations, with its less precise

tire positioning, will be denied over a much larger area.
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Figure 11 Illustration of 3-D Crater Radius Storage Array.

Conversely, when discussing structures or buildings,

the crater will generally be smaller for near misses than

for direct hits. The difference is due to the less severe

weapons effects of the near-miss over the direct hit.

As mentioned earlier, crater size is one of the

Armament Lab's primary considerations in weapons develop-

ment, so crater size drives many of the analyses with AP.

Crater dimensions are normally supplied by the weapon

developer. Since Eglin is often tasked to determine

sensitivity to varying crater size, the tactical user of

AAPHO can obtain crater size either from classified

weapons documents, or from classified tables produced at

Eglin during weapon tests.

To illustrate the crater array, the data of the TEST

and BENCH programs is depicted in Figure 11. These four

programs considered damage due to three different hardness

codes and two different warhead codes.

AAPMOD uses square craters when assessing damage. The

craters are aligned with the user input target-element

orientation when evaluated for hit/near-miss status. Since

tactical planners generally think of circular craters, the

user of AAPIN can select the input option. If square

dimensions are available, one half the side of the square
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Figure 12 Comparison of Square versus Circular Craters.

is entered. Else, if crater diameters are available the

user inputs the crater radius. AAPIN then transforms the

radius into an equivalent square dimension. The square

dimension is written to the input file as one-half the

length of a side of a square, having the same area as that

of the user's circle. The calculatton simply multiplies

the input radius by SQRT(PI/4). In illustration, if the

user had 8' square craters, they would enter 4', as

one-half length of a side. If the user instead, had

craters with a 4' radius, AAPIN would store 3.54', so that

AAP#IOD will use a crater area of 50 sq ft, just as if the

4' radius had been used.

The use of square craters, aligned with the target

axis facilitates the search routines to determine open or

closed status of runways. And, as Figure 12 demonstrates,

the approximation is good. There is equal likelihood that

damage will be missed when using squares, such as to

element A, as is there the likelihood that damage will be

counted when it should not, as with B. Over the course of

the simulation, the average error will null itself out.
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Attack Data. Finally, the user inputs the mission

scenario. AAPMOD restricts the analysis to one attack.

Considering the purpose of AAPMOD, this is not unreason-

able. Tacticians and planners at a level lower than full

Allied Tactical Air Force, will exercise the program.

Realistically, the limited fighter-bomber resources,

available to NATO, or even a wing commander, will not allow

large-scale, repeated attacks against the same target.

Therefore, single attack results, in the form of proba-

bility of cutting each TOL surface, probability of denying

all TOL operations, and the expected number of craters that

must be repaired to regain TOL capability, will provide

adequate planning data to effectively employ this level of

force during conflict.

A further restriction of AAPMOD concerns the number

of reattacks permitted of any aircraft. AAPMOD allows a

maximum of one reattack. Again, this is not unreasonable.

Tactically, even one pass might be too many, in a high

threat environment. Very few crews will intentionally

withhold weapons, and plan to fly a second or third pass

over a target. Not only have they lost the favor of

surprise, but the defenders still alive at the target are

pretty angry!

As developed, AAPIN is a user friendly, input file

generation program for AAPMOD. AAPIN will allow crews,

commandersq and planners to use AAPMOD, to study tactics,

the weapons they have available, and whatever targets they

might be directed to attack, and to optimally attack the

elements of the target to produce the best damage. AAPMOD,

exercised at higher operational levels, such as MAJCOMS or

at advanced fighter weapons schools, can also prepare the

decision makers to make realistic weapon system assign-

ments, so to optimally use their limited attack assets. The

discussion of computer implementation continues with the
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discussion of the execution of AAPMOD.

AAPMOD

Given the defined target complex, the defined attack

parameters, and the defined crater sizes, AAPMOD assesses

expected damage to the target complex. It is superior to

some alternative assessment programs in that it considers

collateral damage, in addition to assessing the damage

expectancy to the desired target. That is to say, if a

weapon or stick of weapons miss their mark, they may cause

desirable, though unintended, damage to other, closely

located, target elements. Given such design, AAPIOD

analyzes the target and the attack as part of an inter-

acting system, and not as isolated elements or entire

systems of themselves.

However, a disadvantage of AAPMOD is its simplified

use of cratering as the damage mechanism. Cratering is the

classical damage considered for pavements. And it is

expected that most studies run with AAPMOD will key on

runway or taxi surface damage. Under these circumstances,

this disadvantage is minimized. However, the application

of AAPIOD to building, or non-pavement type structure

damages is less than optimal. AAPMOD iteratively subtracts

the intersecting area of a crater from the remaining,

undamaged area of the target. The final output is simply

total area damaged. No consideration is given to

individual areas of target vulnerability. Alsoy the

program does not specifically consider either the blast or

the 4ragment-spray damage mechanisms.

hereas cratering is adequate in analysis of area

targets, and can possibly be extended to uniformly

vulnerable, hardened buildings, it is insufficient in the

assessment of damage to softer targets like radar vans,
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cargo trucks, or communication devices. Nevertheless, when

estimates are required, AAPMOD can be made to work for

structural damage. One must assume cookie-cutter damage

functions. Cookie-cutter implies the delta function, and

means that inside a defined range the target is killed, and

beyond that range the target survives. But then the output

will not be as rigorous as that offered in the analysis of

pavements.

The design of AAPMOD is simple. Monte Carlo

techniques simulate weapons deliveries according to

specified parameters, such as attrition, accuracy, fuze

reliability and the other variables discussed in Chapter

III. Each Monte Carlo loop represents a planned attack.

An attack consists of up to 32 aircraft, flying up to 32

weapons delivery passes across the target. Each weapons

pass is described by aimpoint and the other parameters

discussed under the section on inputs, this chapter. As

each prss is made, impact locations are simulated, and

each target is checked for a hit or near-miss. Both are

recorded and the attack continues. At the end of the

attack, overall damage to each target element is assessed.

Result* for each iteration are accumulated, and an average

and standard deviation of damage expectancy is computed.

Finally, a carry-over from AAP that has been retained to

enable future embellishment, considers post-attack, airbase

repair capability.

Progra Executi n. AAPMOD is designed with struc-

tured programming techniques. The clarity built into

AAPOD, over AAP, will enable later analysts to further

modify and enhance AAPMOD to produce output precisely as

desired. The discussion of program execution emphasizes

P RO W-AM IN, but is followed with a brief listing of

subroutines and program outputs.
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Execution of AAPMOD closely resembles execution of

AAP. Immediately after input and input echo, AAPMOD sets

some control flags, and begins the sampling process. The

iterations of the attack form the first level of program

control. This is followed by loops on attack passes. Each

pass is first assessed for survival of enroute defenses.

If the aircraft survives to the release point, weapons

release occurs according to the defined weapon pattern for

the pass number. All weapons are released, but the

formation of craters, and their location, is the primary

stochastic assignment of AAPMOD. Each weapon must pass a

test for fuze functioning. If the weapon is a point-impact,

unitary weapons a crater is assigned. If the weapon is a

cluster unit, the probabilistic check represents cannister

opening. If this first reliability check fails, the rest

of the weapon loop is by-passed, and the next weapon of the

pass is examined.

If the weapon functioned properly, the center of its

impact is located. For point weapons, this is the point of

impact. For area weapons, this is the center of the

footprint of the submunitions encased in the weapon. For

precision guided munitions (P6M), the point of impact is a

stochastic variable drawn from one of three distributions.

The X and Y coordinates are drawn from normal distributions

with parameters representing optimal guidance, sub-optimal

guidance, and ballistic, gross-errors. AAPMOD first

determines the type of guidance of the PGM, then draws

corresponding X-Y errors.

The process is less elaborate for unguided weapons,

such as bombs, released singly or in a stick, or for

CBU's. The aimpoint stored for the attack in both cases is

first adjusted for aircraft and pilot induced errors. If

the pattern calls for a single release, the location of the

single weapon is displaced, representing ballistic disper-
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sion of the weapon's free-fall (discussed in Chapter III).

If, however, the weapon pattern was a stick release, the

adjusted aimpoint forms the mean point of impact (MPI). In

other words, the stick of weapons fall in a pattern

centered on the MPI. Again, the discussion in Chapter III

addressed the development of the pattern of impacts

resulting from a stick release.

Once the MPI of the stick is defined, the locations

of each impact in the stick are adjusted by separate,

individual draws from the normal distribution representing

ballistic dispersion.

The numerous impacts from CBU's carry this concept

one step further. By their nature, the above described

process determines the center of the footprint, or the

center of the area covered by the distribution of submu-

nitions. One of the assumptions of AAPtIOD, and one of the

limitations of the analysis, appear in the location

assignment of CBL bomblets. The assumption is that the

distribution of impacts over the described footprint is

uniform. The limitation is that footprint voids, or areas

within a footprint without bomblet coverage, are only

permitted when processing elliptical footprints, and not

rectangular footprints.

Initially, each bomblet is checked for fuze

functioning. If the submunition worked, X-Y coordinates are

assigned according to the assumption, limitation, and

weapon pattern parameters entered by the user.

Whatever the type or size, the location of each

crater is compared to every target element, to determine

hit/miss status. Hits are stored, and the program

continues in this series of loops until the attack is

complete.

Overall, each iteration of Monte Carlo sampling can

be described with the following series of nested loops:
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DO (for each pass)
DO (for each weapon)

DO (for each warhead)
DO (for each target element)

check for a hit/near-miss
save hits/near-misses

NEXT element
NEXT warhead

NEXT weapon
NEXT pass

When, within a sampling iteration, the attack has

been flown out, the program enters assessment phase.

Asmsing building damage is easiest, and will be discussed

first, followed by minor taxi-ways, followed by TOL capable

surf aces.

When assessing building damage, AAPMOD computes the

total cratered area of the building or structure. Each hit

or near-miss reduces the effective area of the structure

with a call to SUBROUTINE-BLDG. Output of accumulated

area only occurs when the long computation of total damaged

area is requested. Currently, AAPIMOD has been designed to

compute total damage, but due to some unchanged logic of

the original AAP9 such printout is suppressed if compu-

tation of total area of pavement damage is suppressed.

The user is also provided damage area data concerning

target element groups. As entered, each target element

belongs to a target group. Perhaps several target elements

are identicaly except for location. An example may be

three or four POL tanks, or a set of redundant approach

aids. AAPMOD also computes output statistics for each

target group.

The assessment of damage to pavements is more

complex. Target elements that are not buildings or

structures are pavements. And, if the required clear

dimensions exist anywhere on the original surfacel though

same damage may have occurred, the function of the surface

has not been denied.

The user's choice first controls whether a call to
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SUBROUTINE---OVLAP computes the total area of crater damage

for the pavement of interest. The time considerations of

this decision have been addressed earlier. The assessment

then continues with a decision. If the pavement is a minor

taxi-way, without take-off and land (TOL) capability, a

call to SUBROUTINE--MINCW searches for a meandering path of

at least the minimum taxi width. If a clear meandering

path is not found, AAPMOD will repair a clear path. The

program will sum the area of crater disruption that must be

repaired to enable taxi operations.

If, howeverp the pavement is a runway, or at least

one of the three allowable TOL capable surfacesp the

assessment algorithm delays the search for a meandering

path. Some bookkeeping takes place as codesp counters, and

sums are initialized. Then, initialization is followed

with a call to SUROUTINE--CLSTRP. CLSTRP searches for a

clear operating area. If none exists the runway is cut,

and the area of crater damages that must be repaired to

enable TOL operations, is computed.

The assessment for the clear strip requirement is

repeated for up to three TOL capable surfaces. In the real

vwrId the airfield stays open if any of the three surfaces

are not cut. Similarly, the airfield will reopen if any of

the three surfaces are repaired. Therefore, AAPMOD com-

putes cumulative statistics for the probability of denying

a clear strip on all three TOL surfaces. (Unless the

attack reflects substantial efforts, this probability is

usually low.) Alsos AAPMOD offers, similar to the taxi

results, an expected number of craters that must be

repaired to regain field operations.

However, it is felt that as is, the expected number

of craters is deceiving. Currently, the output value

simply reflects the cumulative number of craters actually

denying TOL capability from the easiest, minimum clear
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strip to repair, divided by the number of samples. So on

iterations where the runway is left open, a zero is added

to the sum. An embellishment to AAPMOD, when more accurate

consideration is required of repair capability, would be to

determine a more appropriate computation for expected

crater area to repair.

Finally, assessment includes one more search. After

computing the probability of denying TOL capability for the

airfield, AAPMOD computes the cumulative number and area of

craters, requiring repair, to enable approach to the

easiest minimum strip to repair. But again, this figure is

a total divided by the number of iterations.

Assessment, as described above, occurs in each

iteration of the Monte Carlo loop. Then, at the conclusion

of the assessment, AAPIMOD processes the data. Statistics

collected along the way include real values such as areas,

but also some integer counts. Additionally, squares of

values are collected, to be later used to provide standard

deviations (S/D) of some results.

At user defined output intervals, or by default at

2ff samples, the data is processed, and printed to file.

After the 200th iteration, AAPMOD may call SUBROUTINE-

NCOMP, to determine the additional iterations required to

ensure the user specified accuracy. If required, addition-

al samples are taken, and again, output is printed on

interval or at program completion.

As shown, execution of PROGRAM-MAIN is straight-

forward. AAPHOD uses very few assumptions or approxi-

mations: none beyond those previously addressed.

The next part of this section presents details of

specific subroutines used by AAPMOD. These details may be

omitted by the less technically oriented reader. However,

the chapter resumes later, with a discussion of the model

outputs.
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TRISUB: This subroutine provides the random variates

for the aimpoint error. The routine draws from a

triangular distribution, taken from Law and Kelton

(Ref.12:2b1). The subroutine is hardwired for a mean of

zero, and high and low extremes of +/- 1,0001'.

NORAN: An older, proven generator for normalp random

deviates. The technique uses the exact inverse method,

proposed by Box and Huller. Shannon [193 considers the

method "accurate, easy..., and... fast.", while Law and

Kelton C123 feel the routine should be replaced by more

efficient methods.

Based on limited calls to NORAN, not exceeding 300

per iterationp it was decided to retain the Box-Muller

nmethod. Later, if AAPMOD is implemented on a slower

computer, consideration should be given to replacing

NORAN.

SORT: Calls to SORT arrange the arrays, or parts of the

arrays of hits or near misses, in ascending numerical

order. Various keys for the sort are set by the order of

arguments passed from the calling routine.

BLDG: SUBROUTINE--BLD8 assesses the crater damage occur-

ring to buildings. The call is made with the complete set

of cratersj intersecting the given target element, passed

as arguments. Within the routine, each crater successively

reduces the area of the building remaining. With each area

reduction, the length and width of the structure are

reduced in the original ratio of length to width of the

building.

CLSTRP: CLSTRP assesses denial of TOL capability. Recall

from Chapter III that different denial potential exists for
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a given set of craters, depending on whether the denial

affects taxi or TOL. CLSTRP searches for a clear area of

the minimum clear dimensions input by the user. AAPMOD

moves a rectangle over the original runway to see if the

clear area exists. The clear area must be a rectangle.

While performing the search, CLSTRP also records the

area of craters intersecting the moving rectangle. If the

current location has less crater area than the previous,

the current block becomes the "easiest strip to repair."

Vf a clear block is found, the runway is open and crater

area is zero.

MINCW: MINCW searches for a meandering taxi path. The

hits array is passed to MINCW after being sorted by X

coordinates. The subroutine first partitions the search

into a number of subproblems. A subproblem is a group of

craters with X distance separations all less than the

minimum taxi width. Thereafter, each subproblem is checked

for a cut that denies the required minimum width between

craters across the pavement.

CHECK: CHECK is called by MINCW to perform the check for

the cut, once the subproblem has been partitioned.

BETWN: BETWN is further called by CHECK to determine if an

aircraft can taxi between two craters. BETWN considers the

capability of the aircraft to meander its way between the

craters.

OVLAP: OVLAP is a time consuming search for the true area

of crater damage. The subroutine searches for overlapping

areas of craters, and reduces the damage area by the area

of overlap. OVLAP is costly in execution time.
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REPAIR: Based on the user entered priority, REPAIR repairs

craters. Its function in AAP was more important than in

AAPMOD. AAP allowed several attacks, with a defined capa-

bility of the airbase to repair craters between attacks.

REPAIR simply computes this number, and eliminates the

repaired craters from the hits array. By virtue of the one

attack limitation of AAPMOID, REPAIR's utility is decreased.

However, it has been retained to enable flexibility if

future modifications to AAPMOI) are required.

RESLTS: As the above routines assess the damage to the

complex, data is stored in separate arrays. As mentioned

earlier, data is stored as both a simple measure, and as a

squared value. Such storage simplifies the work of RESLTS,

reducing its task to simple calculation of means and

standard deviations (S/D). Also because of the summations,

calls to RESLTS only occur at user selected output

intervalsp or by default at program termination.

HCOMP: NCOMP computes the number of iterations required

for the Monte Carlo loop. With user consent, NCOMP can

reduce the number of samples used for the program run.

As mentioned earlier, the open-closed status of any

one runway or TO. surface, is singly a Bernoulli trial.

But the call to NCOMP occurs after iteration number 200, so

the distribution of sample results can be approximated with

a normal distribution.

NCOMP uses a slight deviation from the sample size

equation presented earlier. Shannon's 1/4 factor

represents the highest product of the probability of

success and probability of failure in a simple trial. If

pmO.5p q would also equal 0.5, and their product would

yield 0.25, or 1/4. However, if sampling reveals a p equal

to something other than 0.5, the product of p and q will
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Figure 13 Two Normal Distributions for Probability of
Closure of a Target Element.

always be less than 0.25. AAPIIOD uses the product of the

observed p times q am a reduced factor for multiplying with

the ZZ and d' term.

For example, the following situation developed during
the validation runs of AAPMOD:

Results for iteration * 200 revealed p -. 305 and q - .695.
The confidence requested was 90%., and the deviation from
the true population probability was desired less than 0.05.

WIOWI computed a sample size of 230, and program execution
stopped on that iteration. The computation occurred as
follows:

n -p *q* (Z t **21/d**2)

n1 - (.305)*(.695)*(1.645/.05)**2 - 230

where: Z.q&- 1.645 d - 0.05

p - 0.305 q - 0.695

The concept can be explained as follows: the true

probability of the defined attack closing the runway is

unknown, but assumed to equal p. The sample size of 200

revealed a sample mean of 0.305. If drawn with two normal

distributions, the situation resembles Figure 13.

The sample size, n. is then computed to satisfy the above



equation, and ensure the desired accuracy of p.

And recall that p, in this discussion, refers to the

probability of closing any one TOL surface. Sample size

reductions do not occur for elements other than the three

TOL surfaces. Also, NCOMP considers the worst case

probability (the p closest to 0.5) from all three TOL

surfaces.

AAPMIDD OutRut. Earlier, when addressing inadequacies

of the JMEM effectiveness method, a question was raised

concerning application of force levels less than that

required to cut a runway. The simple answer is to run the

analysis again, and determine new results. However, when

using AAPfMOD, reanalysis may not be necessary. The output

produced by AAPMOD offers the user many measures in

addition to an overall probability of denying TOL operation

at an airfield. The following discussion will relate the

various output quantities of AAPMOD, to the various system

responses of Chapter I I I.

The output of AAPMOD is obtained from simple data

collection and storage during each iteration of sampling.

PROGRAM--MIN calls SUBROUTINE-RESULTS to process the data

and print the output.

A sample of AAPMOD output appears in Appendix F. The

reader should refer to Appendix F as the various elements

of output are discussed.

The first part of the output consists of an echo of

raw input. This simple procedure saves hours of trouble

analyzing program output that may not have been expected.

Most programmers know that computers do what you tell them

to do, not what you went them to do. Well, in the same

way, computer progros process the data that they are

given, and not what they should have been given.

The reader may note, that in the sample of Appendix
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F, by virtue of "0" preceding the default Z and ERROR terms

of 1.645 and 0.05, sample size is not reduced. (ERROR is

the program variable for the d, discussed earlier.) The

user requested 250 iterations with intermediate output at

the 100th and 200th iterations. Since output format is

identical for any iteration, skip to the last set of

values, found at NSAMP - 250.

The first values that appear are confidence limits.

The numbers represent one-half the width of an interval

centered on the sample estimate for the expected number of

hits on the target element listed. This element will be

the target element in the complex with the highest number

of expected hits, as reported in the line labeled, "EXP NO.

HITS"# found just below the confidence limits.

The value for the confidence interval is computed

from the Student's t statistic, the S/D of the sample, and

the number of the current iteration. For example, the

sample reports 1.25 for the 99% level. This is computed

from t., W2.576, a-7.674, and n-250, as follows:

S _.___

The 1.25 creates a 99% confidence interval that ranges from

19.9 to 22.4 for the main runway. The meaning of a

confidence interval is that if the 250 iterations were

repeated 100 times, and a correct interval was computed for

each replication, 99 of the 100 intervals would include the

true, expected number of hits, for the defined attack on

the defined target.

After reporting the expected number of hits and its

8/D, the output continues with "EXP AREA DAM". This value

represents the expected, accumulated area of crater damage,

per target element. And again, the expected value is

accompanied its ID.
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Since total damage area calculations were not

suppressed for the run, the values for damage area are

reported. The price was paid, however, as the series of

program runs, addressed in Chapter V, and illustrated in

Appendix F, ranged from 6.5 seconds to 135 seconds of

processing time.

The output format completes the individual target

element information with a reminder of the group to which

each target element belongs. Afterwards, the output turns

to data concerning group damage. Area of group damage is

simply the sum of the damaged area of the member elements

of the group. The S/D for the group is computed

separately, however. Each iteration contributes a squared

term to a running sum of squares.

Next is data concerning TOL pavements and minor

taxiways. For each of the up to three TOL capable

surfaces, AAPPMOD computes the probability of denying TOL

operation from the strip, as well as the S/D of the

probability estimator. Upon output, AAPMOD simplifies

the label as "PROB CUT". However, if a TOL strip is so

large to require two or more cuts, the output value is

really the probability of denying a clear operations area

and not only the probability of cutting the runway.

The demonstration experiment in Appendix F clearly

illustrates the concept of cut versus closure. Runway-1 is

9,06"0 x 200'. Runway-2 is 6,001 x 100'. To close

Runway-2 is to deny operations from Runway-2. To deny

operations is to deny a minimum clear rectangle of 4,000' x

50'. Given the original dimensions of Runway-2, simply

producing a cut more than 2000' from either end, denies the

minimum clear area.

A runway cut is a chain of craters, across the

runway, with a minimum width between craters of less than,

in this casey 50'. However, one cut is not sufficient to
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deny TOL operations from Runway-1. At least two cuts must

be made, and in the correct location to deny the clear,

4,000" length.

The next values are "EXP NO CRATERS" and "SIGMA".

This is an interesting measure of the degree of damage in

closing the runway. The label stands for the expected

number of craters closing the easiest minimum clear strip

to repair. This number represents the average number of

craters denying a clear TOL surface, over the number of

samples of the simulation. The number is computed by

summing the integer number of craters closing the runway on

each iteration. The expected number of craters closing the

TOL area, given the runway is closed, can be figured by

simply dividing the EXP NO CRATERS by the PROB CUT.

A related value and its S/D is "EXP AREA FILL". This

number gives the area of disruption that must be repaired,

to regain operational status. The area can be less than a

full crater because AAPMOD sums the area of crater

intersecting the easiest clear area to repair. A quarter

of the area of two separate craters may need to be filled

to regain the minimum clear TOL dimensions, so although EX

AREA FILL correlates to EXP NO CRATERS, no direct

mathematics relates the two.

The indefinite values found at "EXP NO FILLED" and

its "SISMA" occur because AAP originally repaired craters

between attacks. Given the purposes of AAPMOD, although

the call to compute the total area repaired was not

changed, neither was its location in the loop, and with

only one attack, was not excuted. Regardless, the

subprograms to compute the repair data have been retained.

Finally, "EXP APPR NO CRATERS" and EXP APPR FILL"

extend damage assessment to taxiing capability to either:

1) the clear strip that permits TOL operations, if
the attack fails; or
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2) the easiest TOL surface area to repair.

These values detail the damage that inhibits access

to the clear, or nearly clear strip, from the end of the

runway. The value is computed similar to above, where an

integer number of craters is accumulated into a sum, and

with floating point accuracy, is divided by the number of

iterations. The same also occurs for the area computation.

The same data is presented for all combinations of

major TO. surfaces. Had the example problem contained

three TL surfaces, the data presented on the line "1 & 2"

would have been replicated for "2 & 3" "1 & 3", and "1 & 2

& 3n. One notes the additional information of the

"DISTRIBUTION MINIMUM CRATERS".

Finally, AAPMOD output details the damage to minor

taxiways. Given that taxi operation requires only a

minimum clear width, without associated length, "EXPECTED

NWWER OF CUTS" is alone a valid descriptor. However, a

cut to deny taxi is not as simple as a cut to deny TOL.

Recall the figure presented in Chapter III, Figure 9.

AAPMOD considers meandering taxi. Figure 9, with distorted

scale illustrates the difference between denying TOL and

taxi operations. Recall also, the radius of disruption

decreases for taxi, which clarifies the use of different

sized craters in Figure 9. Very simply, if a chain of

craters precludes taxi, the pavement is cut. Such cuts can

occur anywhere, and in any number, along a taxiway. And

each cut is considered an event, complete of itself. There

is no requirement for exact location, because there is no

requirement to deny a minimum length of minimum width.

This completes the discussion of implementation of

AAPMIOD. Chapter V, that follows, is the presentation of

the results of an experiment run with AAPMOD.
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V. PrggraM Demonstration

This chapter will report the results of a simple,

three factor, two level experiment run with AAPMOD. The

results of the experiment are interesting in themselves;

however, the significance of the experiment remains in the

demonstration of the capabilities of AAPMOD.

Chapter V consists of two sections. The first is on

experimental design, and discusses the experiment. The

second addresses the sensitivity of the results of the

experiment to changes in the inputs. Implicit with the

discussion of these sections is further evidence of the

validity and the veracity of AAPMOD.

l.rimental Rjgesi_

AAPMOD is a tool: a data processor. When inputs to

the system of airfield attack are entered into AAPMOD, the

program uses Monte Carlo sampling to process the inputs,

and produce the system response. AAPMOD is only one tool

of many. For example, an expensive alternative may be to

actually fly out an attack, and examine the real world

interactions of weapons on target. However, if money

restricts the number of attacks available to be flown,

confidence in results may be low.

Another method, tedious to run, is to perform a JMEM

analysis. As the reader is aware, such a technique can

only determine the probability of closing a runway.

All of these "tools" use inputs to form a response. And

it is felt that the responses of AAPMOD make a significant

contribution to a tactical, operational, weapons analysis.
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~Figure 14 Airfield Attack Experiment

The 8imlaton. A practical experiment demonstrates
the capabilities that APMOD offers to a weaponeer. The

experiment depicted in Figure 14 investigates the efects

of three input variables on seven output responses.

Experience suggests that the following factors will

produce Interesting effects:

1) Accuracy,
2) Pattern Definition, and
3) Axis-of-Attack

The effects of changing these input variables should

be reflected in changes to the following seven responses:

1) Probability of closing both TOL surfaces, Pc.

2) Probability of closing Runway-i, Pc1.

3) Probability of closing Runway-2, Pc2.

4) The expected number of craters actually denying
Sperations from the easiest rectangle to repair on
Runway-i, C1.

5) The expected number of craters actually denying
operations from the easiest rectangle to repair on
Runway-2, C2.

6) The expected number of craters an Runway-i, H1.

7) The expected number of craters on Runway-2, H2.
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But first, as with all analyses, the target, the

attack, and the damage mechanisms must be defined. Again,

the reader is referred to Appendix F for sketches and the

full list of details. However, generalized elements of the

experiment are discussed in this section.

The Tarae. The target complex consists of thirteen

target elements. These elements belong to four target

groups. Ten of the thirteen elements are pavements, and

two of the ten pavements are TOL surfaces. Page F-1 is a

sketch of the complex, and F-2 is the program produced echo

of target data.

The complex was designed to simulate a small

airfield. The main runway is 9,60'1 x 200'. Next to the

main runway, separated by 100 yards, is a parallel taxiway,

8,5M' x 101. The right-most 6,000' of the parallel also

has TOL capability. Taxiways, as indicated, join the TOL

surfaces to the main parking ramp, element *12. Although

the ramp is really a pavement, for the experiment, it was

declared a structure. Therefore, AAPMOD checked element 12

far the area of crater damage, but did not search for

cuts. Finally, elements 11 and 13 are structures

representing the control tower and perhaps fuel trucks or

piping facilities.

Although the design is simple, it is representative

enough of an airfield to demonstrate AAPMOD's potential.

Throughout the experiment, the target remained constant, as

did the crater data, that follows.

Gi-tr_ RlMjj. Arbitrarily, three hardness codes were

assigned to the various elements. But only one type of

warhead code was used. This information is reflected at

Column K and Row 43 of Page F-3. The information is stored

in a two-dimension crater array, beginning at line 44. The
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values for the crater array were available to the planner

as circular radii. The radii for denying TOL, for surface-

hardness codes 1 and 2 are 18' and 24' respectively. The

structure near-miss radius for surface code 3 is 36". The

radii of taxi-denial or direct hit damage, for the three

hardnesses, are respectively: 12', 18", and 24'.

However, the reader will note peculiar numbers stored

for the crater radii. The 15.9', for example represents

the 18' circular radius. The 18' has been transformed to

one-half the length of a side of a square, having the same

area as that of the original circular crater. The area of

an 18' circle is 1018 sq ft and the area of a 31.8' square

is 1011 sq fty the difference due to roundoff by AAPIN.

The Atta.. The input variables under study were

parameters of the attack. In order to keep the research

manageable, but at the cost of less than a practical

experiment, only three variables were studied. The other

input variables were held constant. To repeat, the three

factors of interest were accuracy, weapon pattern

definition, and axis-of-attack. 
0

The experiment studied the effects of these variables

set at two levels each, the high level and the low. A

detailed discussion of the levels follows.

1) Delivery error: The input variable was the

standard deviation of the normal error, in both range and

deflection directions. For purposes of the experiment, the

deflection error standard deviation (S/D) was defined to be

one-half the range S/D. Therefore, by specifying either

the range error probable (REP), or the S/D of range error

(the two are related by S/D range - REP/.675), both

parameters of the bi-variate error distribution were
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specifiad.

For the experiment reported here, REP was chosen at

201 for high accuracy, and 250' for low accuracy.

Therefore, the S/D for high accuracy was 30' and the S/D

for low accuracy was 370'. The deflection S/D's were the

respective one-half values: 15' and 185'.

2) Weapon Pattern: Recall the many factors affecting

the shape of the weapons impact pattern. The single factor

chosen for this experiment was mode, set at its only two

levels, singles or pairs. High and low correlate to the

impact density of the resulting pattern. The low level was

defined at singles mode and the high level was defined with

pairs release.

3) Axis-of-attack: In the real world, axis-of-attack

can vary from 00 angle-off to 91r angle-off. Recall from

Chapter II, that few impacts can occur on the runway with a

900 cut. Therefore for practical, as well as operational

considerations, (like defenses along the extended runway

centerline), the high and low levels of axis-of-attack were

chosen at 40* angle-off and 50 angle-off.

The rest of the attack plan should be evident from

the echo beginning on page F-2. The attacks consisted of

six passes with identical parameters, except for aimpoint.

Three aircraft attack approximately the one-third point of

the runway, and three attack the two-thirds point.

However, the first three aim for the centerline of the

runways and the second three aim for the edge of the runway

nearest the parallel taxiway. This 100' displacement offers

better collateral damage to the parallel tax iway. However,

as the experimental results reveal, the 100' offset was

costly to the probability of Runway-1 closure.
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In the experiment, accuracy will be termed factor a,

density termed factor b, and axis-of-attack termed factor

c. These labels will simplify later discussions.

Furthermore, convenience suggests representing the high and

low factor levels with l's and O's, respectively.

The Exariment. The purpose of the experiment was to

validate and demonstrate AAPMOD. The experiment was

designed to display AAPMOD's capability to clarify the

effects of levels of input factors on system response. The

purpose in this case was not to optimize an attack plan,

but to demonstrate that AAPMOD can help optimize attack

planning.

Considering the demonstrative nature of the experi-

ment, some of the factors that experience suggests affect

weapons effectiveness were held constant. Specifically, the

probability of aircraft survival was held constant at 1.0.

(Different delivery tactics could affect survivability and

indirectly probability of closure.)

Also, weapon reliabilities were held at 1.0. Again,

the relationships addressed in Chapter III suggest that

there are subtle interactions between variables not

addressed in this brief, three factor experiment. For

example, altitude speedp and dive angle all affect impact

angle and therefore reliability. But to assess the inter-

actions of such variables is beyond the scope of this

effort. Nevertheless AAPMOD can handle these inter-

actions, and a larger scale experiment will provide a

valuable data base for tactical decision making.

Given the decision to evaluate effects of three input

variables, an experimental design was needed. Each attack

plan could have been considered a variable itself. In the

jargon of statistics, a plan could have been one policy.
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An experiment of such design would entail a single factor

analysis. Howevers one-factor policy analyses are weak.

All the individual effects of factors, and combinations of

factors are lost to the one factor, call it the plan.

Another traditional method is to hold two variables

constant, and vary the third. This type of experiment

requires replications simply to assess whether responses

are due to factor oeffcts or chance. A better design would

allow all levels of a given factor to be combined with all

levels of every other factor.

And so we have defined a third type of experimental

design, a factorial analysis. A factorial design is used

in the experiment reported here.

A factorial analysis is an efficient experimental

design. When combined with the power of modern, computer-

ized, statistics packages, it clearly describes the effects

of not only the factors of interest, but also the effects

of the interactions between the factors.

To quote from Hicks (Ref.8:88), some advantages of

a factorial experiment include the following:

1) Better efficiency is possible than with

one-factor-at-a-ti me experiments.

2) All data are used in computing all effects.

3) Information is available on the interactions
between the factors.

In the three factor, two level experiment, called a

factorial, the combinations of levels can be visualized as

the corners of a cube, as in Figure 15 on the next page.
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Figure 15 Three Factor, Two Level Experiment Represented

as a Cube.

Although actual values were assigned to the levels of

the experimental factors, the corners of the cube can be

represented by use of 1 and 0. As discussed above, the

1-0 represent the high and low levels of the factors.

The u]iaM. Table IV documents the results of
running all combinations of factors through five

replications. The five replications were chosen to

determine if the random number seeds introduced any

variability (error) into the experiment. This blocking of

runs into groups will be adressed later. More important is

the analysis of factor and interaction effects that

follows.
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Table IV

Experimental Results

kLX' Dns' kxU Ez- -EC £±.u .UL
0 0 0 .008 .160 .172 1.85 3.74 32.2 2.6
0 0 0 .016 .124 .120 2.22 3.47 32.0 1.0
a 0 0 .016 .116 .184 1.72 3.67 30.1 2.3
o 0 .008 .120 .184 1.80 3.45 29.7 2.7
0 0 0 .024 .096 .184 1.42 3.23 30.5 2.6
a 0 1 .176 .408 .520 1.43 2.39 21.1 5.0
* 0 1 .148 .424 .492 1.53 2.28 21.1 4.4
* 0 1 .160 .400 .536 1.50 2.28 21.3 4.8
* 0 1 .180 .34 .540 1.55 2.59 20.5 5.3
a 0 1 .140 .340 .528 1.43 2.49 21.2 4.9

0 1 0 .012 .144 .164 1.72 4.00 32.1 2.7
* 1 0 .012 .116 .112 2.10 3.79 32.1 1.9
a 1 0 .012 .104 .168 1.62 4.00 30.1 2.3

* 1 0 OM0 .108 .164 1.74 3.73 29.9 2.7
1 0 .028 .092 .192 1.39 3.15 30.5 2.6

0 1 1 .084 .236 .404 1.64 2.68 21.8 4.5
S 1 1 OM8 .284 .408 1.62 2.72 21.8 4.40 1 1 .164 .272 .440 1.64 2.81 22.2 4.5

* 1 1 .1M0 .264 .488 1.64 2.94 21.3 5.3
0 1 1 .084 .212 .444 1.70 2.85 22.0 4.8

1 a 0 .000 *009 .00 0W.09 0.09 59.4 0.0
1 0 0 .0o9 .016 .09e 1.00 0.09 59.8 0.0
1 0 0 .0am .0me .009 1.00 0.0" 59.1 0.0
1 a 0 . .0 .,4 .00 1.09 0.00 59.0 0.0
1 . O0 . .0O0 0. 09 0.00 59.2 0.0

1 a 1 .4 .892 04 2.50 1.09 44.2 .05
1 0 1 .Of .920 .00, 2.70 1.00 43.7 .05
1 0 1 .04 .908 .004 2.43 1.M 43.4 .05
1 0 1 .0M4 .84 .0" 2.50 1.0 43.8 .04
1 0 1 .94 .876 .004 2.53 1.09 44.0 .04

1 1 0 . - o 0.00 0.0 59.6 0.0
I 1 0 o09.08 .0 1.00 0.0 M80.0 0.0
1 1 Ma on0.98 .0 1.00 a.00 59.5 0.01 O .0 0.M 0.00 59.7 0.01 1 S . On il .0 OMS; . MG. M 59.7 0.0I

1 1 1 .0ISM .568 OM0 1.40 0.0M 52.6 O01
11 . 5 .00 1.73 0.00 42.4 .01
1 .68 .@M9 1.55 0.0 51.9 .00

I 1 1 .00.56 . 00 1.61 0.09 52.3 .0M
1 1 1 .O .569 .00M 1.34 0.09 52.2 .0M
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Figure 16 The Vulnerable Area of Runway-2

Main Effects: The main effect of accuracy initially

surprised this analyst. As accuracy went up, Pc went down.

But upon closer inspectionp the result is fully plausible.

The S/D of the two levels of accuracy were extreme: 30P

and 370'. Therefore, when accuracy was set high, there was

little chance of cutting Runway-2, separated by 300'.

However, when accuracy was lowp there was a good chance for

damage to Runway-2.

Given that craters were almost 32: square, the

original width of Runiway-2 only 100', and the minimum width

required only 50', closure came relatively easy. An impact

anywhere beyond 2,000" from the Runway-2 ends, and beyond

about 35P from the sides, will close the runway. This

situation is depicted in Figure 16, although not drawn to

scale.

The effect of accuracy on C2 can also be easily

explained. Since aimpoints were at least 300' from

Runway-2, when accuracy was high, few hits occurred on

Runway-2.

The effect of density was also surprising, at least

initially. But high density implied shorter stick length.

Shorter stick length implied less chance of hitting

Runway-2. And with less chance of closing Ru'iway-2, the

overall Pc of the field decreased.

The same reasoning holds for axis-of-attack. The

lower axis-of-attack, the more craters on Runway-1 and
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Figure 17 Plotted Effects on Pc by (a) Accuracy,
(b) Density, and (c) Axis-of Attack.

therefore fewer on Runway-2, and thus less chance of

closing Runway-2.

A summary of the main effects on each response appear

in Tables V - VII, while Figure 17 graphs the three main

effects on Pc.

Two-W0ay Interactions: Discussion of two-way inter-

actions considers the combined effect of any two of the

factors on the responses. Such study is one of the

advantages of a factorial design for a statistical

experiment. Each of the forty replications contributed

information, that when processed, helped to detect the

combined effects of two factors, as well as single factor

effects.

The two way interactions in this experiment were not

as dramatic as the single factor effects. Accuracy by axis

produced the most obvious effects. Pc showed little inter-

action, but Pcrl, Pcr2, C1, C2, and H2 did display some

factor interactions. Again, the interactions were weak,

but they did exist. For example, at low angle-off, low

accuracy exhibited a higher Pcr1 than did high accuracy.
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Table V
Effect of Accuracy

Level 0 Level I

PC 0.069 0.001I
Pcr I 0.220 0 .369
Pcr2 I 0.322 i .001

C1 1.663 1.275
C2 1 3.114 0.250
H  I 26.175 53.775
H2 3.610 .013

Table VI
Effect f Density

Level 0 I Level 1 I

Pc 0.044 I 0.027
PcrI 0.354 I0.235
Pcr2 0.174 0.149
C1 1.66 I 1.332 1
C2 1.730 1 1.634 I
H1 38.765 41.185
H2 1.837 I 1.786

Table VII
Effect of Axis-of-Attack

Level 0 Level 1

P - I --- I
PC ~0.0070.6Per ..061 ..528

P0r2 0.082 0.241
C1 1.129 1.809C2 1.812 1.552
H 45.210 34.740
H2 1.215 2.408
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Figure 18 Plots of the Two-Way Interactions of Accuracy
and Density for (a) Pc, (b) Pcrl, (c) Pcr2,
(d) C1, (e) C2, (f) Hi, (g) H2.

But at high angle-of, high accuracy produced better Pcrl.

The interaction is easy to explain if one recalls that

greater delivery error occurs in the range direction than

in the deflection direction. With the low angle-off, this

range error translated to errors along the runway. At high
angle-off, most of the error was across the runway.

Recall the peculiar scenario of the attack. Aimpoint
number two was the inside edge of Runway-1. When accuracy

was high, and axis low, few weapons would fall low enough
to deny 50 clear feet along the lower edge of the runway.
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However, when axis-of-attack was high, high accuracy kept

more impacts on the runway, and produced a better chance of

closing it.

Three tables again present the effects of the two-way

interactions. Table VIII has the combined effects of

Accuracy and Density, Table IX has the combined effects of

Accuracy and Axis-of-Attack, and Table X has the combined

effects of Density and Axis-of-Attack. Figure 18 presents

plots of the effects of Accuracy by Axis, which as

described above showed the strongest two-way interaction.

Three-Way Interactions: Finally, the three-way

interactions exhibited the least effect of all. Although

most responses still had better than a 0.005 signifcance

level, F-values were lower than for previous effects. The

exception was H2. H2 was the number of collateral hits on

Runway-2. Three-way effects had only a 4.5 significance

level on this response. A plausible explanation follows.

While singly, accuracy and axis had significant

effects on H2, density did not. Recall that accuracy

levels were far enough apart to exhibit a clear effect on

H2. Also, am angle-off moved high, there was a greater

likelihood for impacts on Runway-2. But the difference in

stick length due to density changes, alone, was not

significant enough to affect H2.

Similarly, the two-way interactions were split: the

two interactions with density had significance levels of

only e.6, while the the two-way between accuracy and axis

was significant to O.Oi. The three-way interaction on

H2 was therefore, not expected to show much significance.

(Remember, H2 is a measure of collateral damage and was a

collateral response.)
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Table VIII

Effect of Accuracy by Density

Accuracy - Level 0 1 Level 1

x Densi ty - 1 0.086 I 0.000

Pc1xDensity 0. 1J 0 .257 1 .451

x Density -1I 0.183 1 0.287

Pcr2 Ix Density - 1 0.346 1 0.902
xDensity -1 I 0.298 0.000

1x Density -1 1 1.681 0.983

C2 ix Density - 02.960 0.50j7 I
x Density 1 3.267 0.00j Hi I x Density - 0 25.970 5 1.560 I

1 x Density - I 26.380 55.99"0

H2 xDensity -0 1 3.650 i 0.023
I x Density - 1 1 3.5701 0.002

Table IX

Effect of Accuracy by Axis

!_ Accuracy - Level 0 I Level 1

Pc I x Axis -- 0 I 0.014 I 0.w
I x Axis 1 I 0.124 1 0.002

Pcr1 ix Axis -- o 0.118 I 0.04!x Axis -- i 0.322 0.734

Pcr2 xAxis 0 --0 0.164 i 000
I x Axis -- 1 0 0.48 !0002

C1 x Axis - 1.758 i 0.500
x Axis -- 1 1.568 2.049

C2 x Axis 0 3.624 1 .000 1
x Axis - 1 2.603 / .500

----- +- 4~~~---------4
Hi I x Axis -0 I 30.920 I 59.500 1

x Axis -- 1 I 21.430 I 48.050 1
H2 Ix Axis• -- o- .4 0.000 1

x Axis 1 4.790 0.025
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Table X
Effect of Density by Axis

Density - Level 0 I Level 1 i
Pc x Axis 0 1 0.007 I 0.007 I

x Axis -- 1 0 081 0.046 I

Pcr1 x Axis - 0.064 1 0.058
x Axis 1 0.644 0.412

Per2 x Axis -- 0 I 0.084 0.1080
x Axis 1 I 0.264 1 0.218 I

i - - - --
C1 x Axis 0I 1.201 I 1.057 I

x Axis 1 I 2.010 I 1.607 I

C2 x Axis -0 I 1.757 I 1.867 I
x Axis -- 1 I 1.703 I 1.400 I

Hi Ix Axis -- 0 I 45.100 I 45.320 I
x Axis -- 1I 32.430 1 37.050 I

. -, - ------------ -
H2 x Axis 0 I 1.210 I 1.220 I

x Axis -1 2. 463 ... 352 1

The above results point out the strong dependency of

this experiment on the scenario. This analyst feels
4

strongly that the 100' offset for aimpoint two skewed

results from those initially expected.

Blocking Effect: The effect of the random number

stream was also checked. Using an F test with 4,28 degrees

of freedom (d.f.), the seed was not found to be significant

to Pc or C2. However, blocking of the random number numbers

was significant at better than a 0.01 level for Pcr1, CI,

HI, and H2, and better than a 0.0104 level for Pcr2. The

F-test results for blocking can be found in Appendix F.

It is felt that the synchronization in the model

caused the significance. There was no significance for Pc,

the complex probability of closing both TOL surfaces.

However, the same string of errors occurred to each

aircraft, on each pass. The interaction between the two

pavements disappeared when looking at Pcr1 and Pcr2. Thus

the random numbers displayed greater significance in the
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responses

ISnitivity 60!52i!

Given the dependency of the results on the scenario,

sensitivity analysis is crucial to fully understand the

main effects as well as their interactions.

One of the primary factors to study is aimpoint. The

attack consists of six aircraft. Apparently, it seems easy

to close Runway-2. Even collateral damage from targeting

Runway-1 closes Runway-2 with up to 25-35% probability.

Rearranging aimpoints should improve the probability of

closing the field.

This analyst expects significant interactions between

aimpoint selection and accuracy. If accuracy is high, the

weapons will be on the aimpoint, and achieve their goal.

But if accuracy is low, collateral damage seems to yield as

much damage as does the intended damage.

The reader is cautioned not to draw other conclusions

from this experiment. *The damage of six sorties seems

high. However, the damage is due to 10X survivability of

the aircraft, and 10% reliability of the weapon

functioning. In fact, survivability will be less than 100 .,

and reliability can be as low as 15%.
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VI. uro-Il gwmaJr

Nothin? will ever be attempted if all possible
object ons must be first overcome.

Samuel Johnson

This thesis has contributed AAPMOD, a simple, fast,

attack simulation model, to the number of tools available

to operations planners. This model responds to the

demonstrated need of Chapter I, to develop a method to

accurately relate attack efforts to target damage. Whereas

the parent program, AAP, is used by research and develop-

ment agencies to produce better conventional weapons,

AAPMOD can be used by aircrews and tactical planners to

optimally employ the conventional weapons they have

available to them today. Crews can use AAPMOI) to optimally

design attacksy and commanders can use AAPMOD to optimally

assign weapon systems to targets.

Other works, as reported in Chapter I1 have made

significant contributions to the study of conventional

weapons effectiveness. AAP#ID draws on the best features

of some of the previous works, and offers analysts a

practical, flexible method to study weapons effects.

The system of interest, given the scope of this

effort, has been tactical aviation attacking an airbase:

specifically, the runway. Chapter III offered the reader a

fundamental understanding of the interactions occurring in

a modernp air-to-ground weapons delivery. Chapter III also

related the various system inputs, through discussion of

system interactions to the primary response: probability

of closure. Also, Chapter III discussed other responses

such as number of impacts, or number of craters requiring
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repair before TOL capability is regained.

Chapter IV then presented a detailed discussion of

AAPHOD. The Fortran source code is found in Appendix D.

And while AAPMOID is the processor of the input variables,

and generator of system responses, AAPIN helps the user

quickly develop input data files for AAPMOD. AAPIN also

reduces the size of AAPMOD by assuming some of the error

trapping responsibility originally found in AAP. Use of

AAPIN assures the user syntactically correct, and concep-

tually reasonable data input for AAPMIOD. The source code

for AAPIN is also available in the appendices, Section E.

Finally, although AAPMOD was verified throughout the

conversion process, specific verification and validation

occurred when a demonstrative, three factor, two level

experiment was run. The results of the experiment are

reported in Chapter V. The results suggest good

credibility for AAPMOD.

gryvajjAgQ

The tactical experience of this analyst, in concert

with the experience of this project's academic advisor,

suggest that AAP POD is an excellent contribution to the

analysis techniques of assessing conventional munitions

effectiveness.

The experiment reported in Chapter V, clearly demon-

strates the statistical significance of some of the factors

affecting conventional weapons effectiveness. However,

different types of significance exist. And all types can

influence the ultimate decisions. For example, personal-

ities or politics may adjust values, so that although a

given weapon system appears optimal after a rigorous

analysis, some other system may be tasked for the mission.

However, proper understanding of the results of AAPMOD may
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influence or counter personal prejudice or political

concerns, so that weapons can, in fact, be optimally

employed. Also, proper study with AAPMOD may provide the

education necessary to eliminate innocfnt misconceptions,

that nevertheless detract from optimal weapons employment.

AAPMOD does seem to possess the capability to

educate, as well as assist in analyses. It is interactive

and transportable. Perhaps, if aircrews and planners were

to run AAPMOD often enough, they may develop a feel for

planning an attack, and intuitively optimize the factors

that contribute to attack success. Recall from Chapter

II, the complex interactions affecting the probability of

cutting a runway, or denying TOL operations from a base. A

rigorous analysis of these tasks, requires a math and

statistics background. Such a foundation is not always

available in the educational background of aircrews or

decision makers. The experience of these people rests in

flying aircra4t, and delivering the weapons under

consideration. Therefore, AAPMOD, with its technique of

simulation, offers these "educated laymen" the information

and the methodology to relate their experience and training

to an analysis of weapons delivery.

Rcmmndaons

Recommendation-I: During conversion of AAP to AAPMOD, a

type of target entry procedure was eliminated. The option

allowed coordinate entry of the centers of opposite ends,

and the element width. When AAPIN was developed, this

option was eliminated as a superfluous luxury. However,

entering the series of ten pavements defined in the sample

experiment, suggests reinserting the option to AAPIN. Once

the complex is drawn on graph paper. locating end points

and defining widths can be easier than finding true center
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points, lengthsp and angular orientations.

Recommendation-2: AAPIN should be prettied to further

enhance useability. As an example, an algorithm developed

by this analyst for an earlier project will input airspeed,

release mode, release interval, dive angle, and several

additional variables not addressed in this study, and

output coordinates of the impacts in a stick delivery.

This algorithm should be added to AAPIN to facilitate

pattern descriptions.

Recommendation-3: Data input to AAPIN will be easier if

accompanied by a series of worksheets. The user can study

the target complex, complete the worksheets, and quickly

-enter the data to AAPIN.

Recommendation-4: The WRITE statements of AAPIN, and their

associated FORMAT's should be reviewed and modified to

prevent roundoff errors.

Recommendation-5: Change output of AAPMOD to reflect

expected number of craters closing the easiest clear strip

to repair, given the runway is closed. (See discussion in

Chapter IV.)

Recommendation-6: Further reduce the loader requirements

of AAPIIOD to fit microcomputer RAM capability. Currently,

AAPMOD requires about 17,000 words on the 60-bit CYBER.

Noting that many of the values of AAPIOD are integers, the

further conversion of AAPMOD to microcomputer Fortran is

possible.

To demonstrate, this analyst compiled PROGRAM--MAIN,

and generated an execution program for MAIN on his IBM

Personal Computer, containing 256KB RAM. The binary
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execution program was only 57KB. However due to the large

COMMON requirement, almost 8,000 words, or approximately

251KB, the loader could not properly function.

Nevertheless, microcomputer implemen- tation seems

reasonable. The PC uses 16-bit words, doubling the size

for integers and reals. This produces the equiv- alent of

a 32-bit machine. (Roundoff error could conceivably affect

results, but given the algorithms of AAPMOD, and the low

significance required of most variables, such error is

expected to be negligible.) Converting 17,000 words to an

average 30-32 bits each, requires a RAM of a little over a

half-million bits or 544KB. In today's market, such

capacity is well under $10,000.00, and closer to $50000.00.

The Tactical Air Command has purchased 16-bit micro-

computers, and USAFE purchased some high capability, 8-bit

Cromenco microcomputers. Recommendation 2 is to investigate

the feasibility of placing AAPMOD onto these small

computers and further disseminate its planning utility.

Recommendation-7: The demonstration experiment of the

previous chapter retained synchronization of the random

numbers used in the simulation. There is, however, the

potential to lose synchronization when reliabilities or

survivabilities fail. (See disscussion in Chapter IV.)

Efforts should be directed to enable AAPMOD to use separate

random number streams to control accuracies and

reliabilities.

Recommendation-8: Given the work of Hachida and Pemberton,

combined with the capability afforded by AAPMOD, it may

become possible to actually plan an airfield attack to

maximize probability of TOL denial. Such a monumental

planning tool would require a full factor screening of

system inputs, to determine those with the most
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significance. Then loops can be placed in AAPMOD to change

the factors, assess damage, and ultimately maximize

results.

Recommendation-9: Possibly an alternative to heuristically

looping AAPMOD, would be to use the techniques of response

surface methodology (RSM). Since most input variables are

continuous, quantitative variables, RSM seems a promising

approach to optimize the damage resulting from an attack

plan. (Ref. 19: 170)

Recommendation-10: AAPMOD should be studied to determine

its suitability for assessing blast and fragment damage to

structures, vehicles, or people. Application of AAPMOD to

such types of analysis can then run the gamut of weapon

effectiveness studies. One model may possibly take the

place of two or three specific weapon analysis programs.

Recommendation-11: A study should determine the

significance of the use of the bi-variate, rectangular

normal error distributions, over bi-variate, elliptical

normal error distribution. Minor error can be introduced

into the analysis if the rectangular normal is used when in

reality the true distribution more closely resembles an

ellipse.

Recommendation-12: Although potential enemies possess

hundreds of useable airfields, the number of high-value

fields is limited. Reported in the November '82 issue of

Araed Forces Journal, there are only about 72 Main

Operating Bases within 8f km of the inner German border.

Although preplanning attacks on all these fields commends

a significant effort, to do so may equally improve mission

success.
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By preplanning is meant the development of a full

attack, optimized for maximum damage to the airfield. Such

optimization will include consideration of defenses,

navigation accuracies, and collateral damage to adjacent

target elements. One last mention: such optimization also

requires utility or value assignments to target elements,

relative to their contribution in support of combat

sorties. While AAPMOD cannot emulate the entire decision

process, AAPMOD can contribute the expected damage to the

complex, due to the attack.

It is felt that AAPMOD satisfies the objective of

providing a clear methodology to relate attack effort to

target damage. The preceeding recommendations serve to

further enhance the utility of AAPMOD.

Throughout this study, an implicit objective was to

pursue research that had more than an academic

significance. It is felt that exercising AAPMOD will

positively affect the future effectiveness of tactical

aviation. This improvement will reveal the ultimate,

practical significance of this thesis.
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GLOSSARY OF FREQUENTLY USED TERMS

Like any field, tactical aviation has its own lingo.

Presented here are definitions of some of the terms used in

this thesis.

Aimoint-the point on the ground where the pilot desires his
weapons to impact.

Area Weapon-typically a CBU. By design, the numerous
subsunitions within a single dispenser will cause many small
craters over a large area, called the weapon footprint.

B--suffix to number to indicate an octal value, frequently
used when discussing computer hardware requirements.

Bomb--generic for a unitary weapon, released from an aircraft,
and that falls without additional propulsion.

Cluster Bomb Unit (CBU)-a single dispenser, released from an
aircaraft. The dispenser opens prior to ground impact, and
releases numerous submunitions.

DMPI--desired mean point of impact. Aimpoint of an attack
pass, when several weapons are released: the desired mass
center of the "stick" of weapons.

DPI-desired point of impact. Aimpoint of an attack pass when
only one weapon is released.

Footprint-the ground coverage of uniformly distributed
impacts from a cluster weapon.

Minimum Clear Length (MCL) -hen considering a take-off and
land capable surface (asphalt, concrete, or even sod), the
minimum distance, of sufficient width, to enable aircraft
operations from the surface.

Minimum Clear Width (MCW)-similar to MCL, but refers to
width. MCW is typically wider than taxi-"idth, due to less
precision of the high-speed conditions.

Mission-the total effort expended to damage a target complex.
The "mission" can include several attack phases, each composed
of several attack passes, each composed of the release of one
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or m e weapons.

MPI- mean point of impact. The actual mass center of the
impacts resulting from a stick release.

Multiple Release-more than one weapon released on a single
pass over the target. A multiple release results in a "stick"
of weapon impacts.

Point-Impact Weapon--unitary weapon such as general purpose
(OP) bombs or precision guided munitions (POM).

Stick-a ground pattern of craters, resulting from a multiple
release delivery pass. The pattern is defined by release
conditions discussed in Chapter III.

Submunitions--small warheads packed into a dispenser.
Typically, a CBU is considered as one weapon that contains
numerous submunitions. Each submunition is capable of a
limited size crater, but due to the numbers of craters, damage
is distributed over a large area.

Taxi-Width--minimum width of surface required to permit
aircraft taxi operations. Usually a function of gear width.
Implies slow speed and, possibly, ground marshallers.

Unitary Weapon-a weapon that contains only one cratering
device.

Void Area--the area within a CBU footprint that may be void of
impacts due to dispenser functioning or design.

Warhead-the part of a weapon that causes a crater upon
impact.

Weapon-a generic term for a bomb, CBUI, missile, or rocket,
whole and complete of itself.

Weapons Delivery Pass--a flight maneuver involving the release
of a weapon or weapons from an aircraft, in attempt to damage
a target.
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Discussion of Ballistic CEP

A reasonable value for the intrinsic ballistic errors

in a high-drag bomb is about 5 oils. The error is due to

minor differences in fin alignment, CS location, bomb-rack

ejection velocity, ejection yaw angle, ejection angle-of-

attack, and several other factors. (A "milu" is one-milli-

radian or 0.01 radians, a dimensionless measure of an

angle.)

Also, for say a 1,5001 level release, a high-drag

bomb has a ground range of about 3,7301', and a slant range

of 4,020" Figure B.1 depicts the geometry of the

situation.

Figure B.1 Geometry of a Weapons Release.

Given so many factors contributing to ballistic

dispersion of the weapon, a circular normal error

distribution is a reasonable choice to characterize the

error. Therefore, the plan view of the release of a single

weapon can be depicted by Figure B.2. The aircraft

B-1
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Figure B.2 Plan View of a Weapons Release.

releases the weapon, and as it drops, it continues forward,

with its bomb-range, and impacts with an error drawn from

the normal, ballistic error distribution. On the ground,

the error relates to an ellipse.

The deflection component (the component of the error

transverse to the flight direction of the aircraft)

translates to distance simply with:

DISTANCE - THETA * SLANT RANGE

where slant range is as described above, and theta is the

angular displacement.

So in this example:

DISTANCE - 0.805 * 4020' - 20.1'

But since the 201 is error probable, it must be converted

to a normal distribution's standard deviation (S/D).

Again, refer to Hachida or Pemberton for the derivation,

but t'ia conversion for range or deflection is simply:

0.675 S/D - Error Probable
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4.

Figure B.3 Ballistic Dispersion Error Applied to Release.

The elliptical pattern is due to the slant between

the weapons trajectory and the ground. Circular error in

the plane normal to the trajectory of the weapon is a

circle. But the same error in a plane perhaps 68.1 off

the normal, will be an ellipse. Using the same example,

Figure B.3 (a) depicts the case where the 5 mils add extra

depression to the trajectory, and produce a short impact,

and (b) depicts the case where the ballistic dispersion

reduces the depression, and the bomb goes long. Note the

differences in ground range.

It is error in the ground plane that misses the

target, not errors in some hypothetical plans normal to the

weapon trajectory. But again, converting 54' to a S/D

yield a sigma of 8'. Thus, this Appendix has briefly

shown how the 80" REP, and 30' DEP, used in the

demonstration experiment, were chosen.
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Program Variable List

NSAMPT: Wits to output every NSAMPT

NSAfrC: total * Monte Carlo Iterations

TIME: estimated CP time (TXXX on job control card)

LUt4ITO: Input/output option

WFLA63: - 0: nothing
- 1: and NSAMP > 2009 will reduce sample

size, if appropriate

ZALPH: Normal Z for one-half required confidence

ERROR: Tolerable difference In probability between
sample and true

NELT: 41targets (max 112)

NTGPS: 41target groups (max 15)

APPRCW: min taxi width; also flag: -0.0, then
suppresses search -for taxi approach to clear
strip

NAREA: Flag to compute damage area of TOL
- 0: Yes; - 1: No (skips OVLAP)

TOT(191): X-coordv center of I target
(192): V-coord, center of I target
(1,3): orientation angle, degrees
(194): length
(1,5: width

ITBT(191): target type code - 1: surface
- 0: not surface

(1.2): surface code for crater radius table (max 11)
(113): target group, with which I Is associated)
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CRIT(I,1): Flags type of surface capability
(Min Clear Length for TOL)
MCL-0.0 indicates taxi only (w/meandering

course)
MCL-length indicates length of clear strip

required to permit TOL
(1p2): Min Clear Width required...

for TOL if MCL - 0.0
for taxi if MCL - 0.0

NPATT: number of weapon patterns (max 12)

M: * different surface hardnesses (max 11)

N: * of warhead codes, (max of 6)

NSQCR: Crater Code - 0: craters input square
- 0: craters input round,

converted to eqv't sq area

CRTAB(Ip3,K): the crater-size storage array where subscript
T - surface type 1-11

J - weapon type 1-6
K - type of encounter

-1: for Bldgs-near miss size
for Pavement--TOL crater size

-2: for Bldgs--direct hit crater size
for Pavement--taxi crater size

NATT: 4 of attacks (max 10)

MXPTCH: * patches resources will allow

IREPR: airbase established priority for repair of
craters (see program list, Appendix E)

NPWATCH: of patches time will allow after attack

PA98(I,1): X-coordinate of aimpoint, pass number I
(192): Y-coordinate of aimpoint
(193): axis-of-attack
(194): Pr a/c reaches target
(19): Pr a/c can reattack

IPASS(I,1): Pattern # from PATT array
(192): Next pass number that this a/c is

responsible for.
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*LAST UPDATE 11/1201 MAR 84 FILE:INPUT.AAP

PROGRAM AAPIN( INPUT, OUTPUT,TAPE5:INPUT,TAPE6:OUTPUT)

REAL TGT(112,5),CRIT(112,2),PATT(12,34.CRTABI1.6.2,PASS3,6)
INTEGER 1T6T(112,3),IPAT(12,4,1PAS532,2.OPT(3j2,2l
CHARACTER FNAME*6, YESNO. 1

PRNT

PRINT*

PRINT 910
919 FORMAT(

lIX,'THIS PROGRAM WILL CREATE A LAUNDERED INPUT TAPE FOR THE'.
21X.'NODIFIED ATTACK ASSESSMENT PROGRAM-AAPMOD. YOUR OPTIONS',.,
31X,'ARE TWO:',/,
41X,' #: CREATE A NEW TAPE',
51x,.1: MODIFY OR CHECK AN EXISTING TAPE')

PRINTWENTER CHOICE, I OR I-)
READ#, ICHC
IF (ICHC.EG.f) THEN

PRINT*
PRINT#
FRINTW,'E SURE TO CHOOSE A NEW. UNUSED FILE NAME...'
PRIMT#,'ENTER FILE NAME FOR THIS TAPE (MAX 6 CHARACTERS)::>
FEAD 935FNAME
OPEN(UNITaI2,FILEFNAME,STATUSz'NEW')
PRINT#
FRINT.
PRINTt.ENTER PROGRAM CONTROLS:'

I PRINT','SEED (MAX 1t DIGIT INTEGER)x:>
READ*,ISEED
IF ((ISEED.LT.1).OR.(ISEED.GT.9999999999))' GO TO I
PRINT,WNNER OF MONTE CARLO ITERATIONS-)>
FEAD.,NSMU
ERROR.#S
ZALPHI.643
NFLA63a9
IF (IENP.BT.210) THEN
PRINTWDO YOU WANT TO REDUCE SAMPLE SIZE, IF PRACTICAL?'
PRINT#, 'Y/Nsz>
READ 934, YESNO
IF (YESNO.Eg.'Y') THEN

NFLAG3= I
PRINTWDEFAULT IS 9.15 ERROR FROM TRUE PRODADIL:TY.'



PRINT#,'WITH A TGT HARDNESS-CODE, DETERMINES THE CRATER SIZE.'
PRINT*,'NOTE... TWO DISPENSERS WITH THE SAME SUBMUNITION'
PRINTWB'DT IN DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF SUBMUNITIONS. DOES NOT.'
PRINTWREPEAT, DOES NOT IMPLY DIFFERENT WEAPONS AT THIS POINT.'

6 PRINT#,'(MAX 6)>
READ#, NN
IF (NPN.GT.6) GO TO 6
PRINT*,'.."# READ CAREFULLY .'
FRINT#
PRINTWFOR ANY COMBINATION OF SURFACE TYPE AND WEAPON TYPE,'
PRINTWAAPMOD USES TWO DIFFERENT CRATER SIZES. THE SIZE USED'
FRINT#,' DEPENDS ON WHETHER THE IMPACT WAS AGAINST A PAVEMlENT,!
PRINTWOR A NON-PAVEMIENT (A BUILDING).'
FRINT*
PRINTWIF THE TARGET TYPE-CODE WAS ASSIGNED TO A PAVEMENT,'
PRINTWFIRST, ENTER THE SIZE OF THE DISRUPTION SEVERE ENOUGH'
PRINT','TO DENY HI-SPEED TOL OPERATIONS, AND THEN THE SIZE OF'
PRINTWDISRUPTION SEVERE ENOUGH TO DENY TAI OPERATIONS.'
PRINT*
PRINT.,'IF THE TARGET WAS A BUILDING, FIRSI ENTER THE CRATER
PRINTWRADIUS RESULTING FROM A NEAR-MISS, THEN THE RADIUS'
FRINT*I' RESULTING FROM A DIRECT HIT.'
PRINT*
PRINT*,'ALSO, AAFNOD USES SQUARE CRATERS. CHOOSE ENTRY MODE:'
PRINT., 9 INPUT AS HALF-LENGTH OF SIDE OF SQUARE CRATER'
FRINTt,' 1: INPUT AS RADIUS OF CIRCULAR CRATER'
PRINT*,'CHOICE-)
READ.,I NSF.
PRINT.,THIS TAPE PROGFR WILL LOOF SLOWEST ON INTERACTIONS.'
PRINT.,'H HARDNESS TYPES, AND FASTEST ON WARHEAD TYPE.'
FRINT#,'ENTER CRATER SIZES AS INSTRUCTED:'
PRINTo,'GOOD LUCK...'
FRINT#
IF (N00.E.9) THEN
PRINTWUSE 1/2 THE LENGTH OF A SIDE...'
PRINT#

ELSE
PRINTWUSE THE RADIUS OF A CIRCULAR CRATER...'
PRINT*

ENDIF
DO 391 Iz1,NSFC
an 391 ,I219,N
IF II.LE.NTP) THEN
PRINT#,'SFC TYPE ',,' PN TYPE ',J,' DENY-TOL SIZEz:)
ELSE
PRINT*,'DROG TYPE ',,,WPN TYPE ',J,' NEAR-MISS SIZE==)
ENDIF
READ#,CRTAD(I,J l)

3#1 CONTINUE
PRINT#
PRINT#
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IF (NSIR.Eg.0) THEN
PRINT.,'USE 1/2 THE LENGTH OF A SIDE...'
PRINT*

ELSE
PRINTtt'USE THE RADIUS OF A CIRCULAR CRATER...'
PRINT*

ENDIF
DO 302 :II.NSFC
DO 362 Jz1,NWPN
IF (i.LE.NTP) THEN
PRINT#,'SFC TYPE ',,,WPN TYPE ',J,' DENY-TAXI SIZE::>
ELSE
PRINT.,'BLDS TYPE ' W' PM TYPE ',J,' DIRECT-HIT SlZE:=z'
END IF
READ*,CRTAB(I,J,2)

312 CONTINUE
IF (MSQR.EO.1) THEN

DO 316 lz1,NSFC
DO 319 JZj,NNN
DO 319 K=1.2
CRTAB(I.J,K):CRTAB(I,j.K),0.586

316 CONTINUE
ENDIF

PRINTWDESCRIBE THE TARGET COMPLEX:'
2 PRINT*,'NUMBER OF TARGET ELEMENTS (MAX 112)=:>

READ., MELT
IF ((NELT.LT.I).OR.(NELT.GT.112)) 60 TO 2

3 PRINT.,'NUMDER OF TARGET GROUPS (MAX 15)::>
READ., NTOPS
IF ((NTGPS.LT.1).OR.(NTGPS.GT.15)) GO TO 3
PRIMT*,'NIN WIDTH FOR TAXI OPS==>
FEAD., APPRCW

4 PRINTWM'UMDER OF TOL CAPABLE SURFACES IMAX 3)::)
RE4D., NCP
IF 040P.1'.3) 60 TO 4
PRINTWNUMDER OF PAVEMENTS FOR TAXI ONLY (MAX '3-C.):
READ., LV
IF ((LV+NCP'.6T.3f) THEN
PRINT*,'TOD MANY SURFACES, MAX IS 30.'
60 TO 4

END IF
PRINT','NUMBER OF NON-PAVEMENTS (MAX :,NELT-LV-NCP.'i::>
READ*, ND
IF ((LV+NCP+NlLDG).6T.112) THEN
PRlNTWTOO MANY TARGETS, MAX 16 112.'
GO TO 4

ENDIF
PRINT 903

995 FORMAT(IlII,
I1X,'YOU MUST NON DEFINE EACH TARGET.',/.
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2 1X,'ESTABLISH AN X-Y COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR THE COMPLEX.',i,
3 1X,'THE POSITIVE X-AXIS BECOMES 6 DEGREES ANGLE-OFF.',/,
4 IX,'RECOMMEND... MAIN RUNWAY CENTER AND ORIENTATION DEFINE',/.
5 IX,'THE COORDINATE SYSTEM, LATER, ATTACK PASSES ALSO',/,
6 IX,'HAVE AIMPOINTS AND ANGLE-OFF DEFINED BY SAME SYS-EM.')

PRINT 910
910 FORMAT(lX,/,

I IX,'INPUT PROMPTS ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:'.//,
2 IX,'X-COORD: X-COORDINATE OF THE CENTER OF THE TARGET,',i
3 IX,' REFERENCED TO COORDINATE SYSTEM OF COMPLEX.',l,
4 IX,'Y-COORD: TYPICAL TO X-COORD.',i,
5 IX,' AXIS: ORIENTATION OF TARGET CENTERLINE, MEASURED CCW'I,
6 IX,' FROM +X-AXIS OF COORD SYSTEM OF THE COMPLEX.',/,
7 IX,' LENGTH: BOTH LENGTH AND WIDTH ARE SELF-EXPLANATORY... ' /.
8 IX,' WIDTH: AND MAY BE CHOSEN ARBITRARILY.',/,
9 IX,'TYPCODE: TYPE OF TARGET I PAVEMENT (TAXI OR TOL)'./I
+ X' 0 z NON-PAVEMENT (BUILDING)' /,
I IX,'SFCCODE: HARDNESS OF TARGET (FOb CRATER TABLE LOOKUP)P1,,
2 IXl' TGTGRP: TARGET GROUP THE TARGET BELONGS TO',//,
3 1' it ENTER 9 TO CONTINUE **')

READ*,WAIT

FRINT 915
913 FORMAT(IX,/,

I IX,'TWO OTHER PROMPTS:',/,
2 IXl' MINCL: MINIMUM CLEAR LENGTH REQUIRED FOR TOL OPS',/.
3 IX,' ENTER ZERO FOR TAXI-ONLY PAVEMENTS.',/,
4 IX,' MINCW: MINIMUM CLEAR WIDTH REQUIRED FOR...',/,
5 IX,' TAXI: If NINCL = f.i (TAXI-ONLY)',d,

6 IX,' TAKE-OFF/LAND: IF MINCL .NE. 0..'/I,
7 1X.'ENTER PAVEMENTS IN ORDER OF PRIORITIZED IMPORTANCE,',/,
8 lX,'MOST IMPORTANT, FIRST.',///)

NTOL=O
NPAV4=

DO 100 l:1.NELT
104 CRIT(I,1)=O.

CRIT(I,2)=#f.

PRINT*,'FOR TARGET NUMBER '.1,', ENTER:'
PRINT*,'X-COORD==>

READ.,TGT(I,1)
PRINT*t'Y-COORD=>'
PEAD*.TGT(I,2)
PRINT ,' AXIS=>
READ*,TGT(1,3)
IF (TGT(I,3).GE.8.0) T6T(I.3)=TGT(I,3)-I80.
TGT(I,3)xTGT(I3)*lJ1745
PRINT*,' LENGTH==>
READ.,TGT(1,4)
PRINT#,' WIDTH::) I
READ.,TGT(I.)
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IF ((I.LT.(NCP+LV)).AND.(T6T(I,5).r.T.899.8)) THEN
PRINT.,'CODE TO ACCUMULATE TOTAL PAVEMENT ARE DAMAGED IS'
PRINT*,'DESELECTED, SINCE THIS TARGET 1S TOO WIDE FOR ROUTINE.'
NAREA1z
ENDIF

1o1 PRINTWCHOICE OF TYPES: I BLDG / I = PAVEMENT'
PRINT., 'TYPCODE::>
READ*,IT6T(I,l)
IF ((IT6TI1).NE.0).AND.(ITGT(I,1l.NE.1)) 6O TO It'1

182 PRINT*,'SFCCODE==>
READ., IT6T(1,2)
IF (ITGT(I,2).GT.ll) THEN
PR]NT*.'TOO MANY. MAX IS It. RE-ENTER.'
60 TO 192

ENDIF
IF ((iITGT(I,l).Eg.1).AND.(ITGT(1,2).GT.NTPfl.OR.
I l(T6T(l,1).ELI).AND.(ITT(I,2).LE.NTP))) THEN
PRINT*,'. MISMATCH WITH SFC CODE AND TGT TYPE *.

PRINT*,' IF UNRECONCILABLE AT THIS INPUT POINT,'
PRINT#,' YOU MUST TERMINATE PROGRA? WITH <%A.A'
PRINT.,' AND RESTART WHEN YOU CLEAN UP THE ERROR.'
PRINT*
.60 TO 112

ENDIF
103 PRINT., T6TGRP:z>

READ., ITGT(I,3)
IF UITGT(1,3).6T.15) THEN
PRINTW,'TOO M ANY. IhAl 15 15. RE-ENTER.'
60 TO 103

ENDIF
IF (IT6TQl,I).EG.I) THEN

NPAVzNPAV,1
IF fNPAV.GT.NCP+LV) THEN
PRINT.,'NUMBER OF PAVEMENTS EXCEEDS ',NCP+LV,'. TOO MANY.'
MPAV=NPA V-1
60 TO 104

ENDIF
PRINT.,'TARGET ',I,' IS A PAVEMENT. ENTER MINCL FOR TUL.'
PRINT#,'(# IMPLIES TAXI ONLY) MINCLam>
READ*,CRITIl,1)
IF (CRIT(Ig1).LT.1.0) THEI
PRINT','PAVEMENT '?I,' IS FOR TAXI ONLY.?
PRINT.,'ENTER MINCW FOR TAXI OPS==)

ELSE
NTDL=NTDL+1
IF (NTOL.GT.NCP) THEN
PRINTWNUMDER OF TOL SFES EXCEEDS 7 NCP,'. TOO MANY.'
NPAVzNPAV- 1
NTOL-IETOL-1
60 TO 104

ENDIF
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PRINTWPAVEMENT ',I,' SUPPORTS TOL OPS.'
PRINTW.ENTER NINCW FOR TOL OPS-)

ENDIF
READ#,CRIT(l,2)

ENDIF
I N CONTINUE

DO 929 IzI,6
PRINT#

920 CONTINUE

if- PRINTWENTER THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT WEAPON PATTERNS'
PRINTWUSED IN THE ATTACK (MAX 12)::)
READ#, NPATT
IF INPATT.GT.12) 60 TO 211
FRINTE
PRINT#

DO 29 Iz1,NPATT
PRINT*,'DESCRIBE WEAPONS DELIVERY PATTERN NUMBER ',.
PRINT', 'ENTER:'

202 PRINTf,'NUMBER OF WEAPONS IN THE PATTERN (MAX 12)==:?
READ., lPAT(I, 1)
IF ((IPAT(I,Z).GT.12).OR.(IPAT(I,1).LT.1)) 6010O 202
PRINT','NEAPONICAMISTER FUZE RELIABILITY=:>
READ#,PATT(1,9)
PRINTf,'NUMDER OF CRATERS PER WEAPON.'
PRINTf,' ENTER I FOR SP OR SUIDED MUJNITIONS,'
PRINT#,' OR THE NUMBER OF BOMILETS FOR CLUSTERED UNITS.'
PRINT*,' ENTER NUMBER=)
READ*,IPAT(I,2)

293 PRINT*,'NEAPON CODE FOR CRATER TABLE::>
READI, IPAT(1,3)
IF fIPAT(I,3).GT.RNPN) THEN
PRINT*,'ONLY STORED ',NNPN,' WEAPON TYPES.'
PRINT*,'CORRECT OR TERMINATE AND F16URE IT OUT.'
60 TO 293

ENDIF
294 PRINT#,'INDIVIDUAL WEAPON TRAJECTORY CODE:'

PRINT*,' 9: DUMB, GENERAL PURPOSE WEAPONS'
PRINT#,' 1: Clii, RECTANGULAR PATTERN (DOES NOT ALLCW VOIDS)'
PRINT#,' 2: CDUq ELLIPTICAL PATTERN (ALLOWS VOID AREA)'
PRINTO,' 3: GUIDED NUNTION'
PRINT','ENTER CODE::>
READ*,IPAT(1,4)
IF ((IPAT(1,4).LT.9).OR.(IPAT(l,4).6T.3)) 6010O 204
PATT1I,11)4.
IF (IPATCI,4).LT.3) THEN
PRINTWOEAPON PATTERN NUMBER '1'USES DUMB BOMBS.'
PRINT'.'DESCRIBE ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS WITH STD DEYS. ENTER:'
PRINT*,'AIMPOINT, RANGE SIBMA::>
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READ*,PATT(I,!)
PRINT#,' DEFLECTION S1IGMA==>
READ., PATT (1,2)
PRINT#,'INDVDL WPN BALLISTIC DISPERSION, RANGE SIGMA=:>
READ., PATT (1,3)
PRINT*,' DEFLECTION SIGMA::
READ*,PATT(114)
IF ((PAT(I,l).GT.1) THEN
PRIN7*,'DESCRIDE THE STICK. FOR EACH WEAPON. ENTER ITS:
PRINT*'5SINED (+1-) RANGE AND DEFLECTION POSITION
PRINTWWITHIN THE STICK, REFERENCED TO THE AZNPOIN.-'
LASTJ=IPAT(l, 1)
DO 225 LJzl,LASTJ
JRNS:2*LJ+9
JDEF=2*LJ+19
PRINT#,'WPN ',LJ,' RNG COORD::>
READ*, PATTI IJRNG)
PRINT*,'WPN ',LJ,' DEE COORD::>
READ., PATTI I, JDEF)
PRINT*

221 CONTINUE
ELSE

PATTI!, 111:9.
PATTI!, 121:9.

ENDIF
IF (IPAT(I,4).GT.l) THEN
PRINTWDESCRIBE CDU DOMBLET DISTRIBUTION. ENTER:'
PRINTe,'DDHLET FUZE RELIABILITY::>
READ.,PATT(I, 19)
PRINT.,'DlSPENSER GROUND COVERAGE, LENGTH (RANGE)::>)
READ., AL
PATT(195)x.5*AL
PRINTWDISPENSER GROUND COVERIASE, WIDTH (DEFLECTION)==>
READ#, AN
PATT(!,0):.5*AW
IF (IPAT(I,4).GT.1) THE4
PRINT#,'YOID LENGTH (RANGE)::z>
READ', VL
PATT (I J) x.5*VL
PRINT.,'VOID WIDTH (DEFLECTION)::
READ#,VN
PATT(198)40.5*VN

ELSE
PATT(1,7)-#.
PATT(1,8)4f.

END IF
ELSE

PATT(I,b):9.
PATT(I,7)zf.
PATT(I,8)z9.
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END IF
ELSE
PRINTWNEAPON PATTERN NUMBER ',I,' USES GUIDED MUNITIONS.'

295 PRINT#,'DESCRIBE ERROR DISTRIBUTION WdITH S1D DEV OR CEPS:'
PRINT#,' 1: ENTRY AS CEP'
PRINT*,' 2: ENTRY AS STD DEV (SIGMA)'
PRINTWENTER CHOICE-)
READ#, 1CH
IF ((ICH.hE.1).AND.(1CH.XE.2)) 60 TO 295
PRINT.,'ENTER:'
IF (ICN.EL1) THEN

PRINT*,'OPTIMAL GUIDANCE CEP::>
READ., CEPI
PRINTWNEAR-MISS WEax)
READ., CEP?
PATT(l,1)- CEPI1/1.675
PATT(192):CEPI/I.675
PATT(I,3)sCEP2/#.675
PAThfI 4)sCEP2/l. 675

ELSE
PRINT*.'OPTIMAL GUIDANCE RANGE SIGMA::>
READ*,PATT(I. 1)
PRINTWOPTINAL GUIDANCE DEFLECTION SIGMA=>
READ*,PATT(I,2)
PRINT.,'NEAR-MISS RANGE SIGMA=->
READ', PATT (1, 3)
PRINT#,'NEAR-MISS DEFLECTION SIGMA::z>
REA*,PATT(1,4)

END IF
PRINTWGROSS ERROR RANGE SIGMA::>
READ*,PATT (1,5)
PRINTWGROSS ERROR DEFLECTION SIGMA:=>
READ',PATT(I,6)
PRINT#,'PROBABJLITY OF OPTIMAL GUIDANCE::>
READ',PATT (I, 7)
PRINT*,'PRODABILlTY OF NEAR-HISS GUIDANCE==>
READ*,PATT(1,0)

ENDIF
291 CONTINUE

PRINT*
PRINT#
FRINTWHON MANY PATCHES MILL RESOURCES ALLOW?::)'
READ., mXPTCH
FRINT 925

925 FORMAT(
IX,'SELECT CRATER REPAIR PRIORITY:'.//,
2 IX.' 0: ALL TOL STRIPS IN ORDER OF TARGET NUMBER.',/,
3 Ix,' 1: EASIEST TOL STRIP FIRST, REST IN ORDER.',/,
4 IX,' 2: REPAIR ONLY THE EASIEST TOL STRIP.',/,
5 11,' 10: ALL PAVEMENTS IN ORDER OF TARGET NUMBER.',/,
6 IX,' 11: ALL APPROACHES AND EASIEST TOL STRIP FIRST,',/,
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7 IX,' FOLLOWED DY OTHERS IN TARGET ORDER.',!,
8 IX,' 12: ALL APPROACHES AND ONLY EASIEST TOL STRIP.',//,
9 IX,'CHOICE::> )

READ*, IREPR
NPATCHx99999
FRINT*
PRINT#
FRINT#,'ALMOST DONE. DEFINE THE ATTACK.'
PRINTWENTER THE FOLLOWING:'

7 PRINTWNUNDER OF PASSES OVER THE COMPLEX (MAX 32)->
READ., NPASS
IF (NPASS.ST.32) GO TO 7

a PRINTWEACH AIRCRAFT MAY REATTACK ONE TIME.'
PRINTWNUMDER OF AIRCRAFT PARTICIPAT1NS IN THE ATTACK::>,
READ*,NAC
RATxREAL(NPASS)I/REAL(NAC)
IF IRAT.ST.2.9) THEN
PRINTWINSUFFICIENT A/C TO ACCOMPLISH ATTACK.'
60108

ENDIF
KACz4
ED 401 Is1,NPASS
PASS C , 3) 99.
DO 401 J21,2
OPTQ(IJ) :9

491 CONTINUE
DO 498 I=lNASS
PRINT4,'PASS NUMBER'l,'
IF (OPT(I,1).Eg.0) THEN
KAC=KACfl
IF IKAC.ST.NAC) THEN
PRINTWDISCREPANCY IN NUMBER OF A/C. RE-ENTER.'
6010O 7

END IF
PRINT ?3#,KAC

ELSE
PRINT 9311OPT(I,2)

END IF
939 FORMAT(1X,'FLONN BY A/C NUMBER'42')

PRINTI, 'AIMPOINT--X-COORD::>
READ*,PASS(I,l)
PRINT.,' Y-CDORDsa)
READ.,PASS(I,2)
PRINTWATTACK DIRECTION (REFERENCED CCW FROM +X-AXIS)zz>
READ., PASS (1,3)
PASS(I,3):PASS(I,3)*f. 11743

9 PRINTI,'VEAPON PATTERN CODE, (ONE YOU DEFINED EARLIER)::>~
READ#,IPASS(I,1)
IF QPASS(I,1:.GT.NWATT) THEN
PRINTWUNDEFINED PATTERN. IF IRRECONCILABLE AT THIS'
PRINTW,'NPUT POINT, YOU MUST TERMINATE, AND RESTART.'



*~~~~7 - * ..- a-

60 Ta 9
END IF
IF (OPTZl,1.Eg.1) THEN
PRINT#,'PROBABILITY A/C SURVIVES ENROUTE ATTRITION==/'
READ*,PASS(1,4)
PRlNT*s'NUMBER OF NEXT PASS FOR THIS AIC-::>
READ*, IPASS(1,2)
IF (IPASS(l,2).GT.l) THEN
PRlNT#,'PROBABILITY A/C SLRVIVES TARGET AREA ATTRITION:=)
READ#IPASS(I.3)
0PT(IPASS(l,2),j)xj
OPT(lPASS(I,2),2)zKAC

ENDIF
ELSE
PASS C1,41:1.
ZPASS(I,2)zO
PASSCI,5J:6B.

ENDIF
4Hf CONTINUE

PRINT#
FRINT'
PRINT#,' ff* DATA INPUT COMPLETE *~
PRINT*
PRINT#
WRITE(12.959)ISEED
kRITE( 12,99) NSANPINSAI PT
VRITE(12, 973)NFLAG3, ERROR, ZALPH
kR[TE( 12,979) MELT, NTGPS, APPRCM, MARE4
DO 590 I=1,NELT

IF (ITGT(I,I).EG.l) NRlTE(12,955)CRIT(I.1),CRILT(I,2)
589 CONTINUE

NRITE(12,931ENCP,LV
WRITE( 12, 95#)NPATT
DO 519 Iz1,NPATT

LASTJzIPATII, 1)
DO 519 LJz1,LASTJ
JRN6.z2#LJe9
JOEF-2#LJ+19
NRITEi12,95)PATT(I,JRN6) ,PATTC I,JDEF)

519 CONTINUE
WRITEC 12, 930)NSFCSNVPN
DO 521 I:1,NSFC
NRITE112,965) (CRTAD(I,J,I),J=l,NNPN)

521 CONTINUE
DO 522 I:1,NSFC
NRITE(12,965) (CRTAB(I,J,2),J:1,NWPN)

522 CONTINUE
WRITE(12,?59)MXPTCN, IREPR,NPASS
00 39 IrlNPASS
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53f CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNITzl2)

END IF
934 FORHATIAl)
535 FORMAT(AM)
951 FORJIAT(4119
555 FORMAT(W~15.4,11) ,3110)
969 FORHAT(416,1#(F9.3pIX)
565 FORMAT(F14.3,F12.3)
971 FORNAT(2111,FIO.1,11I)
575 FORMtAT(11#,2FI1.4)

END
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# LAST UPDATE 01112H MAR 84 FILE:MAlN.AAP *

PROSRAM HPO9D
**fffl* H*H*HiHfffi4@H H ***Ht4H***•HH~tfl*************H***** Ht**

# AIRFIELD ATTACK PROGRAM

#-USED AT EGLIN AFB, FL, AND 5 *- 0 CONTRACTOR LOCATIONS. *

i DEVELOPED AT OIAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY, *
# UNDER CONTRACT F08633-79-C-#2535, FOR THE JOINT TECHNICAL COORDINATING
G 6ROUP FOR MUNITIONS EFFECTIVENESS. I

M ODIFIED BY CAPTAIN ROBERT N. NISLIN TO PROVIDE INTERACTIVE
- CAPABILITY FOR TACTICS ASSESSMENT. *

#--OI-ANSI. ANSIl REUIRED FOR CDC 660f. #

I}

CHARACTER FNANE#9FNANE2#6
INTEGER NPX(32)

I ADN(II2) ,GPHT(13) ,MXPTCH ,SI6ADN(112),
2 ANIN(3) ,SPHTAC(15) ,SISARP(3),
3 APRA(3) ,SPHTS(15) ,SI6ASP 3),
4 APRIMIN(3) ,LNHITS(112) ,NSAMPI ,SICRT(3),
5 AREP(3) 9ICRAT(4) ,PASS(1:32,6) .SI6CTS(27),
6 ASTP(3) ,ICUT(413) ,PATTi13,34) ,SIFIL(27),
7 COUNTRIl12) ,IHIT(3) ,RAPF(112) ,SIOHTS(112):
9 CRIT(112,2) ,IPASS(32,2) ,RCUT(112) ,SIGNAF(112),
9 CRTAB(I01&,2) ,IPAT(12,4) RHIT(112) ,SMINA(4),
& DECAR(112) ,IPCUT(3) ,SAPR14) ,SNAPFL(3).
I DSTR(3) ,SAPRA(4) TT(II2,5),
2 ENAPFL(3) ,IPL(4#) ,SAVE(BG,3) XC(3),
3 6PADAC(15) JISAV(so) ,SAPR(4) ,YC(3),
4 SPADN(15) .ITGT(112,3) ,SGAPRA(4),
5 SPADIS(15) ,I2CUT(4) ,SGCRAT(4),
6 6PAREA(15) ,KH(3) ,SGINAI4)

COMMON/RAY/TNOPI
*

CORMON/RAY21SQUARE (960), CRMAX

CONMON/END/NSAP2,NELTNT6PS,NCP. CRiINAPPRCW:NAREA
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CONNONICATA/NUNAPR (4,2), STEIIP(303)

COl'IlINJON/NFLAGINFLAS2,NIAX.1NSAMPR.ZkPH,ERRGR.NSAKP,t4FLAGI

*---- IPUT/INITIALIZE

TWCPI:6. 2831539718
SRPlO4=0. 8862269254525
PW'804.01745329252

PRINTf,'NANE OF INPUT FILE=)
READ 99!, FNAME
OPEN (UNIT:12, FILEZFNAHE, STATUS:' OLD')
REMIND 12
PRIN-W'NAME OF OUTPUT FILE==>
READ 901,FNAMEZ
OPEN(UNIT:13,FILE:FNANE2, STATUS:' NEW')

It READ(12.991)ISEED
CALL RANSET (ISEED)
ITDll
READ(12, ')NSAMP,NSAIPT
READ(12,*')NFLAG3,ERROR,ZALPH

*--READ TARGET DESCRIPTION
f

READ(12, *)NELT,NTSPS, APPRCENAREA
DO 36 I:1,NELT
READ(12,i) (TST(I,J),JzI,5), !ITGT1(I,J),J:1,3)
CRIT(I, l):i0
CRIT(I,2)s9.
IF (ITfiT4I,1).EQ.l) THEN
READ(12,*)CRIT(I,1),CRIT(Iq2)

END IF
30 CONTINUE

READ C12,,) NCP ,LV

#----READ PATTERN DESCRIPTIONS

READ(12,.)NPATT
DO 40 ls1,NPATT
READCI2,*H(IPAT(I,J),J:1,4), (PATT(I,J),J:1,1i)
NVALSzIPAT(I, 1)
DO 40 1J4,jNVALS
JR32*1349
JD*2.IJ+10
READ(12,f)PATT(IjJR) ,PATT(I,JD)

40 CONTINUE

-- READ CRATERING TABLE
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READ112,#)MN
Do 51 lzjlm
READ(12,.) (CRTAB(l,J,I),Jsl,N)

51 CONTINUE
DO 52 Jzjlfl

READ(12,') (CRTAD(I.J42&),J:1,N)
52 CONTINUE

CRAINal.fE19
CR"AX4#.

--READ MISSION DESCRIPTION
*IREPR... TELLS WHAT TYPE OF REPAIRS ARE TO BE MADE
*z #--ALL MAJOR PAVEMENTS (CRJT(L,1)>#;
* ARE REPAIRED IN ORDER INPUT
*z 1--EASIEST STRIP TO REPAIR FIXED FlRST,
* THEN REST WITH (CRIT(L,1)>#) IN ORDER INPUT
* = 2--ONLY EASIEST STRIP TO REPAIR IS DONE
* :1X-REPAIR STRIP AND APPROACH IN ORDER OF

* X' ABOVE, I.E., 11 => APPROACHES AND 1.

READ(12,#)MXPTCH, IREPR.NPASS
DO 79 I:1,NPASS
READ(12,)(PASS(I,J),J=1l,5), (IPASSI,J),J:1.2),NPX(I)
PASS(1,6)=PASS(1,3)

71 CONTINUE
CLOSE (UNlT:12)

PRINT*,'DO YOU WANT AN OUTPUT EC Q OF INPUT? I:YESj 6=%Q z)'
READ*,OECHO
IF (OECHO.EO.1) THEN

WRITE(13, 1979)
kRITE( 13,1959) ISEED
WRITE(13, 1959) NSANP,NSAKPT
kRITE( 13, 1988)NFLAG3,ERROR, ZALPH
WRITEUl3, 1975)NELT,NTGPSAPPRCW,NAREA
00 15#9 IlNELT
WRITE(13, 1955) (TGI(1,J),3=1,5), (ITST(I.J),J31q3)
IF (IT6T(I,1).EQ.1) WRITE(13,1955)CRIT(I,i),CRIT(1,2)

1509 CONTINUE
WRITE (13, 1959) NCP, LV
kRITE( 13, 195#)NPATT
DO 1511 IzI,NPATT

LASTJziPAT(I,1)
DO 1511 LJ1I,LASTJ
JRNGZ2*LJ+9
JDEFz2*LJ+19
WRITEC13, 1955)PATT(I,JRNS) ,PATT(I,JDEF)

1511 CONTINUE
WRITE(13 1959)MN
DO 1521 I:1,M



NRITE413, 1965) (CRTAB(I,J,1),J=l,N)
1521 CONTINUE

DO01522 Iz1,N
WRZTE(13,1965) (CRTABDU,J,2),Jzl,N)

1522 CONTINUE
NRITE( 13, 195I)MXPTCH, IREPR, NPAE'S
DO 1539 Izl,NPASS

1539 CONTINUE
ENDIF

-- INITIALIZE FOR MONTE CARLO

WRITE(13, 985)FNAMEFNANE2
NSAMPRml
00 89 I1,NELT
ITBTTP=ITGT(1,2)
D0OfS J=1,NPASS
NPTRN=IPASS(J, 1)
JNPNTPxlPAT (NPTRNq 3)
IF (IT6TQI)LEg.1) THEN
T8*LDlzCRTABQ TGTTP,JWPNTP, 1)
TBHLD2:CRTAD CITBTTP, JNPNTP, 2)
CRN:ANlNI CCRMIN,TBNLDI,TBHLD2-)
CRMAXzANAXI (CRIIAX,TDHLD , TBHLD2)

ENDIF
89 CONTINUE

CALL. INITL (NELT, NTGPSNCPLY)
NMAXm

v--TEST TO SEE IF LIMITING MONTE CARLO LOOPS IS BOTH DESIRED (NFLA63a1)
* AND APPROPRIATE (NSAMP>206). IF SO, SET FLAGS AND SET INITIAL
* MONTE CARLO LOOP LIMIT.

IF ((NFLAG3.ER. 1).AND. (NSAMP.GE.29)) THEN
NFLAGI40
?tFLAS2=0
NMAX:NSMtP
tSAMPz2l9

END IF

:____MNTE CARLO LOOP -- 829 ON (IT)

E5 DO 829 IT-NSAMPRNSAMP

#----INITIALIZE VARIADLES #HICH GET RESET EACH MONTE CARLO REP

NSANP2vIT
199 D0 lit Lsl,NELT

DECAR(L)zTGT(L,4) .TfT(L,3)
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110 CONTINUE
00 121 Li',3
IPCUT(L)-9#
IHIT IL) =9
PRIN(L)zi.
APRMIN(L) :9*
APRA(L):9.

120 CONTINUE

KZ:9

#-----SET NUMBER OF HITS PER TARGET EQUAL. TO ZERO

DO 139 L-1.NELT
LNHITS(L)4l

130 CONTINUE

*--COMPUTE IMPACT POINTS OF NEAPONS

210 DO 379 Ixl,NPASS
f

#-----SEE IF A/C SURVIVED. IF YES, CHANGE NEXT PASS PS TO REATTACK PS
* IF NOT, CHANGE NEXT PASS PS TO 9.0,

* AND LOG NO HITS FOR THIS PASS

NXTPaIPASSII,2)
CRAZYNBRANF C
IF (CRAZYN.GT.PASS(I,4)) THEN

PASSINITP,4)z9.
GO TO 371

ELSE
PASS(NlTP,4)vPASSUI,5)

ENDIF

NPTRN-IPASSII, 1)
NNEPzIPAT(NPTRN. 1)
10Hz1PAT (NPTRN,&2
RHAJPATT INPIRN, 5)
FNIN-PATT CKPTRN, 6)
VNAJNPATT (NPTRN, 7)
VNIN-PATTCNPTRN,S)
KODEzIPAT (NPTRN, 4)

#-----LOCATE STICK PATTERN CENTER

PASSXTzPASS(I)
PASSYTcPASS(1,2)

#-----IF A TO. SURFACE, DISPLACE AI1IPOINT FOR AIMPOINT ERROR

E-



IF (NPX(I).LE.NCP) THEN
NTTT=tdPX(I)
CALL TRISUB(DAP)
PAE.Sfl:TPASSXT+DAP*COS (ThT (NTTT, 3))
PASSYT-PASSYT+DAP'SIN(T6T (NTTT, 3))

ENDIF
4 SINPZSIN(PASSLI,3))

COSPCOS(PASS(I,3))
219 IF (KODE.El.3) THEN

--- GUIDED MUNITIONS...
CRAZYN=RANF C)
IF (CRAZYN.LE.PATT(NPTRN,7)) THEN
CALL MORAN (R,PATT(NPTRN, I) qD,PATT('NPTRN,2))

ELSE
IF (CRAZYN.LE.PATTINPTRN,B)) THEN

CALL NORAN (R,PATT(NPTRN,3) .D,PATT(NPTRN,4))
ELSE
CALL MORAN (RPATT(NPTRN,5) ,D,PATT(NPTRN,6))

ENDIF
ENDIF
X:*ASXTtR*COSP+D#SINP
YzPASSYT+RSINP-D#COSP

ELSE
*-- -- -DUMB BONDS...

CALL MORAN (RPATT(NPTRN,1) ,D,PATT(NPTRN,2'))
XCTR=PASSXT+R*CDSP+DSINP
YCTRzPASSYT.R#SINP-D*CCSP

ENDIF

*----LOCATE VEAPON IMPACT OR CENTER OF DISPENSER PATTERN

DO 369 Kx1,NVEP
CRAZYN=zRANFo(
IF (CRAZYN.6T.PATT(NPTRN,9)) 6O TO 360
IF (KODE.LT.3) THEN
CALL MORAN (R,PATT(NPTRN.3),D.PATT(MPTRN14))
K2z2*K*9
XIWODsXCTR+(PATT(NPTRN,K2)+R) *COSP+(PATT(NPTRNK2+1 tD) *SINP
YINODiYCTR+(PATT(NPTRN.K2)+R)*SINP-(PATT(NPTRN,K2i1IJD)*COSP

ENDIF

-----LOCATE IMPACTS (NON x OR NNOR DOMBLETSICBL SHELL)

270 DO 359 M1:1,NBOM
IF (KODE.LT.3) THEN

XXXIMOD
YzYI NOD
IF (NBOM.GT.1) THEN
CRAZYNzRANFoC
IF (CRAZYN.GT.PATT(NPTRN, II)) 60 TO 350

280 CRAZYNvRANF()
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Xl:?. 'RMAJ*CRAZYN-RtAJ
CRAZYN=RANF (
YI=2. 'RHIN'CRAZYN-RMIN
IF (KODE.EQ.2) THEN

XlYIOL:(Xln2/RIAJ.,&) +(YlH*2/RNIN*..2)
IF (XIY1OL.GT.l.) 60 TO 280
IF ((VlA.6T.@.).AND.(VMIl.GT.0.)) THEN
XlY1IL: (XI#2IVNAJ,.2)+(Yl*.2/VMIN,*2)
IF (XlY1IL.LT.I.) 60 TO 280

END IF
END IF

290 X=X+X IECOSP+Y l*SINP
Y=Y4.XI*SINP-Y!*CDSP

ENDIF
END IF

*--------- CHECK( FOR ANY HIT OR NEAR-MISS

Zoe DO 349 L=1NELT
SINT=SIN(T6T(L,3))
C0ST=COSfTGT(L,3)!
XP=X-TGTCL, 1)
YP=Y-TST(L.2)
I 1=XP*COST+YP*SllNT
XP=YP*COST-XP.SINT
ITBTTP=ITGT(L,2)

JWNTP=IPAT(NPTRN,3)
IF L6.C)A,.LL.L+4Pf T%4E%
IF(ABS(TI)-CRTAB(IT6TTPJWFNTP,2).DE..5*T6T(L,4)) 60 TO 340
IF(ABS(XP)-CRTAD(lT6TTP,JNPNTP,2).GE..5TTRL,5)) 60 TO 340

ELSE
IF(ADS.!Tl)-CRTAB(IT6TTP,JWPNTP,I).6E..5.T6TU.,4)) 6O TO 340
IF(ABS(XP)-CRTAB(IT6TTP,JWPNTP,1).6E..5.T6T(L,S4)) 60 TO 340

ENDIF
3309s~

IF (N.LE.800i THEN
SAVE(N, l):Tl+.5ITGT(L,4)
SAyE (N, 2) 5.*TGT CL, 5)
SAVE (N, 3) :FLOAT CL)
ISAY (M)=IPAT(NPTRN,3)
COUNTR(L)xCOUlNTR(L) +1.
LNHITS(L)zLNHITS(L)+l.

ENDIF
340 CONTINUE

IF (M.GT.891) WRITE(13.1200)I.
N:NIN91",860E

350 CON71NUE
361 CONTINUE
370 CONTINUE

KlENO
IF (M.EG.0) THEN
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ELSE

*-----T6T L IS A PAVEMENT

IF (N.LT.1) THEN
IF (L.LE.NCP) THEN
XC(L)=.3#(T6T(L.4)+CRIT(L.l))
YC(L):.5*(TST(Lp3)-CRIT(L,2))

ENDIF
GD TO 731

END IF
529 CALL SORT(NSAVE(K9,1),SAYE(KO.,),SAVE(K01 3),ISAVK))

IF (NAREA.El.1) CALL UYLAP

2 IFIX(TST(L,4)).IFIX(TGT(L,5)),N,SUMRUN)

*---------TAXIWAYS (MINOR PAVEMENTS)
* FIND WANDERIN6 PATH ONLY FOR TAXI-ONLY TARGETS (CRIT(L.2=0.)

IF (CRIT(L,l).LT.1.I) THEN
CALL MINCW (CRMAX,N,SAVE(K9.11,SAVE(K#,2),

I CRTAO(l,I,2).IT6T(L2),ISAV(K7),
2 CRITIL,2) ,T6T(L,5) ,NFILL,CUTS,ARFILL)

ARFILS=ARFILL
FILL=FLlAT (NFILL)

710 RHIT(L)=RHIT(L)+FILL
NTXWYzL-NCP
SI5FILfNTXNY):SI6FIL(NTXNY) +FILL*FILL
RCUT (L) :RCUT (L) +CUTS
S16CTS(NTXNY) -SISCTS(NTX WY) +CUTS*CUTS

ELSE

4-- --- ---RUNWAYS (MAJOR PAVEMENTS)
* SEARCH FOR A CLEAR STRIP (LEN67H2CRIT(L,1) .X. VIDTHzCRIT(L,2))

MIK~

IF ((K.ELMN).AND. SAVE(M,3).Eg.FLOATLm) flI:O+l
IPCUT(L)z4
IHIT(L)sf
AMIN (U :9
APRMIN(L) 4.
APRA(L) =9.
DO 549 KK=1,4
DO 549 KK2x1,2
MNAPR (KK, KK2) .8

541 CONTINUE
CALL CLSTRP(CRMAX.N,SAVE(K911&) SAVE(KI,'2) CRTAB,

I ITGT(L.2),ISAV(KE),TST(L,4),TGT(,L,5)S.
2 CRIT(L,1),CRIT(L12),XC(L),YC(L) ,NNIN)

IF (NNIN.GT.0) THEN
RCUT(L)xRCUT(L)+1.
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-br -r W. 4- - - S -- -

IPCUT(L)z1
END IF

559 RHIT(L)zRHITCL)+FLOAT(NMIM)
IHIT(L)-NAIN
SUMSTP4l.
MHIK-l
IF CCK.EQ.N).AND. (SAVE(K,3).Eg.FLOAT(L))) 014:
KA-l
MFLAGz#
XSIsXC CL)
YSI=YC (L)
XS2:XCCL) -CR11 (L, 1)
Y52=YC CL) +CRIT CL, 2)
KH(L)=KZ
KPI=KI

560 CONTINUE
IF MCPI.LE.t).AND.(KNILEM) THEN

ITSTTP:ITGTCL, 2)
00 589 KNUZKPI,KMI

IUPNTP=ISAV (KU)
IFCSAVECKW, I)+CRTA8(ITBTTP,JNPNTP,KA) .LE.XS2) 60 TO 580
IF(SAVECKW,I)-CRMAX.GE.XSI) 6D TO 599
IFCSAVE(IW1)-CRTAD(ITSTTP,JWPNTP,KA).6E.X51) 60 TO 580
IF(SAVECKW,2)+CRTAB(IT6TTP,JNPNTP,KA) .LE.YSl) 60 TO 580
IF(SAVE(KW,2)-CRTA1C1T6TTP,JNPNTP,KA) .GE.YS2) 60 TO 589
KZ-KZ+l
IF MANXK) THEN

SisSAVEfKV1
S2=-SAVE (KU,2)
S3=SAVECKN,3)
ITTzISAV (KU)
KZPzKZ+l
DO 579 K82KZP,Kk

KKz4N-KB+KZP
SAVE(KK, 1):SAYECKK-1, I
SAVE CKK. 2)zSAVE CKK-I ,2)
SAVE(KI(,3)zSAVEIKK-I, 3)
ISAV CKK) s1SAV(KK-1)

579 CONTINUE
SAVE (KI, 1)=Sl
SAVE(KZ, 2)zS2
SAVE (KZ, 3) :S3
ISAV(KZ)*ITT

ENDIF
58# CONTINUE

ENDIF
599 IF IMFLAS.E9.9) THEN

KZTx#
IF (KZ.NE.KH(L)) THEN
KZTxKZ-KH CL)
KK=KH CL) '1
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IF (NAREA.LEX9 CALL GVLAP
I (SAVE(KK,1),SAVE(KK,2),CRTAB,IT6TCL,2).
2 ISAV(KK),XCIL)-CRIT(L,l),YC(L),IFIX(CR IT (L,lfl,
3 !FIX(CRIT(L,2)),KZT,SUNSTP)
h##ASTP CL) ZASTP (U +SUrNSTP

SIGASP CL) -SIGAS?(L) +SI~tSTP*SUMSTP
ANIN(L)=SUNSTP

ENDIF
610 RPLA6:-l

KAZ2
KPI=KPI+KZT

KZI=KZ
XSi:XC(L)-CRIT(L, 1,
IF CXS1.SE.CRIT(L,2)) THEN
XS2=CRIT(L,2)
6O TO 560

ELSE
60 TO 64#

END IF
ENDIF

62# KZT=S
NFIUL=#
IF (KZ.NE.KZI) THEIJ
KZTxKZ-KZI
KKzKZ~I1
IF (NFLAS.BE.3) CALL SCRT

I (KZTSAVE(KK,2),SAYE(KX,1),SAVE(KK,3),ISAV(KK)i
DO 892 IIz1,KZT
SAVE CKK+II-l,2) -SAVE (KK+1I-1 ,2)-YSI
SAVECKK+II-l, 1)=SAVE(KK+II-1, I)-XS2I

892 CONTINUE

IF (MFLAO.LE.2)
1 CALL NINCN(CRNAXKZT,SAVE(KK. 1) SAVE(KKI 2).
2 CRTAD(1,1,2),ITGT(L,2),ISAY(KK),APPRC.
3 CRIT(L,2), ,NILLoCUT5,ARFILL)

IF (NFLAGBE.3)
I CALL NIN(CRNAI,KZT,SAVE(KK,2),SAE((K, ,),

2 CRTA8(1,1.2),IT6T(L,2),ISAV(KK),APPRC,
3 CRIT(L,2),NFILL,CUTS,ARFILL)

DO 893 IlaI,KZT
SAVE(KK.II-I .2)-SAVE(KK+II-I,2)+YS1
SAVE(KK+II-1,1)xSAVE(KK+II-l, I)+XS2

893 CONTINUE
ARFILSsARFILS+ARFILL

END IF
63# NUNAPR(flFLAG, 2)vKZT
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KZ=KZ1+NFILL
KZI=KZ
NUtIAPR(MFLAG. l)xdFILL
FILL=FILL+FLOAT (NF ILL)
IF (KZ.Eg.KMl) 60 TO 670
60 TO 1640,656,66M,670).MFLAS

PRINT#,'ERR 6010 DRISINAI. LINE NUMBER 733'

640 MFLAG=2
NFILLz0
KFI=KP1+KZT
XS1:TST(L,4)-CRIT(L,2)
IF (XC(L)+CRIT(L,2).LE.TGT(L,4)) THEN

XS2=XC (L)
60 TO 569

ENDIF

659 AFLA63
KP1:KPI-NUMAPR(1,2)+NUMiAPR(1, 1)+NFILL
CALL SORT(K-KP1,SAVE(KP1,1,.SAVE(KPI,2),

I SAVE(KPI,3) .ISAV(KPI))
XS1:CRIT (L, 2)
YS1Z#.
XS2=1.
VS2=YC(L) +CRIT(L,2)
60 TO 560

6fi9 MFLAWz
KF~l4PI+KZT
151:161 CL,4)
X52xTST(L,4)-CRlT(L,2)
60 TO 560

678 KZ:ICN L)
IF ((IREPR.GE.10).ANDI(FILL.61.0.)) THEN
WRITEt13,591)L,KH(L) ,KI,FILL,

I (SAVE(KK,1),SAVE(KK,2),SAVE(KK,3),KK:1,M)
KZxKH(L) +IFIX (FILL. 8)
IF (L.ST.1) THEN
KSSIFII(FILL+.I1)
DO 6"1 KZ1-1,KS
KKSKI+KZ 1-1
S2SAYECKXq 1)
S2:SAYE()KK.2)
S3:SAVECKK,3)
ISzISAV(KK)
KZPzKH CL) +KZ 1+1
00 689 KN:KZP,KK
KN1:KK-(N+IZP
SAVE(KNI,1)xSAVE(KWl-1, I)
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SAVE(KNI, 2):SAE(KN1-1, 2)
SAVE(KNI,3)=SAVE(KN1-1, 3)
ISPV(KW1)zISAV(Kl-1)

689 CONTINUE
KZP=KZP- 1
SAVE(KZP,l)=S1
SAVE (KZP, 2) =S2
SAVE(KZP,3):S3
ISAY (KZP)=IS

690 CONTINUE
ENDIF

ENDIF
70# SI5CRT(L)=SIGCRT(L)+FLOAT(NNlIN).,2

ENAPFL(L)=ENAPFL(L) +FlLL
SNAPFL(L) -SHAFFL(L)+FILL**2
APRNIN(L)zFILL
501TO 720

ENDIF
720 ADN(L):-ADN(L)+SUMRUN

ITGTGPzITiT (L, 3)
GPADAC(IITGTGP) x6PADACI ITGTSP) SUlROt
SI6ADN(L)zSlGADNIL) +SUNRIJN*SUNRUN
FAPF (L)sRAPF IL) tARFILS
SIONAF(L)-SlSNAF(L) +ARFILS*ARFILS
IF (CRIT(,l).6T.1.) APRA(L)stARFILS

END IF
739 CONTINUE

K9zK
FILL20.
ARFILLqf.
ARFILSxEL
CUS9.
SUMAUNst.
IF (SAVE(KIVATGT.LAT(W) GO TO 43f
IF ((K.EG.rN.AND.CSAEK,3.EQ.FLOATL)) 60 TO W3
IF ((L.LE.NELT).AND.(KSED.N)) 60 TO 439

ENDIF
740 CONTINUE

DO 753 JE1,NTGPS
SPADRS(J)UGPADNSIJ) +6PADAC (J) e#2

7W3 CONTINUE

*--COMPUTE COMINE11 PROBABILITIES FOR RUNNAY, TAXIWAYAND SOD

IF (NCP.ST.1) THEN
1320
KJ21
IFIN20

DO970 JJz1,2
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DO 790 JKmI,NCP

*--------ONLY INTERESTED IN li2 (KJ=1), 103 (0=2), 2&3 (KJc'31

IF (JJ.6E.JK) GO TO 790
IF fIPCUT(113).EQ.1) 60 TO 760
IF (1PCUT(JJ).NE.1) I13=1,]
IF IIPCUT(JK).NE.1) II3zJK

7a1 IF ((IPCUT(JJ).NE.1).OR.(IPCUT(JK).NE.1)) 6O TO 780

.-- BOTH SURFACES ARE CUT

---IINDICATES WHICH SURFACE HAS THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF CRATERS TO
* REPAIR FOR COMBINATIONS OF 2 SURFACES AND 113 FOR ALL 3 SURFACES

I ~ j

IF (INIT(JJ).GT.IHIT(JK)) 11-JK
IF (IHIT(l13).6T.IHIT(JK)) 1134JK

#-------DISTRIBUTION OF MINIMUM NUMBER OF CRATERS
f

771 ICUT(KJ,11)=ICUT(KJ,1I)+1
I2CUT (KJ) :I2CUT (KJ) +1
SGCRAT(KJ):nSSCRAT(KJ)+FLOAT(IHlT(l))..2

*-------N N NUMBER OF CRATERS

ICRAT(KJ)zICRAT(KJ) +lHIT(II)

*--------AREA OF CRATERS

SMINA(KJ)zSMINA(KJ)+AIfII1)
SOMINA(KJ):S8MINA(KJ)+ANIN1i)9.2

*------MINMUNNUMBER OF CRATERS ON APPROACH TO OPERATIONAL STRIP

SAPR4KJ)-SAPR (KJ)+APRMIN(I I)
SGAPR(KJ)zSGAPR(KJ)+APRMIN( 11)9.2

-------- AREA OF CRATERS ON APPROACH

SAPRA(KJ)zSAPRA(KJ) *APRA( II)
SGAPRA(KJsS6APRA(KJ)+APRA(II .92
IF (IFIN.EG.1) 80 TO Off

79 KJ2KJ+I
IF ((JZ.NE.2).OR.WK.NE.3)) 60 TO 790

*--ALL COMBINATIONS OF 2 SURFACES HAVE BEEN LOOKED AT. IF ALL 3
* SURFACES HAVE BEEN CUT Q343) COMPUTE STATISTICS FOR ALL 3 & EXIT
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* LOOP (IFINst).

IF (13.ME.3) GO TO 900
KJx4
11=113
IF INzI
6O TO 779

791 CONTINUE
END IF

800 CALL REPAIR(MIPTCH.KZ,MO, IREPR,CRMAX, II3,NAREA,NCP)
"MN
Nl9=9
KZz:o
11=0

910 IF (IT.6T.1) THEN
IF (HOD(IT,NSAMPT).Eg.1) CALL RESLTS

END IF
E20 CONTINUE

*--TEST TO SEE IF LIMITING MONTE CARLO LOOP 346 DESIRED
* AND APPROPRIATE. IF NOT, AVOID SUBROUTINE 'NCOMP',

IF ((NFLAG3.EQ.1).AND. (NSANP.GE.200)) THEN

'--TESTS ON FLAGS SET INSIDE SUBR~OUTINE INCOMP' TO DIRECT
* EITHER RETURN TO MONTE CARLO LOOP OR PASS ON, BASED ON
* ESTIMATE OF ITERATIONS REgUIRED.

IF (NFLAG2.EQ.#) CALL NCOMP
825 IF (NFLAGI.Eg.1) THEN

NFLAGIa1
6O TO 95

ENDIF
ENDIF

#--CALCULATE AND PRINT STATISTICS
f

EN9 IF (MOD((lT-1),NSAMPT),NEX9 CALL &ESLTS
CLOSE(UNITzI3)

949 FORMAT IIX,'NO HITS DURING ATTACK, MONTE CARLO 17ERATION: ',14)
91 FORMAT (SH TARGET ?13,9H KNIL z 1I4,6H Ki z ,14,8H FILL z ,F7.0,8

1991/ IX,3 Vi. 2) 1
901 FORMATIA6)
995 FORMATI'! INPUT FILE: 'pAb,' OUTPUT FILE: ',A6,1/I
991 FORMATII)
12ft FORMAT (IHI,37HRORE THAN 8#9 HITS WERE FOUND IN PASS, 14, IH./lX,20N

1EXCESS WERE IGNORED.)
1934 FORMAT (Al)
1935 FORMAT(Ab)
1959 FORMAT(4111)
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1955 FORNAT(5(FlS.4,1X),3116)
1969 FORMAT(416,100F.3,W)f
1965 FORNAT(6F12.1)
1979 FORIIAT('1',T2#9,''* DATA INPUT ECHO *.,I
1975 FORMAT(2110,Fl9.l1l10)
1980 FORMAT(10,19,F.4)

END

*LAST UPDATE 24/2301 FED 84 FILE:SUBSI.AAP

SUBROUTINE TRISUB(RV)
UxFANF()
X==IT (2.#*U)
RV 19ff. 91-1999.9
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE NORAN(R,SR,D,SD)

COMMON/RAY/TVOPI

XxRANF()
AxSQRT(-2. *ALO6(X))
XsRANF4)
1.,TNOPIOX
R&P*SReSIN(X)
DA*SD*COS (1)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE INITL(NELTtNTOPS, NCP, LV)

COMMON
1 ADM(112) 96PHT415) MNXPTCH ,S'4ADM(112).
2 AMIN13) GSPHTAC(15) .SIGARPI3),
3 APRAI3) IGPHTS(15) ,SIBASP(3),
4 APRMIN(3) ,LNHITS(112) ,NSAMPl tS[SCRT(3),
5 AREP(3) .ICRAT(4) ,PASS(6:32,6) S51BCTS(27),
6 ASTP(3) ,ICUT(4,3) qPATT(13,34) ,SIGFIL(427),
7 COUNTRQL12) ,lHIT(3) ,RAPF(112) ,Sl6HTS(112),
8 CRIT(112,2) IIPASS(32,2) ,RCUT(112) SIGNAF.11),
9 CRTADI1I,6,2) ,IPAT(12,4) ,RHIT(112) ,SMINA(4)q
4 DECAR(112) ,IPCUT(3) ,SAPR(4) ,SNAFFL(3)9
I DSTR(3) ,SAPRA(4) e(1,)
2 ENAPFL(3) ,IPL(41) ,SAYE(800,3) ,XC(3),
3 SPADAC115) ,ISmVIS9) ,SGAPR(4) ,YC(3),
4 6PAOM(15) IITGT(l12,3) 96GAFRA(4),
5 6PADI S(15) ,12CUT(4) ,SSCRAT(4),
6 SPAREA(15) ,KH(3) 58MNINA(4)

DO 10 lm1,NELT
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RRVER.j; 'm -C7 * M*v0*F F.- -

COUNTR (I) a#.
SIGHTS(1)zf.
ADM (I) :9.
SIGADNCI)=#.

I19 CONTINUE
DO 21 Jz1,NTGPS

SPHTS Q3) zi.
SPADISCW)cf.

21 CONTINUE
IPAVXLV+NCP
DO 39 Kzl,IPAV
RAPF (K)-4.
SISNAF(K)4-.
RCUT (K)z#
RIIIT (K)x4.
SISCTS(K)4f.
SISFIL(K):9..

:!9 CONTINUE
0O 49 L~l,NCP
S16CRT CL) :9.
ASTP(L)zf.
SIGASP(L)z4.
AREP(L)z#.
ENAPFL. L) :9*
SNAPFLCL)sf.
IN) T L)xf
IPCUT CL)x4
ANIN CL) 4.
APRNINCL)-1f.
APRACL).
DSTRCL)z4.
SISARP(L)z9.

41 CONTINUE
MluNCP+1
Do 39 I:1,NI
12CUT(I)xf
ICRAT(l)sI
SGCRATI)=9.
SNINA(I)m4.
SGIIINACI)xf.
SAPRI)x4.
SGAPR( 1) 4.
SAPRAI)sf.
SGAPRA(I)4f.
DO 59 Ju1,NCP
ICUTC!,J)4

51 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

-------------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE SORTCNII,YIZ1,IX)
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aw.

DIMIENSION IX(N),ZI(N),XI(N),YIiN)

EQUIVALENCE (IT,T)

It

IF (JO.LT.N) 6O TO It
23 JO:JO12

IF (JO.LE.1) RETURN
K04 -JO
DO 49 LOz1,KO

MO=LO
21 NC=tO+Jo

IF (XI(NO).6T.XI(NO)) THEN
TzXI (NC)
XI ("O):XI(NO)
XI(NC)=T
T:-YI (O)
YI (11) :YI (NO)
YI (NO)2T
T:ZI (MO)
U ("O)z1 (NO)
ZI(NO):T
I T=IX (NO)
IX (NO) IX (NO)
Il(NO)IlT

IF (NO.GT.I) 60 TO 30
ENDIF

41 CONTINUE
6O TO 29
END

---- ---- --- -- ----------------------------------

SUBROUTINE BLDS(XIYIpCRTAB,L,NP,N,TL,TW,AREA)

DIMENSION XI(N),YI(N).CRTAB(11,6,2),NP(N)

*--ASSESS AREA REMAINING UNDAMAGED AFTER ALL HITS ARE
* EVALUATED FOR THIS ATTACK

RATID=TL/TN
DO 1# Jsl,N
DNzSGRT (AREA/RATIO)
DLxDN*RA710
XHx.S1(TL-DL)
YHz.S#(TV-DV)
XOC:.5ITL-XH
YOCa.5*TW-YH
XCENsXI (3)-XH
YCENzYI (J -Vi
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Dl:ADS (YCEN-YOC)
02=ABS (XCEN-XOC)
NPJZNP(J)
IF ((D1.LT.CCRTAB(L.NPJ,1)+0.5*DN))LAND.

I (D2.LT. (CRTAB(L,NPJl)+9.5fDL))) THEN
KAIl
IF (iD1.LE,(9.5*TN)).ANO.102.LE. 10.5'TL))) KA-2
ONDTH:ANIN1 (DW, YCEN+CRTAD (L,NPJ, KA))
OUDTH:ONDTH-ANAX1(9. ,YCEN-CRTAB(L,NPJ ,KA))
OLNGTH:AMNI(DL,XCEN+CRTAB(L,NPJ,KA))
LLNGTN=OLNGTH-ANAX1(0. ,XCEN-CRTAB (L, NPJ,KA;)
OAREA=GLNGTH*ONDTH
AREAvAREA-OAREA
IF (AREA.LE.#.) RETURN

ENDIF
1t CONTINUE

RETURN
END

# ------- ----- - - ----------------------------

*LAST UPDATE 16/239 JAN 84 FILE: SUB92.AAP

SUBROUTINE CLSTRP(CRMAX,N,X1,YIqCRTABqLTI'NPTL,TN,C% LqCN,XSTAR,
I YSTAR,ICSTAR)
DIMENSION XI(N),YI(N),CRTAB(11,6),AREAt809),ISORT(8O0),JUSRT(09),
I NP(N)
IC:-0.9
YC*0
TSXU=CL
TSYU:CW
CSTARz1I. 0E15
ICSTAR-N

*----DEFINE AREA(J)zDIFFlCULTY OF REPAIRING CRATER J
* CHANGED 28 OCT 51 TO COMPUTE AREA OF SQUARE CRATERS

0O 24 J=1,N
AREA(J):4.0#CRTA(LTNP2) )4.2

24 CONTINUE
f

-SET UP FOR SWEEP

1.5 NNINCO
ISTARTz#

SNEPaIO. EI5
DO 11 J21,N
IF ((Yl(J)tCRTAD(LT,NP(J)).6T.YC).AND.

1 (YI(J)-CRTAB(LT,NP(J)).LT.TSYU)) THEN

14 IF (NNlN.Eg.0) THEN
NMINal
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JSORT (1) zJ
60 TO I I

ENDIF

IT:NMIN
NNIN:NIIIN~l

17 JZ=IS0RTQ T)

IF U(Il(J)+CRTAB(LT,NP(J))).LT.CXI(JZ)+CRTAD(LT,NPCJ'Z))m THEN
lSORTIIT+l):-ISORT(IT)
IT=IT-I
IF (7T.ST.0) 60 TO 17
ISORTC1)zJ

ELSE
12 ISORT(IT+1)=J

ENDIF

116 IT=NNIN-t
117 JR=JSORT(IT)

IF U(YI(J)+CRTAB(LTNP(J))).LT. (YTI(JR)+CRTAB(1LTNP(jR)fl) THEN
JSORT(IT+1)=JSGRT (IT)
IT=IT-I
IF ~iT.GT.1) 80 TO 117
JSCRT(1)=J

ELSE
lie JSGRT(IT+L)=3

ENDIF
ENDIF

It CONTINUE

#--EXECUTE SWEEP
# DETERMIINE DIFFICULTY OF REPAIRING CRATERS TOUCHING FRAME
f

It lXxISTARTI
AICCz#.0
ICC=#

30 IF (IX.LE.NMIN) THEN
~JNZISOR ilx)
IF ((XI(JN)-CRTAD(LT,NP(JM))).LT.TSXU) THEN
AICCxAICC+AREA (JN)
ICC:ICC+1

31 IXZIX+I
60 TO 39

ELSE
32 IF ((XI(JM)-CRMAX).LT.TSXU) THEN

IXZIX+I
ED TO 30

ENDIF
ENDIF
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ENDIF

*--COMPARE REPAIR DIFFICULTY FOR FRAMIE

6 IF (CSTAR.GT.AICC) THEN
CSTAR:AICC
ICSTAR:ICC
XSTARXC
YSTARwYC
IF (CSTAR.LE.O.90001991) THEN

XSTAR=XSTAR+CL
RETURN

ENDIF
END IF

*-----OVEFRAME

16 TEMPzAICC-CSTAR
41 ISTART=ISTART+l

IF (ISTART.LE.NIIN) THEN
ISzlSORT(ISTART)
IF (TEMP.GT.AREACIS)) THEN

TEIIP=TEMP-AREA( IS)
601TO 41

ENDIF
998 IF (SWEP.BT.AICC) SNEP:AICC

TSXU:XI (lS)+CRTAD(LT,NPiI5) )+CL+I.0899H91
IF (TSXU.LE.TL) THEN

60 TO 10
ENDIF

END IF

#----SEEP FINISHED

29 TEMP-SNEP-CSTAR
JDPzO

46 JDPxJDP,1
IF (JDP.ST.NNIN) THEN

XSTARzXSTAR+CL
RETURN

ENDIF
IS'JSORT (JDP)
IF (TEMP.ST.AREA(15)) THEN

TEMP2TEMP-AREA (IS)
EO TO 46

END IF
45 TSYU:YI(IS)+CRTA(LT,NP(IS))+CN+L991089#01

IF (TSYU.BT.Tl) THEN
XSTA~xXSTAR+CL
RETURN
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ENDIF
YC:TSYU-CN
XC=f.
TSXU=CL
60 TO 25
END

SUBROUTINE NINCWICRMAXX,NX,YCR,LTKP,NWN,NREPCUTSATOTAL)
I

#----HARNETT'S TAXINAY PROGRAM INSERTED TO REPLACE MINCN I OCT 81
* LATEST VERSION OF TAXIWAY 23 APRIL 1982
* NC = MAX NUMBER OF CRATERS IN A SLBPROBLEM
* NSUB = MAX NUMBER OF SUBPROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED
* N x NUMBER OF CRATERS IN ENTIRE PROBLEM
*

DIMENSION ISTARTlt991),A(l90) 1X(N),YiN),CR!11,6),I ~LIST1(59),LIST2(S0),IT(59).WX(!9),WY(59),WR,0j,

2 IREP(50),KP(N),IPSOL(5),,ICOMP(50),IBEAS(5I)
4

COMMON/TAXI/NFM,NF,NL
I

CRMAX=f.l
IF (N.6T.50) THEN
WRITE(6,799)N
CALL EXIT

F4DIF

*----CHANGED TO COMPUTE AREA OF SQUARE CRATERS 2 OCT 8i
f

750 DO 101 Jz:,N
IF (CRMAX.LT.CR(LTKP(J))) CRMAX=CR(LTKP(3)
AIJ)=4.#*CR(LT,KP(J))**2

110 CONTINUE

NREP-
ATOTAL--.h

#----SEARCH FOR SUBPROBLEMS

ISTART(I)=I
NSUBa1
NNN=N-1
DO 110 JlNNM
JPfJ+j

EL=X(J)+CR(LT,KP( )C
EU=:XJP)-CR(LT,KP(JP))
IF ((EL+W).LE.EU) THEN

i: JM:JM-1

IF (jM.GE.1) THEN
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IF U(X(JN)+CR(LT,KP(JM)fl.GT.EL) ELxX(J?)+CR(LT,KP(JN))
IF ((X(JM)+CRNAX).GT.EL) 60 TO 101

END IF

IF (%'P.LE.N) THEN
IF (EU.ST.(X(JP)-CRML,KP(JP))fl, EU:X(JP)-CR(LT.KP(JP))
IF (EU.ST.AX(JP)-CRNAXI) 6O TO 103

ENDIF

105 IF ((EL+W).LE.EJ) THEN
NSUD:NSUB*1
IF (NSUB.BT.10ff) THEN
WRITE(6,798)
CALL EXIT

ENDIF
760 ISTART (NSUD)=Jt1

ENDIF
ENDIF

110 CONTINUE
ISTART (NSUB+1 )=N+I

#----SOLVE SUBPRODLENS

DO 230 JS-INSUB
NF:-ISTART(JS)
NL=ISTART(JS.1)-1
NFNNF-I
CRMAI41.1
DO 5 J=NFNL
IF (CRNAX.LT.CR(LT,KP(J))) CRMAXCR(LT,KP(J))

3 CONTINUE
NC=NL-N
IF (NC.BT.S1' THEN
WRITE (6,797) NC
CALL. EXIT

END IF
770 IF (NC.LE.2) THEN

OFEASsf.1
NPNF+ I
IF (Y(NF)+CR(LTKP(NF) ).GTNN-N) THEN
IF (Y(NF)-CR(LT,KP(NF)).GE.V) 60 TO 122
OFEASxFEAS+A(NF)
NREPzNREP+l
IREP (NREP) zNF
ATOTALzATOTAL+A (NF)
IF (NC.LE.1) SO TO 230
IF (Y(NP)+CR(LT,KP(NP)L.LE.WN-W) 60 TO 230
IF (Y(NP)-CR(LT,KP(NP)).BE.W) 66 TO 230
BFEASuB:EAS+A (NP)
NREPuWREP+I
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01011F AI N.FAV*FO NRF WNM

IREP (NREP) :NP
ATOTAL=ATOTAL+A (NP)
60 TO 239

ENDIF
112 IF (NC.LE.1) 60 TO 231

IF (Y(NP).CR(LT,KP(NP)).LE.VV-k: GO Ta 230
IF IYINP)-CR(LT,KP(NP)).6E.N) 60 TO 114

113 ATOTALZATOTAL+A(NP)
DFEASaDFEAS+A (NP)
NtEP=NREP+l
IREP (NREP) 4F
60 TO 23f

114 ID=X(NF)-X(NP)
yYY(F)-Y(NP)
DISTxSDRT(XD*,2+YDI2)-2.9*CR(LT,KP(NP))
IF (DIST.SE.N) 60 TO 231
IF (((Y(NW)-CR(LT,KP(NF))).6E.N).AND.

1 ((YfNP)-CR(LT,KPCNP))).SE.N)) 60 TO 231
ANINwA(NF)
ISAVE:NF
IF (A(NF).ST.A(NP)) ISAVE:-NP
IF (A(NF).ST.A(NP)) Al IN=AINP)
ATOTALzATODTAL+AMIN
NREP:NREP*1
IRE? (NREP) :lSAVE
DFEAS:BFEAS+AMIN
60 TO 230

122 IF (NC.LE.1) 50 TO 239
IF (Y(NP)-CRfLT,KP(NP)).6E.W) GO TO 230
IF (Y(NP)+CR(LT,KP(NP)).LE. CNN-N)) 60 TO0 114
60 TO 113

ENDIF

:___-CECK CLEAR PATH

1 DO 2J x1,NC
IPSUL(J)zf

2 CONTINUE
CALL CHECK(IPSOL,lFLA6,X,1,CI~,WXWY,NR,NC,LIST1,LIST12,IT,

1 LT,KP,CRNAX,NMN)
IF (IFLA6.LE.1) 6O TO 6909
BFEAS4.9
GO TO 2ff

:~~--INITIALIZATION FOR IMPLICIT ENUMERATION

6101 D075#0 Kzl,NC
IlEAS(K):9
ICOMP(K)z1

7510 CONTINUE
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JLASTZO
ITEM4
NREPC:*
REP:9
BFEAS: 19. E20

----- FORARD MOVE

7919 JLASTxJLAST+1
IUNDERzJLAST
IPSOL(JLAST)jt1
REPzREP+A (NFM+JLAST)

#t-----TEST 2

IF (REP.SE.BFEAS2 GO TO 7023

*-----TEST I

CALL CHECK(IPSOL,IFLA8,I,Y,CR,WX,INY.NR,NC,LIST1,LI51T2,IT,
1 L7,KP,CRNAX,NV,W)
IF IIFLA6.LE.#) 60 TO 711
8FEASxREP
DO 7631 Kzl,NC
IBEAS(Kz IPSOL(K)

7939 CONTINUE

f---TEST 6

7929 IF (NREPC.EL.JLAST) 6O TO 79

f--BACKWD M1OVE

NREPnzNREPC+IUNDER-JLASTftI
IPSOL(IUNDER)z4
JLAST:UNDER
REP=REP-A4NFN+JLAST)
IF (JLAST.LES1) 60 TO 7190
M.,IUNDER-1
DO 7949 K,N,

LzlUNDER-K
IF (IPSOUL).Eg.1) THEN

IUNDERstUNDER-K
00 TO 7919

ENDIF
794f CONTINUE
71 IF (JLAST.EU.NC 6O TO 7950

NzJLASTt1
RNINlIff9.
DO 706t K--MNC
IF (A(NFN+K) .LT.RNIN) RM1NsA(NFM+K)
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7169 CONTINUE
7159 DND=REPtRNIN

'---TEST 3

IF UDBND.GE.BFEAS).OR.(JLAST.Eg.NC)) 60 TO 7029

*--TEST 4

IF (IPSOL(JLAST).Eg.1) GO TO 7091
DO 7979 K:1,JLAST

ICOMP (K) =IPSOL (K)
7979 CONTINUE

CALL CHECK(ICONP,IFLA8.XK,CRNX,NY,NR.NCLISTI,LIST2',IT,
I LT,KP,CRNAX,NW,N)

*-----TEST 5

IF (IUNDEL.NE.JLAST) THEN
M:*IUNDER.1
DO 7989 K41,NC
ICORPIKi = 1

7989 CONTINUE
ENDIF

7191 IF (IFLAG.LE.9) 8O TO 7#20
50 TO 7199

71 ATOTAL2ATOTAL+BFEAS
290 CONTINUE

IF (DFEAS.ST.9.0) THEN
DO 231 Iz1,NC
IF (IBEAS(I).GT.9) THEN
NREPaNREP4I
IREP(NREP)zNFM+l

END IF
291 CONTINUE

END IF
239 CONTINUE

CUTSz9.
IF (NREP.NE.0) CUTS=FLOAT(NSUB)
RETURN

717 FORMAT(1H9,19X,49HNUMDER OF CRATERS IN SUBPROGRAM EXCEEDS 30, NCz

799 FORMAT(1H9,19X,23HSUBPROBLEMS EXCEED If0#)
799 FORMAT (1H9,1IX,33HNUMBER OF CRATERS EXCEEDS 5f, N: T15)

END
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*LAST UPDATE 16/2300 JAN 84 FILE:SUDS3.AAP

SUBROUTINE CHECK(IN9lFLAS,X,YCR,NXWY.WR,NC,LIST,LIST, IT,
I LT,KP,CRMAXMW)

DIMENSION ININC),ITLNC),X(NC),WYNC),WR1NC),XINC),Y(NC),
I CR(11,6),LISTI(NC),LIST2(NC),KP(NC)

COMNONITAXI /NFN,NF, NL

IFLAS21

Do JXZl,NC
IF (INCJX).LT.1) THEN
JT=JT+1
JJxNFM*JX
WX (JT)zX(JJ)
VY(JT):YfJJ)
WR(JT)=CR(LT,KP(3Ju))

END IF
i CONTINUE

IF (JT.LE.0) RETURN
IT (1) s-
IF ((WYtI)-WRUl)).5E.W) IT(1)zf
IF (lWY(1)+WR(1)).LE.(NN-MH) ITIIl
IF IIT4I).LT.1) THEN

IFLAS-0
FETURN

END IF
31:1

19 JX=JX~l
JXM=JX-1
IF (JX.BT.JT) RETURN

-- CAN WE GET OVER JX?

IF UNYV(JX)*NR(JX)).LE. (WN-W)) THEM
IF (IT(JXM).ST.1) THEN

----DO AN 'OVER-OVER'

XMINI X(JX)-NR(JX)-CRNAX-V

#------CHECK BACK

13 JTEMPzJTEMP-l
IF IJTEMP.67.0) THEN

--------- DOES AN 'UNDER' IMPINGE UPON JX?
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*----TRY FOR 'OVER-UNDER'

14 JFLA622
CALL BETNN(JIN,JXJT,JFLAS,NXWY,NR,LISTI,LrST2,CRAX,WW,)
IF (JFLAOS.9.) THEN
LTCJX,4f
6O TO It

ENDIF

:----BACKTRACK

590 JI:JI1

IF (JI.GE.1) THEN
IF (IT(JI).LE.1) 6O TO 311
jlsjI
JlMNJX-1
IF (JXM.GT.#) THEN

IF (6YJ)-RJ)) . O o20
SO TO 56t

ENDIF
502 IF ((WY()-R(l)).E.d) THEN

6O TO 19
ENDIF

ENDIF
999 IFLAW=

RETRN
END

- ----- ----------------------------- --------------------
SUBROUTINE IETNN(JXN,J1,JT,JFLAGWXNY,WR.LIST1,L'STZCRNAX.WNW,)

DIMENSION NX(JT),WY(JT),NR(JT),LIST1(JT),LIST2(JI

COMMION /TAXl/NFNINFNL

-- (JFLAG. Li.1) IMPLIES 'UNDER-OYER'
* (JFLA6.SE.2) IMPLIES 'OVER-UNDER'

KFLA621

LIST1(l~mJX
NLTzl

ININUI JI) -WR (JI)-CRMI-1

-- CONSTRUCT 'LISTI' IF CRATERS BEHIND JX IMPINGING
* DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY UPON IT

1 KMSjxM
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*O

#--DETERMINE IF KM IMPINGES UPON K

2 IF (MI(KM).GE.X IN) THEN
DO 13 lX=l,NLI
IF (KM.EL.LISTl(1I)) 60 TO 3

13 CONTINUE
XD=NXCK)-WXK)
YD=WY (K) -NY (1N)
CIS:SQRT(XDO*2+YD*2) -MR (1N)-WR (K)
IF (DIS.LT.N) THEN
IF ((JFLAG.LE.l).AND.((NY(KN)+MR(KN)).GT. (MM-M)fl 60 TO 999
IF ((JFLAG.GE.2).AND.((NY(Ktl)-WR(KN)).LT.W)) 60 T0 999

*------- DETERMINE IF KM IMPINGES UPON JXM

XDM-I (K1) -MX (JXN)
YDzMY (KM)-MY (JXN)
DIS:SART(ID*42.YD*#2) -4R(KN) -iR(JXM)
IF (DIS.LT.M) 60 TO 199
TE P-X KM) -VR(KN)-CRMAX-M
IF (XMIN.GT.TEMP) XIN=NTEMP
NLI=MLl+l
LISTi (NL1)-1(M

ENDIF
3 KMKI-

IF (KN.GT.1) 60 TO 2
END IF

4 NLTzNLT+I
IF (NLT.LE.NLI) THEN
K-LIST I(NLT)
GO TO I

ENDIF

*--CONSTRUCT 'LIST2' OF CRATERS AHEAD OF JXM IMPINGING
* DIRECTLY DR INDIRECTLY UPON IT

5 NL2=1
LlST2( 1)zJXI
NLTa1

XII~X4I (K) +NR K) +CRMAX+M

*----DETERMINE IF KP IMPINGES UPON K

17 rPa~jj
8 IF (WX(KP)LE.XA() THEN

DO 19 IXz1,NL2
IF (KP.Eg.LIST2(lX)) GO TO 9

19 CONTINUE
XDsMX (K) -W~iKP)
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YDzNY (K) -WN(KP)
£IS=SQRT(XD0#2+YD,.2) -NR(KP)-WR(K)
IF (DIS.LT.W) THEN
IF ((JFLA8.LE.1).AND.UNY(KP)-N(KPfl.LT.Wfl 60 TO 999
IF ((JFLA.E.2).AND.(WYKP+WRK~Fl).GLWN-w) 60 TO0 999

# ------DETERMINE IF KP IMPINGES UPON J1

XD-MVX(KP)-#X(JX)
YD=NY(KP)-NY(JI)
DIS-SQRT(XD#*2+YD**2) -WR(KP)-UR(JX)
IF (DIS.LT.N) 60 TO 999
TEPP4 (XP) +VR(KPI+CRNAX+N
IF (XMAX.LT.TERP) XMAX:TEMP
NL2=NL2+1
LIST2(NL2)xKP

ENDIF
9 KP#z P+l

IF (KP.LE.JT) GO TO 8
ENDIF

It NLT4LT+1
IF (NLT.LE.NL2) THEN
KzLIST2 (NLT)
60TO 7

ENDIF

1----DETERNIAE IF LISTI IMPINGES UPON LIST2

lot. DO 31 K1zI,NLl
LI'LISTI (KI)
DO 39 K2zlNL2
L2=LIST2(K2)
D1=NX(Ll)-VX(L2i
DYaNY(Ll)-VY(L2)
DISxSQRT (DI**2+DY**2)-NR(Li)-NR(L2I
IF (DIS.LT.W) GO TO 99

31 CONTINUE
GO TO 25ff

999 KFLA690
2Mf JFLAfixKFLAG

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE OVLAP(XVCRTAI,LT,NP,X#,YI,ITL,ITN,KZ,SUM)

COMM/NRAY2/SGUARE (90f), CRMAX

DIMENSION X(KZ),Y(KZ),CRTABII1,6J,NP(KU)

*----INITIALIZE
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SQUARE 11 9.
I9 CONTINUE

SUH=9.
SUMP=9.

#----FIND FIRST AND LAST VALUES OF X TO CONSIDER

L2NIN1(FLOAT(ITL), (X(KZ)+CRNAX+l.-X9))

20 L1sL3

'---LOOP-ON SQUARE AT A TIME IN X
* Lal VALUE AT TOP OF SQUARE

DO 129 LzL1,L2

j6zJ&+N
M=9
IFtJ6.GT.KZ-) RETURN

*-----IF ALL CRATERS HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED, RETURN
# LOOP-CRATER BY CRATER ... CONSIDER ALL CRATERS WHICH

* COULD POSSIBLY INTERSECT IN I

DO 9# I-J*,KZ

-----LOCATE LEFT HAND EDGE OF CRATER

NPIZNP(i)
11=X(I) -CRTAB(LT,NPI)-ll
IF (XI.LT.FLOAT(L-1)) GO TO 3#
12zX(1) -CRI AI-Xl
IF (12.GE.FLOAT(L)) GO TO 100
IF (X1.GE.FLOAT(L)) GO TO 9#

#t------LEFT-HAND EDGE OF CRATER LIES INSIDE LTH SQUARE

DXPzfLOAT (L)-XI
GO TO 61

#-----LEFT HAND EDGE OF CRATER 1S BELOW X-SQUARE
ft LOCATE RIGHT HAND EDGE OF CRATER

39 XlmX(I)4CRTA(LTNPI)-lI
IF (X1.LE.FLOAT(L-l)) GO TO 49
IF (XI.BE.FLOAT(L)) GO TO 30

*-----RI~frHAND EDGE OF CRATER LIES INSIDE LTH SQUARE
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DXPX 1-FLOAT (L)I .
60 TO 60

*-CRATER I LIES ENTIRELY LEFT OF X-SQUARE ... NO NEED TO CONSIDER
* THISCRATER ANY MORE

41 X3=X(I)+CRNAX-10
IF (13.LE.FLOAT(L-1)) MxM+I
60 TO 9#

59 DIP21.

#----CRATER INTERSECTS I-SQUARE ... CHECK INTERSECTIONS IN Y

60 YIxY(I)-CRTAB(LT,NPl)-V9

---- 1zINDEX OF Y-SQUARE CONTAINING LONER EDNE OF CRATER I

KI=MAXI(1.,Yltl.)

*------I:ZOF Y-SQUARE OCCUPIED BY CRATER

DI-AMNI(I.,FL.OATIKl)-Y1)
SQUARE (K! I DI*DXp+SGUARE (KI)
IF (KI.EQ.ITW) 60 TO 99
KI2KI+1
YlzYWI+CRTA(LT,NPI)-YO

IF (K2.EQ. ITV) GO TO 79
DI=Yl-FLOAT (K2)

*------LOAD SQUARE CONTAINING TOP EDE OF CRATER I

SQUARE (K2+I) zD1EDXP+SQUARE(K2+I)

*-----LOAD INTERMEDIATE Y-SQUARES ... Dim1.

71 DO Of J:K1,K2
SQUARE(J).,SQUARE(J) +DXP

so CONTINUE
99 CONTINUE

:_____COUNT SQUARES THAT ARE AT LEAST HALF-FILLED

110 DO III Jxl,ITV
IF (SRUARE(J.6E.9.5) SUMPsSUMP+l.
SQUARE WJ) 'if

III CONTINUE
SSUN+SUNP

*--IF THERE IS A SAP IN i-VALUES, SKIP' TO NEIT X-VALUE NEEDED



IF (DXP.LE.5.) THEN
IF MN.NE.X) THEN
J6P"=J6+f
IF (J6P?.6T.KZ) RETURN
L3=IFIX(X(JbPM)-CRMAX-X§)+1
IF (L3.6T.L) 60 TO 25
L3=L+1
60 TO 21

ENDIF
ENDIF
SUMP=#.

129 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

. LAST UPDATE 14/2299 JAN 84 FILE:SUBS4.AAP

SUBROUTINE REPAIRtNXP.KZ,MB, IREPR,CRNAX,II,NAREANCP)

COMMON
I ADM(112) ,6PHT(15) ,MXPTCH ,SI60D (112),
2 MIN(3) ,6PHTAC(15) ,SIGARP(3),
3 APRA(3) 6PHTS(15) ,SI6ASP(-),
4 APRMIN(3) ,LNHITS(112) ,NSAMPl ,SIGCRT(3),
5 AREP(3) ,ICRAT(4) ,PASS(0:32,6) ,SIGCTS(27),
6 AETP(3) ,ICUT(4,S) ,PATT(13.34) ,SI6FIL(27),
7 COUNTR(112) ,IiI1( ) ,RAPF(112) ,SiGHTS(112),
9 CRIT(I12.2) IIPASS(32,2) ,RCUT(112) ,SI6NAF(112),
9 CRTAB(1l,6,2) ,IPAT(12,4) ,RHIT(112) ,SMINA(4),
& DECAR(112) ,IPCUT(3) ,SAPR(4) ,SNAPFL(3),
I DSTR(3) ,SAPRA(4) ,TBT(112,5).
2 ENAPFL(3) ,IPL(4) ,SAVE(80093) I[C(S),
3 6PADAC(15) ISAV(869) .SGAPR(4) Ycm,
6PADI(15) ,ITGT(112,3) ,S6APRA(4).

5 6PADMS(15) ,I2CUT(4) ,S6CRAT(4),
6 P AREA (1) ,KHM) ,S6MINA(4)

NREPIIIN(KZoXP)
IF (NREP.E9.) RETURN
KI:9
K9xKZ
KTYPMiOD(IREPR, I9)
IF (KTYP.T.9) THEN
IF ((SAVE(1,3).LT.FLOAT(II3)).OR.(KTYP.E.2)) THEN
IF ((SAYE(,3).T.FLOAT(II3)).AND.(KTYP.El.2)) RETURN
00 1# Jl,KZ
IF (SAVE(J,3).6T.FLOAT(II3)) 60 TO 20
IF (SAVE(J,3).LT.FLOAT(113)) KIXJ

if CONTINUE
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21 K94J-1
ENDIF

ENDIF
30 K9=MIN#(K9,NREP+K1)

KlzKl +1
IF (K9.LT.KI) THEN
IF (KTYP.Eg.2) RETURN
KI-6
KY:KZ
EO TO 39

END IF
49 L=IFIX(SAVE(K1,3)+.#I)

SUMR=KH(L) -KI+1
IF (WAEA.EQ.1) SUMR:-AMIN(L)
IF (K9.LT.KH(L)) THEN
SUARzK9-Kl+I
IF (NAREA.Eg.0) THEN
IF (SUdR.LE.FLOAT(KH(L)-K9)) THEN

SUtIR=.
CALL CYA(AEK,)SV(I2, RA,'6i(,,,SVK'

1 XC(L)-CRIT(L,1),YC(L$,IFIX(CRIT(L,1)),
2 IFII(CRIT(,2)),K9-KlI.SUMR)

60 TO 69
END IF

0 J=K9+1
SUMR=4.
CALL DYLAP (SAVECJ,1),SAVE(J,2)4-,RTAB.IT6T(L,2),,ISAVC3),

I XC(L)-CRIT(L, 1)-2.'CRMAX,YCIL)-2.'CRNAX,
2 IFIX'tRIT(L.,)t4.#CRMAX).IFIX(C.RIT(L,2)4trCRtiA),
3 KH(L)-K9,SUMR)

SUNR=ANIN (L) -SUMR
ENDIF

ENDIF
60 AREP (U :AREP (L +SUNR

SIGARP(L)=SIGARP(L) +SUNR.#*2
K5:lIN#(K9,KH(L ) +1
DO 70 3=1(5,ri
~J1:Kl+J-K*.
SAVE(Jl,l):SAVE(J,l)
SAVE (3, 2) :SAYE(J, 2)
SAVE(3 I,3)=SAVE(J,3)
ISAV(J1)sISAV(J)

71 CONTINUE

NREPsWREP-K5
NXPMNXP-KS
KZKZ-(5

DO 80 J=s(NCP
KN(J)zKH(Jl-K3

a9 CONTINUE
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IF ((NREP.EQ.J] .OR. (KZ.EQ.0)) RETURN
IF (SAVE(K1,3).NEFLOAT(L)) THEN
IF (KTYP.EQ.2) RETURN
X 14
KY:KZ
60 TO 30

ENDIF

#---REPAIR HITS ON APPROACH FOR LTH TARGET -- IF APPROPRIAE

51 DO 100 J=KI,KZ
IF (SAVE(J,3).NE.FLOAT(L)) GO TO 110
IF(J-KI+1.GT.NREP) 60 TO 110
ITOTTP=ITST (U 2)
JVPNTP:ISAV(J)
IF (NAREA.EO.1) SUKRzSUMR+4. 'CRTAB(ITGTTF, "PNT .1)*42

100 CONTINUE
110 K5=J-Ki

DO 120 J:J40O

SAVE(KK? 11:SAVE(JI, 1
SAVE (XK, 2) :SAVE,'Ji * 2)
SAVE(KK,3)=SAVE(J1, 3)
ISAV (KK) :ISAV (JI)

120 CONTINUE
IF (NAREA.E9.1) SUNRKS
WRITE(13, 16#) K5
NREPzKREP-K5
MXF=MXP-K3
KZ=XZ-K5
MO=M0-K5

IF (L.LE.NCP) THEN
DO 130 JzL.tNCP
KH(J):KH(J) -K5

130 CONTINUE
ENDIF

140 IF ((NREP.EO.0),OR.(KZ.EQ.0)) RETURN
IF (KTYP.EQ.2) RETURN

K9=KZ
60 TO 39

130 FORMAT (6H Ki zI3,6H1 KZ v 15.6H MO a,14.,5H J a 14.a00(llX,'?F!
12.21)

160 FORMAT (40H NUMBER OF CRATERS FILLED ON APPROACH z-.I1
END

4------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE RESLTS

CHARACTER NAME*4
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DIMENSION P11)P2iRRU)~5 3,R(5

1 ADN(112) ,GPHT(15) MNXPTCH ,SIEAWN112),
2 Al IN() ,GFHTAC(15) ,SIGARP(3),
3 APRA(3) ,GPHTS(15) . SIGASP(3),
4 APRMlN(3) ,LNHITS(112) ,NSAMPI ,Sl6CRT(3),
5 AREP(3) ,ICRAT(4) ,PASS(0:32,6) S31GCTS(17).
6 ASTP(3) ,ICUTt4,3) ,PATT(13,34) ,SISFIL(27),
7 COUNTR(112) ,IHIT(3) ,RAPF(112) ,SIGHTS(11,;.
8 CRTT(112,2) ,IPASS(32,2) ,RCUTQI2) SIGNAF(112),
9 CRTABt11,6,2) ,IPAT(12.4) ,RHIT(112) ,SMINA(4),
& DECAR(112) ,iPCUT(3) ,SAPR(4) ,SNAPFL(TV),
I DSTR(3) ,SAPRA(4) ,TSTI112.5),
2 ENAPFL(3) .IPLf4#) ,SAVE(80#,3) ,XC(3),
3 6PADAC(15) ,ISAY(800) ,SGAPR(4) IYC(3).
4 GPADM(15) ,ITGT(112.3) ,SGAPRA(4),
5 SPADMS(15) .I2CUT(4) ,.SSCRAT(4),
6 6PAREA(15) ,KNt3) .SGMINA(4)

CONNON/END/NSA1IP,NELT,NT6PS.NCP,CRNIN,APPRCN, NAREA

CONNON/JOHN/NFLAS , NFLAG2,NNNAX. NSANPR, ZALPH, ERROR, NSAMP2I NFLA6'

NAME=' NO'
SAtIPL:1, FLOAT (NSAIIP)
SAPO=-FLaATINSAlP-1)
DO It I:I1NTGPS
SPAREA(I):0.
BPADR(I)4@.
GPHI (I) :9*

1t CONTINUE
CT--e.
DO 39 Lza1,NELT
IF (COUNTR(Li.6T.CT) THEN
LCOUNTzL
CT:COUNTR CL)

ENDIF
ITGTBPzlT67(L,3)
6P1IT(IT6T6P) :GPHT (ITGTBP)+COUNTR(L)
SFADM( ITGT6P) :GPADN(IT6TSP) tADtI L)
SPAREA(IT6T6P)xGPAREA(ITGTBP)tTST(L,4),T6T(L,5)

30 CONTINUE
CONF9 MSIGHTS(LCOUNT) -SAlIPL*COUNTR(LCOUNT) .12
CONF92ORTCCONF99/SAMPG)
C0WF90z2. 576*CDNF9G.SORT (SARPL)
WRITE(C13,240) NSANPCONF90, LCOUNT
CONF99: .M45#CONF90I2. V6
WRITE13, 259) CONF90
IF (NFLASG.Q.ANDNSAMP.GE.20I) WRITE(I.q450)
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49 IAxIB+l
IBzMINf( 1A+14, MELT)
KN:1U-IA*1
WRITE(13,269) (KIK2IA, IB)
DO 50 KzlqKM
L=KIA-1
PRiIK)=SANPL#COUNTR(L)
PR2 (K) :SIGHTS IL) -SANPL*COUNTR IL) 4*2
PR'&IK)=-SggTCPR2(K) /SANPC)
PR3IK) =SAMPL#ADM IL)
PR4(K)4TGSADN(L) -SANPL*ADN(L) 4*2
PR4 (K) :SRRTIPR4 (K) 1SAMPO)

oI CONTINUE
WRITE(I3,270) IPRI (K) ,K:1,KN4)
WRITE(13,289) CPR2(K) ,Kx1,KM)
IF (NAREA.Eg.1) WRITE(13,298)(PR3(K).K:1,KM)
IF (NAREA.Eg.1) NRITE(13,3#9) (PR4(K),K:1,KR)
WRITE(I3,311) (ITGT(K,3) ,K:-IA, ID)
IF (IB.LT.NELT) 60 TO 49
NRITE(131321)
13=9

69 IAID*1I
IB=NlNII IA+14,NTSPS)
XN:11-IA~l
WRITE(13, 339) (KK:A,BI)
DO 71 KzlKM
L2K+IA-1
PRI (K) GSPHTS(L)-SANPL.6PHT IL) *42
PRi (K) uSQRTIPRl(K)/SAflPO)
SPHT ML)SANPL.SPHT (L)
PR2(K)s6PADI1S(L)-SANPL'6PADNIL) *42
PRIL(K)=9gRT(PR2 (K) /SAMPO)
GPAD(L)aSARPL#8PADN IL)
BPAREA(L)-SPADR( L) /SPAREA(L)

79 CONTINUE
WITEII31271) (GPHT(K) ,K:IA, 13)
MRITE13, 289) (PRI (K K1,KN)
IF (NMREA.Eg.9) THEN

WRITE(13,290) (SPADNI IA,ID)
kR ITE (I 313M) (PR2 (K) IKa1, KH)
WRITE(13,340) (8PAREA(K) ,K:IA, 13)

ENDIF
Of IF (IIDLTSNTGPS) 60 TO 69

IF (NCP.BT.1) THEN
MRITE(13,35)NANE
DO 120 Lz1,NCP
PRI Ii) SANPI..RCUT IL)
PRI(2)sSQRT(IPRI(l)-PRI()*2*SANtPL)
PRI(4)xSI6CRTIL)-SANPL#RHITIL) 1*2
PRI I4)SRT (PRI (4) /SAlIPO)



PR!9AA: (3)'SANPL*RHIT CL

PR) (5)xSANPL#ASTP(L)
PR! (6)uSIGASP CL) -SANPLASTP CL) '*2
PRI (6zSORT (PR! () SANPO)
PR! (7)zSARPL'AREP CL)
'Ri (B).lSI8ARP(L)-SANPL#AREP(L)**2
PR! 48)xSOT (PR! (8) SAMPO)
PR1412)SGNAF(L)-SANPLeRAPF(L)#"2
PR! I 12) xSDRT (PR I (12) /SAWIO)
PR! (11)xSANPL.RAPF CL)
PR! (19)%SNAPFL(L)-SANPL*ENAPFL(L)**2
PR1(1#)aSQRTIPR1 (19) SAIPO)
PR! (9)mSAMPL*ENAPFL(L)
IF 4NAREA.El.1) THEN

PR! (5) 1. E2#
PRi(6)s1. E20

END IF
90 IF (NXPTCH.El.# THEN

PR! (7)z!.E29
PR) (G)zE20

ENDIF
199 IF (APPRCM.LT.1.) THEN

PR! (9)xI.E29
PR!(19):1.E2#
PR! (1! ):j*E2#

PR! (12) 1. E2#
ENDIF

M1 NRITEU1336)LCRITL!),CRIT(L,2),(PRCK),(=112)
120 CONTINUE

IF (NCP.GT.1) THEN
NRITE(13,370)
IEL 1:1
IEL2.12
NCP1=NCP+l
DO 170 KJ:1I,NCPI
KK*4-KJ
DO 139 1.21,3
DSTR(L) SARPL#FLOAT (ICUT (KJL))
IF (KK.ST.0) DSTR(KI)-i.E2@

131 CONTINUE
PRi (!)SAPLFLOAT(I2CJT(KJl)
PR!(2)zSQRT(SANPL'(PR1(!)-PR!(!)**2)I
PR) (4)=FLOATIICRAT(KJ))
PR! (3) :SANPL#PRI (4)
PRI(4)zSDCRATCKJ)-SAIPLtPR! (4)H#2
PR! IMsSORT(PRIM()/SAMPO)
PR! (3)nSANPL'9l INA(KJ)
PR! (6)sS8NINA(KJ) -SAMPL.SNINA (K]) *42
PRlf6)*SGRTlPRI (6) /SANPO)
PR! (7)xSAMPL#SAPR(Q,)
PR) (8) aSAPR(KJ) -SANPL*SAPR(KJ)#*2
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PRI (8) SQRT(PRl(B) /SAhPO)
PRI (9) *SAPL*SAPRA(KJ)
PRI (II) S6APRA(KJ) -SANPL*SAPRA (KJ) "2
PRi C19)zSQRT(PRI(19)/SAMPO)
IF (NAREA.Eg.1) THEN
PRI( 5)SI. E2#
PRi (6)=1.E29

ENDIF
149 IF IAPPRCV.LT.1.) THEN

PRI (7)zl.E2#
PRI1 (8) al. E2#
PR! (9)zt.E2§

ENDIF
158 IF (KJ.LT.4) THEN

IF (KJ.ELZ2) IEL2:3
IF (KJEQ.3) IELlx2
WRITE(13,480IELI,1EL2,CRIT(IELIV1,CRIT(IEL2,2), (PR! (K),

I ~K:1,b),(DSTR(K),K=1,3),(PRI(K),K-7,1)
IF (NCP.EQ.3) GO TO 17#
GO TO 180

ENDIF

I Kzl,3), (PR! (K),Kz7, 19)
170 CONTINUE

ENDIF
ENDIF

189 IF (LV.GT.1) NRITE(13,390)
LVx#
DO 196 L=1,NELT
IF ((ITST(L,1).EQ.1).AND.(CRIT(L,1).LT.1S.)) THEN
LV4V,1l
IPL(LV)sL

ENDIF
191 CONTINUE

IF (LV.GT.1) THEN
134

211 IASIB~l
IBZNINf(A14,Lfl
KNIDl-IA+1

'-----NON-NSI STANDARD SUBSCRIPTS MAY REQUIRE ADJUSTNENT.
NRITE(13,411) (TGTIPL(K,5S),KzIA, 13)
NRITE(13,429) (CRIT(IPL(K),2),KsIA, ID)
ED 210 Ksl,KN
LsK.IA-1
IPLLxIPL (L)
PR!(K) uSAMPL*RCUT(CIPLL)
PR2(K)4SlGCTSCL) -SAIPLIRCUT( IPLL) **2
PR2(K)xSQRT(PR2VK) ISAMPO)
PR3(K)SPL#RNIT( IPLL)
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PR4(K)zSIGFIL(L)-SAMPLsRHIT( IPLL) **2
PR4(K)zSQRT (PR4 (K) (SAMPO)
PR6(K)aSAMPL'RAPF(CIPU.)
PRS(K)zSIGNA (IPLL) -SANPL#RAPFIIPLL)*'2
PR5(K)xSRT(PR5(K)/SAMPO)

211 CONTINUE
WRITE(13q431) (PRI(K),Kzl,KM)
WRITE(13,441) 4PR2(K) ,KxI,KM)
WRITE(I3,45f) (PR3(K) ,Kx1,KM)
WRITE(13,44#) (PR4(K) ,K-l,KM)
IF (NAREA.E9.1) THEN

1RITE(l3,469) CPRb(K),Kx1,KM)
WRITE13, 479) (PRI5LK) ,KzK)

ENDIF
220 IF (ID. LT.LV) 60 TO 21f

ENDIF
RETRN

249 FORMAT(11,'NSANP :',15,5XI'CUNF INTERVAL F:)R 991 LEVEL =',F7.3,
121,'FOR T6T ELT s',15)

259 FOSMAT(18X,29RCONF INTERVAL FOR 901 LEVEL --,F7.3)
269 FORMACI X, ,11HTGT ELEMENT, 1518)
271 FORMAT(1X,l2HEIP NO. HITS,15FB.3)
289 FORMATI,5SIA, 15FO.3)
296 FORMAT(11,12HEXP AREA DAN, 1SFB.9)
H#9 FORMAT(S9,5HSIBNA, 15FO.1)
319 FORMAT(2XIIHTST OP. NO.,1510)
329 FORMAT(iIITARSET GROUPS)
331 FORMAT(11H9,1X,11HTOT SP. NO.y1518)
-.141 FOR1RATIls12HEIP PER. DAM,15FO.3)
35# FORMAT UIH#,4X,39HFOR RUNWAYS AND MAJOR TAIIWAYS,/8X,3HT6T,41,3HMC

IL,2X,3HNC,31,4HPROD,2X,SNGA,21.biEXP NO,3X,5SISMA,3X,8HE1P AIR
2EA,3X,5IiSIGMA,3X,4HEXP ,A4,3l,3HISISMA,3X,8HEXP APPR,3X,SHSIGMA,3X,
38HEIP APPR,3X,5SHSIGMA,/81,3HELT, 16X,3HCUT,8X,7HCRATER5, 15X,4IiFILL,
4131,4HFILLED, 12X,7NNO CRAT, 151,41IFILL)

349 FORMT(BflS,3,F7.1,F5.e,2F7.3,2F0.3,4XF7.9, IXF7.I,4XF7.OI IX,F7.
1#,31,F9.3,11,FB.3,3X,FL9, 1XFS.9)

379 FORMAT (1H9,4X,29HCOMDINED PROBABILITIES OF CUT,/77X,l2HDISTRIBUTI
ION,/75X,l6NINIMUM CRTR~BH8,X3NCX3MN3,4Ri
22XSHSIGMA,2X,6HEXP NO,3XSHSI6MAq3XjBHEXP AREA93XSHSI6NA,4X,3(3H
3ELT,31) ,SHEIP APPR,3XSHSIGMA,3XSHEXP APPR,3X,5HSISMA, /7X,4HELTS,
416Xp3HCUT,81,7HCRATERS,15X,4HFILL,13X,lIS9X, 1H2,SX,1H3,5X,7iNo CR
SAT, 151,4HFILL)

310 FORMAT(6XSHI&2&3,F7.IF5.9,2F7.3,2F8.3.4X,F7.9, IX,F7.9,3X,3(FS.3
1,IX),I,2F8.3,31,2FB.1)

371 FORMATUH9,4XIFOR MINOR TAXI WAYS)
499 FORNAT(1HI, 13XI4NTARSET ELEMENT, 1517)
410 FORMTC4I 2H(TARGET WIDTH, l!F7.9)
420 FORMT(119tIINIMUM CLEAR WIDTH.15F7.0)
430 FORMTI IH23EXPECTED NUMBER OF CUTS, l5F7.3)
440 FORNAT (231vSHBSMA,15F7.3)
439 FO I 9T4124HEXPECTED CRATERS TO FILL, 15F7.3)
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468 FORMAT(7RS21HEXPECTED AREA TO FILL,15F7.0)
470 FORMAT C23X,5HSISMA, 15F7.f)
419 FORMT(X,11,1H&,Il,F7.9,FL9,2F7.3,2FB.3,4X,F7.0,X,F7.0,X 1,3(F5.

I3,11), lX,2F8.3,31,2F8&0
490 FORMAT(IN ,'NSARP LIMITED TO LEAST OF VALUE INPUT OR NUMBER NEEDED

a TO GIVE SPECIFIED QUALITY TO PROBABILITY OF CUT.')
END

--- - ---------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE NCOMP

*--THIS ROUTINE 15 ENTERED TO CALCULATE THE MINIMUM SAMPLE SIZE
# OF MONTE CARLO ITERATIONS TO GIVE A SPECIFIC CONFIDENCE LEVEL
# AND INTERVAL FOR THE PROBABILITY OF CUTTING A TAKEOFF
f SURFACE. IT CANNOT BE ENTERED UNLESS NFLA63 IS SET IN MAIN
# PROGRAM AND NSAMP SPECIFIED AS GREATER THAN 200.

CONCOH
I ADMI112) ,GPHT(15) MNXPTCH SSADHI(112),
2 AMIN(3) SGPHTAC(15) 516GARP(3),
3 APRA(3) ,GPHTS(13) ,SIBASP(3),
4 APRMIN(3) ,LNHITS(112) ,NSAlpl ,SIGCRT(31,
5 AREP(3) ,ICRAT(4) ,PASS(9:32,6) ,SIGCTS(27).
6 ASTP(3) IJCUT(4,3, ,PATT1(13,34) ,SIGFIL(27),
7 COUNTR(112) ,IHIT(3) ,RAPF(112) ,SIGHTS(112).
8 CRIT(112,2) pIPASS(32,2) ,RCUT(112) ,SIGNAF(112),
9 CRTAD(t1,6,2) pIPAT(12,4) oRNIT(112) ,SNINA44),
& DECAR (112) ,IPCUT(3) 99APR(4) SNAPFL(3),
I DSTR(3) pSAPRA(4) ,TGT(112,3),
2 ENAPFL(3) ,IPL(41) SAVE(90#,3) IC(31,
3 SPADAC(15) ,ISAV(B01) ISGAPR(4) ,YC(3),
4 SPAIMCIS) ,ITBT(112p3) ,SGAPRA(4),
5 GPADNS(13) 1I2CUT(4) ,SGCRAT(4),
6 SPAREA(15) ,KH43) ,S6MINA(4)

COMON/ENDINSANP2,NELTNTGPSNCP,CRMIN,APPRCN, NAREA

COMION/JOHN/NFLABl,NFLA62,NMAI, NSAMPR, ZALPN. ERROR, NSANP4 NFLAG3

DIMENSION PR(3)

#---CALCLATE AND STORE IN A MATRIX THE PROBABILITY OF CUT FOR
# EACH TARGET ELEMENT USING THIS PATTERN.

IF (NCP.GE.1) THEN
IF (ZALPH.LT.I.645) ZALPHI.643
IF ((ERROR.BT.9.15).OR. (ERROR.LT..8Uif)) ERRORL95
00 It J2I,NCp
PR(J)ARCUT(J) /FLOATfNSAMP)

to CONTINUE

*-----INITIALIZE A LOOP TO FIND THAT PROBABILITY OF CUT CLOSEST
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* TO 0.5. THIS MAXIMIZES REQUIRED SAMPLE SIZE FOR WORST CASE
* TARGET ELEMENT AND ATTACK.

SHALLAlS(PR(I)-l.5)

JIzi
Ilz

----LOOP TO FIND PROBABILITY OF CUT CLOSEST TO 0.5
* AND RECORD IT AS PKNUM.

DO a9 Jm1,NCP
SHALLIzABS(PR (J) -1.5)
IF (SHALLI.LT.SNALL) THEN

SMALL=SMALLI
ENDIF

23 CONTINUE
PKNUM=PR (JX)
NU"-I

*-----IF PKNUN 1S VERY CLOSE TO ZERO OR ONE, THE STATISTICS
* COLLAPSE MONTE CARLO ITERATIONS TO A VERY SMALL NUMBER.
* THEN CALCULATION OF ADDITIONAL ITERATIONS TO RUN OR
* RETURN TO THE MONTE CARLO LOOP SHOULD NOT BE COMPLETED.
* THIS ACCOMPLISHED BY SETTING NFLAGI.

IF ((PKNUN.BT.9.I9I9) .AND. (PKNUM.LT.9.9995)I THEN

*--CALCULATE TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE TO ASSURE CONFIDENCE LEVEL
*AND ERROR INTERVAL.

SSIZE-PKNUM' (1 .-PKNUM)*( (ZALPN/ERROR) "2.)
NUMzSSIZE+I.

#---- TEST IF MORE ITERATIONS REQUIRED, SETTING APPROPRIATE FLAGS
# WHETHER TO RETURN TO THE MONTE CARLO LOOP. IF SO, SET LOWER

0 AND UPPER MONTE CARLO LOOP LIMITS.

IF (NUR.LE.NSAMP? THEN
NFLAS~zI
RETURN

ELSE
NSAPRsNSAMP.1
NFLA2I
IF (NULLT.NMAX) THEN

NSANPmNLN
ELSE

NSANPUNMAX
ENDIF
RETURN
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ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
95 NWLASizi

RETURN
ENI
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